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PREFACE

1 had the pleasure of writing eighteen papers on Oriental Subjects

for eight Memorial Volumes, seven o£ which were published in honour of

Scholars and one to commemorate the Jubilee of an Oriental Institution.

I collect twelve out of these eighteen papers in this volume. Of these

twelve, the lirst six were contributed to the Sir Jamshedjee Jejeebhoy
Zarthoshti Madressa Jubilee Volume, edited and published by me with an

Introduction in 1911, on the occasion of the 50 years' Jubilee of the Institution,

which was celebrated on 4th March 1913. The seventh paper was contributed to

the Spiegel Memorial Volume, edited and published by me with an Introduction in

1908, in honour of the late Dr. Frederick Spiegel, who died on loth December 1905.

The eighth paper was contributed to the Memorial Volume, published in 1918 by
the Gatha Society of Bombay in honour of the late Dastur Dr. Hoshang Jamasp of

Poona, who died on 23rd April 1908. The ninth was contributed to the

Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume, published at Poona in l9J7in honour of

Dr. Sir Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar upon the completion of his 80th year on

the 6th of July 1917. The last three, the tenth, eleventh and the twelfth were

contributed to the volume, entitled "The Orientalia" published at Calcutta in

honour of Sir Ausitosh Mukerjee. Three, out of the eighteen memorial

papers referred to above, vvere published in the K, R. Cama Memorial Volume,
edited and published by me with an Introduction in 1900, in honour of the late

Mr. Khurshedji Rustamjee Cama on the occasion of his 70th birthday. They
are entitled (1.) Translation of a Passage of the Jamaspi or Jamasp-ndraeh

relating to Plague and Famine ; (2.) The years of the reigns of the later Iranian

Kings according to the Jamaspi ; (3.) A Mew Medal of King Behr^mgore.
As two of these are incorporated in another form in my "Jamaspi, Pahlavi, Pazend

and Perisian Texts with translation (Pahlavi Translations, Part III)*'' and as one

of them is published in my Asiatic Papers, Part I, they are not reprinted here.
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Other two out o£ these eighteen are published in the Cama Masonic Jubilee

Volume, edited aud published by nie in 1907 in honour o£ the late Mr. K,

R. Cama on the occasion of his completing 50 years of Masonic life in 1904. They

are entitled, "The Legendary and Actual History of Masonry" and "Zoroaster

and Euclid ". As they are included in my
" Masonic Papers ", published in 1913,

they are not reprinted here. The remaining eighteenth paper, entitled "An

Untranslated Chapter of the Bundehesh ", was written for the volume,
" Avesta

Pahlavi and Ancient Persian Studies ", a volume published in 1904 in honour of

the late Shams-ul-ulma Dastur Dr. Peshotan Behramji Sanjana. But as the volume

came to be confined to contributions by European Scholars only, the paper, though

first accepted, was latterly returned. It was then read before the Bombay Branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society (Vol. XXI, pp. 49-65). As it is included in my
Asiatic Papers, Part I, it is not reprinted here.

JIVANJI JAMSHEDJI MODI.

Fatehma Lodge,

WoDEHOUSE Road, Colaba,

Gatha Vahishtoisht 1291 A.Y.

STH September 1922.
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THE TIBETAN MODE OF THE DISPOSAL OF THE DEAa
SOME SIDE LIGHT THROWN BY IT

ON SOME OF THE DETAILS OF THE IRANIAN MODE
AS DESCRIBED IN THE VENDIDAD-

A STUDY.

BY

Shams-ul-Ulma Dr. Jivanji Jamshedji Modi, B, A-, Ph- D.

I had the pleasure of visiting Darjeeling, for about five
Introduction.

^ • -Kt r , , itti -i i t i i i

weeks, in May-June of 1913. While there, 1 had the opportu-

nity of studying the manners and customs of the Tibetan Bhutias who lived there. I

had the pleasure of visiting, for a number of times, their gompds or monasteries and

of having long conversations with their Lamas or priests, about the manners and

customs of the Tibetans. I beg to tender here my best thanks to Mr. Jamshedji

Framji Madon of Calcutta and Darjeeling, not only for his kind hospitality, but for

all the conveniences that he kindly placed under his hospitable roof at my disposal for

my inquiries and study at Darjeeling.

Among the many interesting subjects that I learnt there, one was that of the

mode of the disposal of the dead in Tibet, a subject, of which I had casually read

something before. The subject interested me much from the Parsee point of view,

because, as said by Mon. L. De Millou^^ and Dr. Sven Hedin^, the mode resembled a

good deal the Parsee mode of disposal.

Sources of materials.
^ learnt much about the Tibetan custom from long conver-

sations at Darjeeling, with Rai Sarat Chandra Das Bahdur

CLE, the veteran Indian Traveller of the last generation who had visited Tibet

1. "II est encore une autre manifire de pratiquer ces fungrailles qui, par leur esprit au moins, se rapprochent

beaucoup des usages funeraires des Parsis, methode plus doonomique, si elle est moins expeditive" (Bod-Youl
ou Tibet (1906) pp. 70 -7i.)

2. "The vultures here act the same part as in the Towers of Silence among the Parsees of Bombay and

Persia" Trans-Himalaya, Discoveries and Adventures in Tibet (1909) Vol. I. p. 378.



threa tiinis, aai with Rwd. fCi vagaehi, the vvell-knowa Japanese priest and'

traveller who had lived and studied at Lhassa for three years. The informa-

tion £ro;n their lip^ w i^, as it were, from the first hands, because, on account of their

long stay in Tibet, they had opportunities to see for thein^elves some Tibetan funerals.

I also learnt somathing from the lips of Mr, K. Shempa, the Secretary of the

Buddhist community at Dar jeeling, and of some Lamas, who had, off and

on, visited Tibet. I gratefully remember the courtesy often shown to me by Mr.

Sonam Yatzar,the head Lama of the gompd of Bhutia Busti, who is known as Lhadhag

Amji, Chhothimba. I have sappleiuanted my information thus derived, with study

from the books of the above two Indian travellers^ and of other European travellers*.

., I propose dealinar with the subiect of my paper under three
Division of the subject. i

^rr
heads.

I. An Account of the Tibetan mode of the Disposal of the Dead.

II. Points of similarity between the Tibetan mode and the Iranian mode as

referred to in the VendidM and as practised by the modern Parsees.

III. Some side-light thrown by the Tibetan mode upon the Iranian mode.

I

AN ACCOUNT OF THE TIBETAN MODE OF THE DISPOSAL

OF THE DEAD.

Four modes of the ^' L. De Millou^ says, that four modes for the disposal of

S?ed tJ^y^M. l'
the dead prevailed in Tibet: 1 Cremation, 2 Burial, 3 Dissection,

De Miiioug. .^nd 4 Exposure (L' incineration, I'enterrement, la dissection et 1'

exposition)'. In this division, in the word burial are involved two modes—the ground-

1. («); "Journey to Lhasa and Central Tibet" by 3arat Chandra Das, 0. I. E. 1902 (6) "Three years in

Tibet'' oy the Shramana Eki Kawaguchi.
2. (a) "Lhasa aid its Mysteries" by CjI, W.tddill (6) "Trans aitnilaya" by Dr. Sven Hedin (c) "Across

Thibet", a translation by f!. B. Pitiam of "De Paris au Tonkin a travers le Tibet inoonnu" by G. Bonvalot.((J)

"Bod-Youl ou Tibet (Le Paradis des Moines)" par L. De. Millou6 (V.anale8 du Mus6e Guimet, Tome douzidme).

(e) "Narrative of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet (1774) and of the Journey of Thomas Manning to

Lhassa" by Clements R. Markham. (f) The Budhism of Tibet or Lamaism by Col. Waddel. (g) Diary of a

Journey, through Mongolia and Tibet in 1891 and 1892, by William Woodville Rockhill. (h) Central Asia and

Tibet. Towards the Holy City of Lassa, by Sven Hedin. (1303).

3. "Bod-Youl ou Tibet", p. 268.
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burial and the water-burial. His last two modes, vk. Dissection and Exposure, are, as

it were, the sub-divisions or methods of one and the same mode, viz. Exposure.

six modf 8 prevalent Lookinff to the above fact, and to the further fact, that there
in libet at various ° ' '

times. were other modes prevalent, though not to a large extent, we

may say, that almost all the known modes for the disposal of the. dead are, or at

least, were, at one time, prevalent in Tibet. They are the following :
—

1. Cremation

2. Ground-burial i.e. simple interrement in the ground.

3. Water-burial i.e. throwing the body in water.

4. Exposure, wherein the bodies are exposed— whether with dissection or

without dissection—before vultures, dogs and such flesh -devouring animals.

5. Mummifying or embalming the body and thus preserving it—a mode very

rarely followed.

6 Cannibalism, or at least that form of it which can be called, as M. L. De

Milloue^ says, Patrophagie i. e. eating the bodies of one's parents.

Ttie Four principal Oftheabove six modes , the first four are the principal ones,

modes. held to be more or less sacred, both by the Hindus and the

Tibetans, as they typify the four elements—fire, earth, water and air—of which a

man's body is supposed to be made up.

Rev. Kawaghuchi speaks thus of these four modes: " These four processes of

disposing of corpses originate from Hindd philosophy, according to which human

bodies are believed to consist of four elements earth, water, fire and air, and it is

thought that on death they should return to these original elements. Land-burial

corresponds to the returning to earth, cremation to fire, water-burial to water, and

the bird-devouring to the air, of which birds are the denizens. The bodies of Lamas

are mostly disposed of by this last process, while those of a few privileged persons

only, such as the Dalai Lama, sub-Dalai Lama and other venerable Lamas, believed

to be incarnations of Bodhisattvas, are given a special modeof burial. "2

1 Bod-Youl ou Tibet, p. 67.

2 "Three years in Tibet" p. 389-90,



The Tibetens have sonte monuments which are called chortens or reiic-tombs.

They are, at times, built on receptacles of the burial-ashes of the

bodies after cremation and at times even over bodies buried

under ground. The form of these chortens represent these

four elements. The adjoining figure represents the form of a

chorten. The four parts, of which the main part of the structure is

made, are believed to symbolize the four elements. The upper

spire-like form symbolizes ether. The special mode for the special

few high Lamas, referred to by Rev. Kawaguchi, is that of

mummifying the body and keeping it in a shrine, where people

worship it.^

Before speaking at some length about the mode of Expo-

sure, with which the Parsees are specially concerned and which is the

special subject of this paper, I will say something on the other five modes. A short

account of these modes will enable us to understand very clearly the reasons, why
these are condemned in the Vendid&d.

The Tibetans are Buddhists
;
and as Buddhism enjoins

cremation, one would naturally expect, that Tibetans should

prefer cremation as a rule. But, it is not so. It is vary rare. In this connection,

one must remember, that before the introdu ction of Buddhism into Tibet long after

Gaotama Buddha, the people had their Bon religion.

As pointed out by M. L. De Milloue^ , 'I ibet was to Buddhism as Rome was

to Christianity. Christianity was born and had flourished in a distant land. From

there it went, at a later date, to Rome which then became its centre and the seat of

its Popes and its hierarchy. So, in the case of Buddhism. From its cradle and

home in India it went, at a much later date when it declined there, to Tibet and made

it its centre and the seat of its Popes, the Dalai Lamas, and of its hierarchy. One must

note in this connection, that many travellers, who have visited Tibet, its great Dalai

Jjama and other members of its higher priesthood, have, from several striking points

of resemblance in the hierarchies of b;)th, used words like
"

Popes,cardinals,

bishops and prelates
"

in the matter of the Tibetan hierarchy. Having left its birth -

1. Cremation in Tibet.

1 Ibid, pp. 393-94.

2 Bod-Youl ou Tibet, p. 153.



place, India, Buddhism made Lhassa such a great stronghold, that the great Lama
exercises from there his divine authority over a part of China, over Mongolia and

Siberia, and even over a part of Russia.

Tibetan Buddhism, Thus, the Buddhism of Tibet, had, mixed up with itself,

me)it8 of the older Bon the elements of the ancient religion of Tibet, known as the Bon
'* '^*"'"

religion. No new religion altogether supplants the belief and

customs of the older religion of the land where it forces itself and spreads. Zoroaster

had embodied in IrSn in his Zoroastrianism, much of the ancient Mazdyagnaism
of the Paoiryotkaeshas that was likely to be of use. Early Christianity had to accept

some of the ancient customs of the so-called heathen pagans. For example, we know,

that, as pointed out by some Christian writers themselves, the Christmas day (25th

of December) is not really the day of the birth of Christ. It is more a Zoroastrian

Festival corresponding to the Feast of Mithras or MeherangSn Jashan. Yet, the

early Christians had to adopt it, with some Mithraic forms, as the birthday of Christ.

Simillarly, in Tibet, Buddhism, which enjoined and recommended cremation,

adopted and continued, with many of the older customs of the ancient Bon' religion

of the country, the custom of Exposure of the dead, which it had inherited from its

very primitive days, when Exposure seemed to be prevalent in the whole of Central

Asia.

Why Cremation or It is said, that Cremation or Exposure before flesh-eating;
Exposure was preferred ... pi t, i n m
to Burial. animals is preferred to Burial on account of the Tibetan

belief in the transmigration of the soul. The belief is, that the body must be

destroyed wholly as soon as possible. If it is not destroyed immediately, the soul is

delayed in the progress of passing into another body or form.* Hence they sought

either Exposure before flesh-eating animals, or Cremation, because these two modes

soon disposed of the body-

1 l''or the Bon Religion, vide (a)
" A brief stretch of the Bon religion", by sarat Chandra Das, in The

Journal of the Buddhist Texts Society, 1903. (b) Bod-Youl on Tibet, by L. De Milloue, Chap. VI.

2 " L'ame ou I'esprit du mort ne peut se r^incarner tant que les fildments materials du corps ne sont

pas dissous et rendus k la masse des atoms mondiaux "
(Bod-Youl ou Tibet, par. L. de Milloue, p, 269).

This belief is quite opposite to that of the ancient Egyptians, who believed, that the longer the body
was preserved and remained intact as a whole, the happier the soul. If the body was dissolved, the

Boul would be, as it were, homeless and would be hurt. Bence it was that, they went at times to the awfully

costly process, of mummifying the body. They (a) embalmed the body with costly drugs, (b) put round it a

number of strongly drugged clothes, (c) and then put it into a strong bos made of seasoned wood, which box
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Why Exposure was
^^^ ^^ these two, Cremation sooner destroys the whole

preferred to Cremation? of the body, and SO, it Ought to be greatly preferred. But

there were three reasons for w hich it was not generally resorted to.

(a) The first reason is, that from very remote times, they have been following

the cheap, simple and natural mode for the disposal of the body, which

had come down to them with their ancient Bon religion, of which, in spite

of their Buddhism, they had preserved many customs.

(b) Secondly, they considered Exposure preferable to Cremation, because,

besides having the advantage common to it and the Cremation, viz

immediate destruction of the body, it had the advantage of appealing to

their piety. They thought, that by the mode of Exposure, they per-

formed, even after death, the pious act of feeding the animals, which

Buddhism asked them to take care of during their lives.

Some intelligent Bhutias, with whom I had the pleasure to talk on the subject,

said : "It is a charitable and meritorious act to give our body to be eaten to God's

animal creation ". Dr. Sven Hedin thus expresses their view of this mode :

" The whole aim of this method of disposing of the body is that the deceased

may have the merit of giving his body to the birds, which would otherwise be

famished. Thus even after his death he performs a pious deed which will

promote the peace of his soul"^. Horace Delia Penna also says that,
" the giving of

the corpses to the dogs is done as an act of charity, so that ^after death they may
be useful to the living."^

(c) Thirdly, even if they were inclined towards Cremation, they could not

afford to burn the body. Fuel is very scarce in Tibet. All travellers

speak of its scarcity. People usually use as fuel for culinary purposes

itself had a couaterfoil or counterpart of the mau's body put on it. (d) The box was then placed in a strong

stone sarcophagus, (e) The sarcophagus was buried in a secure place, (f) A tomb was thea built over it,

(g) Lastly, at times, a pyramid was built over the tomb. All these intricate processes were resorted to,

to preserve the body intact as long as possible, under the belief, that, as long as the body was safe, the soul was

safe and happy in the other world.

1 '

Trans-Himalaya,' Vol. I, p. 378.

2 "Brief Account of the Kingdom of Tibet," by Fra Francesco Orazio Daila Penna di Billi (1730), in

the "Narratives of the Mission of George Hogle to Tibet and of the journey of Thomas Manning", by Clements

R. Maricham, p. 340.



the dried dun<( of the cattle. These dried dung cakes also are not cheap;

and besides that, they -would not like to burn their dear ones with this

excreta of the cattle.

Rev. Kawaguchi sa} s on this point :

"
Though cremation is considered as a

superior way of disposing of dead bodies, the process is by no means easy in a

country where faggots are scarce, for the dried dung of the yak is hardly thought

proper for the purpose. Hsnce cr emation is confined to the wealthier class only."
^

George Bogle also says the same thing. He says,
" As there is little wood in the

country, they cannot afford to burn the dead."' Under the circumstances, those,

who, following the later injunction of their Buddhism, burn the dead, are few and

far between. It is comparitively the rich who do so. As M. L. de. MHlou^^ says.

Cremation is "funerailles de luxe
"

i e. "funeral of luxury" for the rich only.

2 Ground-burial. Gronnd-burial is resorted to very rarely. It is not in line with

the spirit of the teachings, both of their Buddhism and of their old Bon religion.

The Bhutias of Tibet and other adjoining regions, who live in Darjeeling and in

its vicinity, resort to burial, as it were, under compulsion. Cremation is costly

for them. As they live under British Government, the simple open exposure
resorted to by their co-religionists in Tibet, n ould not be allowed at Darjeeling.

Again, water-burial, which they would prefer to ground-burial, because

it destroys the body quicker than ground-burial, is not possible, as Government

would not permit it from a sanitary point of view. So, they resort to ground-burial.

At times, the friends and relatives of a poor Bhutia subscribe amongst themselves a

sum]; to provide for cremation, which they prefer, but that happens rarely.

In Tibet proper, burial is exclusivelj' reserved for the funerals of high incarnate

Lamas. Owing to their very high position and sanctity, it is believed that their

souls have not to wait long for a complete dissolution of the body before re-incar-

nation.* Again, their bodies have to be enshrined for being worshipped by the people.

So, in their cases, which are rare, burial is resorted to.

1 " Three years in Tibet ", p. 389.

2 Narratives of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet (1774)...by Clements R. Markham, p. 122.

3 Bod-Youl ou Tibet p. 70. "L'incindration, ties cofltense vu Ja raret€ du bois, n'est usitfie que pour les

personages de marque et" pour les religieux
"

(Ibid, p. 268).

4 Bod-Yul ou Tibet, par. L . De. Millonfi, p. 268.
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8. Water-Burial This Js at times resorted to in districts, away from towns,

where there are no proper conveniences for the exposure of the body, and where

there are no vultures or dogs. In that case, they throw the bodies in the adjoining

rivers or streams, wherein the bodies are soon disin tegreted and devoured by the

fishes. The bodies are generally thrown in rivers and streams that are considered

sacred, of which there are many. The bod}- is generally cut into small pieces before

being thrown into water. Even in case of cremation, they carry the ashes to these

sacred rivers or streams and either place them on their banks or throw them into

their waters.

4 Mummifying the This mode is employed very rarely, and that in the case of

^°^y- the Highest Lamas, the Dalai Lama or the Tashai Lama. Their

bodies are embalmed and placed in shrines in their palatial monasteries where they

are worshiped by thousands and tens of thousands.

5 Cannibalism. According to some travellers, the Tibetans had at one time

Patrophagie. another peculiar mode of the disposal of the dead, which M. L.

De Milloud terms Patrophagie.^ It was a kind of cannibalism. They ate away
the body of their departed ones, especially their parents. They believed, that the

best place for the disposal of the bodies of their dear mothers and fathers was their

own belly. They loved them so much that they considered it a pious filial duty to

bury them in their own stomachs.^

It is said that, when the Mongols were devastating the eastern countries of

Europe, the Pope sent in 1245 A D., a person named Piano Carpini, as an ambas-

sador, to the Great Khan of the country. The ambassador thus reported of the

people of Tibet from what he heard:
" The inhabitants of that land are pagans.

They have a most astonishing or rather horrible custom, for when any one's father

is about to give up the ghost, all the relatives meet together, and they eat him, as

was told to me for certain. "^

The Fransiscan monk Odorico, who travelled in 1328 A. D., in many of the

countries of Central Asia,—and among them in the country of Tibet—said that the

I "Apres ces peuples-la sont ceux de Tebetli, do:\t I'Abomiaable cjutume etait de mauger leur p^re et leur

mere morts, et pensaient que oe fut un aote de pigte de ne leur douaer point d'autre tombeau que leurs propres

entrailles." Bod-Youl ou Tibet, p. 66.

2 M. L. De Milloud, in his Bod-Youl (p. 66), refers to Guillaume de Rubruquis, as descriMng this custom

among the Tibetans in his "
Voyages de Benjamin de Tudelle &c." p. 328, but he himself doubts its existence.

3. Quoted by Dr. Sven Hedin, in his "Trans- Himalaya," Vol. Ill, p. 312.
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Tibetan priests cut off the heaii o£ a dead man and gave it to his son who made a

drinking cup out of the skull and always drunk from it in memory of his father.

Then the body was cut up and given to eagles and vultures, "who, like the angels of

God, conduct the departed to the joys of paradise",
i

Marco Polo thus speaks of the practice of cannibalism: "Those vpho operate

miracles of this nature are persons of Tebeth (Tibet) and Kesmir (Cashmere), two

classes of idolaters more profoundly skilled in the act of magic than the natives of

any other country ...» They are addicted, moreover, to this beastly and

horrible practice, that vphen any culprit is condemned to death, they carry off the

body, dress it on the fire and devour it."*

The present practice of using the skulls of men as drinking bowls, and especially

as ceremonial bowls, in the Tibetan monasteries and of using human thigh bones as

trumpets by the Tibetan Lamas, seems to be a relic of this very ancient custom of

cannibalism. Rev. Kawaguchi, the Japanese traveller, says thus, even of the present

Tibetans: They "may practically be considered as a kind of cannibals,"
3

because,

in the midst of the process of cutting the dead bodies before giving them to dogs and

vultures for being devoured, the persons who cut the corpse or the "priests prepare

tea, or help themselves to baked flour, with their hands splashed over with a mash

of human flesh and bones, for they never wash their hands before they prepare tea

or take food, the most they do being to clap their hands, so as to get rid of the

coarser fragments. And thus they take a good deal of minced human flesh, bones

or brain, mixed with their tea or flour .... When I suggested that they might
wash their hands before taking refreshment, they looked at me with an air of surprise.

They scoffed at my suggestion, and even observed that eating with unwashed hands

really added relish to fool; besides, the spirit of the dead man would be satisfied

when he saw them tike fragments of his mortal remains with their food without

aversion. It has been stated that the Tibetans are descendants of the Rfikshssa

tribe—a tribe of fiendish cannibals who used to feed on human flesh; and what I

witnessed at the burial convinced me that, even at the present day, they recained the

horrible habit of their ancestors."*

1 Dr. Sven Hedin's Trans-Himalaya, Vol. Ill, p. 125. Vide Appendix at the end of this paper, for the
ori^nal from Odorii-.

2 "The Travels of Marco Polo. Marsden's translation, revised by Thomas Wright (1904), p. 136
3 Three years in Tibet, p. 392. 4 Ibid, pp. 392-93.
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I remember having met one day, when on a walking excursion to Ranga?

roong, about 8 miles from Dirjeeling, two begging (*rTg^) lamas, carrying
over their body all the paraphernalia o£ a monastery. When asked to pray for

me with their musical instruments, one of them began to blow his trumpet (Jcang-

rfoMra^),made of a human bone. On being asked, why he carried a human bone, he

said, it was a bone of a pious lama, and that the souls of dead lamas were

pleased when their bones and skulls were made use of by men, especially for religious

purposes. According to M. I,, de Milloue, they believe, that the more saintly the

deceased lamas were, the more harmonious and loud is the sound made by trumpets
made of their bones. ^

According to the authority (Guillaume de Rubruquis), quoted by M L. de

Miltoue,'- they like to have with them cups made out of the skulls of their parents

and to drink from them, a custom which leads them to remember their parents
in the midest of their enjoyments. From two such skulls, joined together, and

with parchment attached to them, they also prepare drums (damarou)^

We see in the pictures of their gods, cups made of human skulls known as

thod-hrag. In connection with this matter, M. L. de Millou^* refers to the Scythians,

mentioned by Herodotous, and says, that like them, they drank from the cups made

out of the skulls. The Scythians made such a use of the skulls of their enemies and
"
of their own kith and kin if they have been at feud with them," 5.

1. Bod-Youl ou Tibet, par M. L. de MiUoufi, p. 67.

2. Bod-Youl ou Tibet, p. 66.

3. Bod-Youl ou Tibet, p. 67.

4. Ibid, pp. 67-68.

5 Rawlinson's Herodotus, Vol. Ill, p. 66; Bk. IV. 65. Ammianus Marcellinus speaks of the

Scordisci that they were very cruel and drank human blood in human skulls (lis ^t4ent

cruels . . . . tuvant avec avidity le sang humain dans des cranes (Ammien Marcellin. Berlin edition of 1775.

Tome III, p. 85. Bk. XXVII Chap. 4). Herodotus also speaks of an Indian "race called Callatians,

men who eat their fathers'' (Ibid, Vol II, p. 436. Bk. Ill, .38). He also speaks of "a tribe eastward of

these Indians ..called Padseans, who are wanderers, and live onrawflesh ..If one of their number be ill, man or

woman, they take the sick person, and if he be a man, the men of his acquaintance proceed to put him to death,..

They kill him, and feast themselves on his body. So also if a woman be sick, the women, who are her friends,

take her and do with her exactly the same as men...(Ibid. Vol 11 pp. 489-90. Bk. Ill 99). A similar custom existed

.among the Massagetae (Ibid Vol. I. p Zi\'L Bk. 1, 216). The Massagetse were '-agreatand warlike nation, dwelling
eastwa rd, toward the rising of the sun, beyond the river Araxes, and opposite the Issedouians" (Ibid I, p. 342.

Bk. I, 201). "Human life does not come to its natural close with this people; but when aman grows very old, all

his kinsfolk collect together and offer him up in sacrifice
; offering at the same time some cattle also. After
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6 Exposure
-^^ ^^^^ above, the prevalent practice in Tibet is that

of the Exposure o£ the bodies to vultures and dogs, and even to

wolves, where vultures or dogs are not available. According to Rai Saheb Chandra

Das Bahadur, in one place, "the corpses o£ the townpeople are fed to pigs, whose

flesh, by the waj', is said to be delicious^".

This mode can be divided into two parts. As said above, M. L. De Millou^

speaks of these two parts, as if they were two separate modes. In fact, they are

two divisions of the same mode. So, I will speak of this mode under these two

heads :

(A) Exposure after Dissection

(B) Exposure proper { e. Exposure without Dissection.

(A) Ex osure ft r
'' ^^^^^ ^^^^ speak of the Exposure after Dissection, on the

Dissection. authority of various travellers and scholars.

the sacrifice they boil the flesh and feast on it
;
and those who thus end their days are reckoned the happiest.

If 6 man dies of disease they do not eat him, but bury him in the ground, bewailing his ill-fortune that he

did not come to be sacrificed." (Ibid I p. 332. Bk. I, 216). Of a similar custom among the Issedonians,

Herodotus says :
" When a man's father dies, all the near relatives bring sheep to the house, which are

sacrificed, and their flesh cut in pieces, while at the same time the dead body undergoes the like treatment.

The two sorts of flesh are afterwards mixed together, and the whole is served up at a banquet. The head of

the dead man is treated differently : it is stripped bare, cleansed, and set in gold. It then becomes an orna-

ment on which they pride themselves, and is brought out year by year at the great festival which sons keep in

honour of theirfather's death, just as the Greeks keep Genesia. (These were ceremonial observances at the tombs

of the departed, annually, on the day of the deceased person's birth)." (Ibid "Vol. Ill, pp. 22-23. Bk. IV, 26).

Strabo thus refers to this custom among the Massagetse
'•

They account the best mi>de of death to be

chopped up when they grow old with the flesh of sheep, and both to be devoured together. Those who die

of disease are cast out as impious, and only fit to be the prey of wild beasts. ("The Geography of Strabo. Bk.

XI, Chap, VIII, 6. Translation by Hamilton and t'alconer (1856) Vol. II, p. 247).

Strabo thus refers to the practice among the Derbices " Persons who attain the age of above seventy

years are put to death by them, and their nearest relations eat their flesh. Old women are strangled and then
buried. Those who die under seventy years of age are not eaten, but are only buried (Bk. XI. Ch. XI 8

Translation of Hamilton and Falconer, Vol. II p. 258).

Strabo thus speaks of the custom of the disposal among the Bactriani and the Caspii
" Those who are disabled by disease or old age are thrown alive to be devoured by dogs kept expressly
for this purpose, and whom in the language of the country they call entombers.... ..Something of the same kind
is related of the Uaspii also, who, when their parents have attained the age of 70 years confine them and let

them die of hunger. This custom, although Scythian in character, is more tolerable than that of the

Bactrians, and is similar to the domestic law of the Cei; the custom however of the Bictrians is much more
according to Scythian manners'-' (Bk. XI, Ch.XI., 3. Ibid, p. 253).

1 "Journey to Lhasa and Central Tibet," p. 169.

2
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(a) Revd. Kawaguchi's I have collected the following information from the lips of
account, as given to me i-> -ni • tt- i • i tit i

in conversation. Kev. Lkai Kavvaguchi, whom 1 had the pleasure of meeting, on

the 23rd of June 1913, at the Lhassa V^illa of Bai Sarat Chandra Das Bahadur.

During a part of the conversation on the subject, which was long, Rai Sarat

Chandra Das Bahadur also joined us and explained some matters relating to the

subject.

On the occurence of death, they consult a Lama for an auspicious day
and hour^ on which the body can be disposed of. The body is generally disposed of

at least three days after death.^ But, if the day or days after the customary third

day, is, or are, inauspicious, the body is kept in the house for even eight
or ten days.^ The country being cold there is no harm in keeping the body
at home for a long time. The Lama is consulted as to whether cremation,

ground-burial, water-burial or exposure was the most auspicious way for

disposal. By looking to the horoscope of the deceased, he generally advises, that

the process of exposure was the most auspicious. Again, before the removal of the

body, the Lama puts down on a piece of paper the ceremonies that are to be per-

formed by the relatives in honour of the dead*. The body is then taken to the funeral

ground, which is generally on the rocky side of a mountain. The flesh-devouring birds

generally abound there. They are fine greyish white birds. They are held sacred.

They are believed to be incarnations of Dakini sfip/ff (female celestial angels.)

The Lamas then perform some Buddhist ceremonies, wherein gestures and

mantras (fl^ incantations) abound. They are believed to carry the dead to a

1. cf. The Indian superstition of panchak (Vli), which was prevalent at one time among some of the

Parsee women of India also. Panchak (i.e. the period of 2mnch or five) is believed to be a bad or inauspicious
time. If a corpse is disposed of at that time, it is feared, that five persons of the family may die. To avoid that

catastrophe, small packets of cloth were made and placed over the bier, under the belief, that each of the

packets, (dhhigli tft'sic-il) would represent a person; and to, the removal of 5 of these may avert the danger of 5

persons of the family being dead and carried to the Towers.

2. cf. The Parsee belief, that the soul passes away from the precincts of this world, three days after

death.

3. Among the Ancient Iranians, the auspices or inauspices only depended upon the weather. If the

weather was bad, the body was kept at home for several days.

4. cf. The once prevalent practice among the Parsees, viz.. that of the family priest telling to the officia-

ting senior priest, at the oothiima ceremony on the third day, what ceremonies i.e how tuaay Yazashaas, Vendi-

dads, DaruDs etc. were to be performed during the course of the first year. Tttis practice has now taken

the stereotyped form of the "lakh bhcmdvvL"
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higher plane. The Lamas are believed to have some mystic power, by means o£

which, through their mystical incantations, they can send the deceased to higher

planes. "Whatever the case may be, the relatives are satisfied and consoled by these

ceremonies. The Lamas are generally paid for their services, but the payment is not

compulsory or obligatory. They get at least the dress of the deceased. The above

ceremoney for the transfer of the soul of the deceased to a higher plane {Sukhdvati

1'3I^%), is called Poa.

The body is then cut by a set of professional men, in the presence of

the Lama and the relatives, the Lama saying the mantras during the process.

These professional men are called R;lgyoba. The Lamas help them in their

work with their advice. The body is cut into very small pieces. The bones are

crushed in the holes of the rock there. The brain of the deceased and a little tsamha

(barley flour)
are mixed with the pounded bones, to help their being devoured

easily by the birds. It is only the hair that remain. When the whole of the body

is eaten away by the vultures, the relatives get pleased and believe that the

deceased has been received by God. They pay a certain fee, at the place of

the exposure, for every body disposed of. This mode of the disposal of the

body by vultures is more for those who are comparatively a little rich. The

poor cannot afford any fee at this place. So, for them, the mode of disposal

is that of exposing the bodies to dogs. These dogs, some of which are very ferocious,

are kept away from the city by the police and by the people. The dogs do not

require the body to be cut into small pieces. Large pieces do for them.

The poor, who are unable to afford the fee of the ceremonial at the place of

disposal, generally perform all the ceremonies at home. They have no ceremonies

at the burial place. They perform some funeral ceremonies on the 7th day after death,

and do so seven times at the interval of every seven days. It is for one generation,

at the utmost, that they perform the ceremonies after one's death.

(6) The account given J have given the above description of the mode of the
by Rev. Kawaguchj in

i p i i i p

his Book. disposal of the dead from my notes of my conversation with

Rev. Kawaguchi. Since then, I have looked into his work,
" Three years in

Tibet," and find, that the description given therein,^ is well nigh the same.

I supplement my above account with some details that I find in the book. He says.-'

(1) pp. 388-92.

(2) Ibid p. 388.
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" In Tibetan funerals, neither a coffin nor urn is used in which to deposit the

corpse. It is simply laid on a frame made of two wooden poles, with a proper space

between and two cross pieces tied to them. The rectangular space thus described is

filled in with a rough sort of network of ropes, and over the netting is spread a sheet

of cloth for thp reception of the corpse. Another piece of cloth, pure white in

colour, is thrown over the corpse, and that completes the arrangementi The whole

burden is then carried on the shoulders of two men, who insert their heads between

the projecting ends of the two longer poles."
^

On the subj ect of the vultures and the process of cutting the body, Rev.

Kawaguchi gives the following details :

" In a small valley formed between two contiguous hills, stood a big boulder

about twelve yards high. The top of this stone was level and measured about

fifteen feet square. This was the
'

burial-ground
'

for this particular kind of

interment. On the summits of the surrounding hills, and even on the inaccessible

parts of the rock itself, were perched a large number of vultures, with their eyes

glistering with greed. They are always waiting there for
'

burials.' When the

bier was placed upon this rock, the white sheet was taken off, and the priest who had

come, with the rest of the mourners and sympathisers, began to chant their texts to

the accompaniment of drums and cymbals. At the same time one man approached

the corpse with a broadsword, with which to
'
dress

'

it. In '

dressing
'

the

abdomen was first cut open and the entrails removed Next, all the various mem-

bers of the body were severed, after which some other men, including a few priests,

undertook the finishing work of final 'dressing', which consisted in separating

the flesh and bones, just as butchers do with slaughtered cattle. By this time, the

vultures had gathered in a flock round the place, and big pieces, such as the flesh of

the thighs, were thrown to them and most voraciously did they devour them. Then

the bones had to be disposed o£, and this was done by first throwing them into one

of the ten cavities on the rock, and pounding the heap with big stones. When the

1 These details about the bier remind us of the aelidn 3l4W( i^ifJM Vendidad VIII, 10, Dastur Darab P.

Sanjana's Pahlavi VendidUd p. 140, 1. 2.) among the Parsees.who have improved upon the method all along, and have

from a sanitary point of view, avoided the use of wood and use iron. The two carriers are spoken of in the Pahlavi

'

Vendidad as rac/ ^ '. e. the leaders (of tlie corpse bearers). The word Salar ( J^ '-) «• «•> chief, used in

the modern word, nasd sildr for corpse-bearers, seems to be a later rendering of rad. One of the j-ads is to

be at the head^ |^ aad the other at the foot_/^
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bones had been fairly well pulverised a quantity of baked flour was added to the mass,

and this daitny mixture was also given to the birds. The only things that remained

of the dead body was the hair' While the burial ceremony is going on, a religious

service is also conducted at the house of the deceased, and when the ceremony is

over, those who have attended it call at the house of the bereaved family, where

they are feasted' by its members'."

(c)-Dt. sven Hedin's
'^^^ description, which Kevd. Kawaguchi gives, is that of

description. an eyc-wilness, who had himself attended a funeral and seen the

whole of the cutting process. His description refers to the mode in Lhassa, the

seat of the Dalai Lama. Dr. Sven Hedin* describes the mode as he had heard it. He

himself had not seen a funeral. However, from his description and that of some other

travellers, it appears that, though the mode was the same, viz., that of exposure before

flesh-devouring animals, yet the details differed in different places, and, at times, even

in the same place. For example, according to Dr. Sven Hedin, in the cemetry of

Shigatse, at Tashi-lumpo, the seat of the Tashi Lama, in some cases, the body was cut
^

into parts and in others it was not cut but only skinned. He says at one place :

'*A cord fastened to a post driven into the ground is passed round the neck of

the corpse, and the legs are pulled as straight as possible
—a feat requiring great

exertion in the case of a lama, who has died and become rigid in a sitting posture.

Then the body is skinned, so that all the flesh is exposed ;
the Lagbas^ utter a

call, aiid vultures which roost around come sailing up in heavy flight, pounce down
on the prey, and tear and pluck at it till the ribs are laid bare. There are no dogs
here as in Lhasa, and even if they were, they would get no share in the feast, for

the vultures do their work quickly and thoroughly. We afterwards visited convents

where sacred dogs were fed with the flesh of priests. The Lagba sits by while the

vultures feed, and these are so tame that they hop unconcernedly over the man's

legs."^ In this description, we see that the body is not cut by the professional men,

1 For an illustration of the process of cutting the body, vide Kevd. Kawaguchi's
" Three years in

Tibet," p. 391.

2 Among the Parsees, upto a few year ago, it was customary to invite those who attended the funeral

procession and went with it to the Tower, to a solemn feast on the chdharum or the fourth day. This custom
is still prevalent, to some extent, in an old town like Naosari. The Zoroastrians of Persia also have a kind of

lolemn funeral feast.

3 "Three years m Tibet", pp. 390-93. 4 Trans- Himalaya, Vol. I, pp. 375-78.

5 i.e., the professional cutters. 6 Trans-Himalaya, Vol I, p. 377



but only skinned. After the flesh is devoured, the skeleton and brains are pounded
into a paste and the mixture is thrown before the birds, Dr, Sven Hedin refers to

this mode in his "Central Asia and Tibet'" also.

(d)Franci8 Horace Delia Francis Horace Delia Penna thus describes the Tibetan mode :

Penna's description.

"They consult the Chokhiong as to what hour the dead man must
be carried to one of the places set apart for the remaining rites,...and when they have

arrived, they celebrate other rites, placing the naked corpse on a great stone. Then
a professsed scholar, taking for himself all the clothes, breaks the corpse to

pieces with a great bar of iron, and distributes it among the dogs in presence of

all the company. After the mastiffs are satisfied, the relations of the deceased

gather up the most clean-picked and the largest bones, and make a bundle of

them, throwing all that is left by the dogs into the neighbouring river, near

which are the places set apart for this inhuman rite .... The relations

carry the above-mentioned bundles of bones home. They hang them up in the

room where the deceased was, and there for many days they employ monks to

pray and sacrifice for the departed, that he may not suffer in his transmigration.
. . . . On the anniversary of the death, the relations and friends, with the

monks who were invited, grind to powder the above-mentioned bones, and carry
them to the river The corpses of some nobles, with the permission
of the Supreme, or Vice-Grand Lama are burned Those of the monks
and nuns are carried to the mountain tops as food for the birds of prey. The

giving of the corpses to the dogs is done as an act of charity, so that after death

they may be useful to the living. Those of the monks are given to birds, be-

cause they believe that the monks transmigrate int ) birds and other flying

creatures, on whom they confer acts of charity by giving them the flesh of their

own bodies. And this is all that can be told briefly respecting so prolix and in-

tricate a subject as that contained in the confused chaos of Tibetan Law."^

(e) L. DeMiiiou^'s According M. L. De Milloue, all the above process
*°°''^"'* of cutting the body is resorted to in big towns, where

many people live, but not in the country. He says j

" In the country, one does

(1)
'• Central Asia and Tibet. Towards the Holy City o< Lassa "(1903) Vol II p. 492.

2.
" Brief Account of the Kiogdom of Tibet by Fra Francesco Oraxio Delia Penna Di Billi (Narratives of

the Mission of Gcor je Bcgle to libttand of the Journey of Thomas Manning to Lhasa, by C, K. Markham.

Appendix, pp. 339-40.)
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not take so much of precautions. One simply exposes the body in the open
air on some rock and leaves to the carnivorous animals the care of giving

them the burial. As for the poor, who can neither pay the corpse-bearers nor

purchase the prayers of the clergy, their dead are simply thrown into the river.

A corpse is never buried save when an epidemic of small •pi)x prevails."'-

(f) G. Bogle's George Bogle thus speaks on the subject;
**'*'°""* "The body is. carried to a neighbouring mountain, and being

cut and beat in pieces, is left to be devoured by the wild beasts. I went to visit one

of these sepulchral mounts, and expected to find it like a charnel-house. Eagles,

ravens, und hawks hovered over us; but not a vestige of mortality could I see.

At length I was shown the spot where the body is laid, and could observe some

fresh splinters
"^

(?) Mr. w. woodviue ^^- Rcckhill's accouut tclls us one new thing, as to how
Kockhiii's account.

^-^^ vulturcs break the banes of the corpses. He says :

** In this part of Mongolia all corpses are exposed on the hillsides to be

devoured, but strangely enough I have never seen any skeletons. The Chinese

and Mongols say that vultures are able to eat the bones, which they first

break by carrying them to a great height and then letting them fall."^

Lastly, I give Rai Sarat Chandra Das Bahadur's description

Da^'s A^c'cTunt!"*''* ol the mode, which is fuller and which specially interests us from

a Parsee point of view, because, it gives some details that remind

us of several Parsee customs. He says'* :

" The cessatioQ of the pu'se aud the suspension of breathing are not consi-

dered tests ot the extinction of vitality. The Tibetans consider that the spirit

{nam she) usually lingers in the mortal frame for not less than three days*,

though the spirits of those who have attained to some stage of holiness quit the

1. Translated by me, from Bod-Youl ou Tibet, pp. 71-72.

2, George Bogle "Xarrativea of the Missioa of George Bogle to Tibet (1774) and of the Journey of Thomas

Manning to Lhasa," by Clements R. Markham, p. 122.

3 "
Diary of a Journey through Mongolia and Tibet in 1891 and 1892," p. 162,

4 Journey to Lhasa and Central Tibiet, pp. 252-255.

5 It is this old idea that seems to have originated the ancient Ir&nian belief, that the soul remains within

the precincts of this world for three days, and then, on the morning of the fourth day, crosses over to the

other world.
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body immediately after the last breath has beea drawn, for communion with the

dwellers in Paradise, called Gadan or Tushita ; but instances of such saintly

personages are of very rare occurrence. It is consequently considered a very

sinful action to move or dispose of the corpse immediately after death . Nowadays
in Tibet an 1 Mongolia the dead bodies of all classes of men are carefully kept
within doors for three days, during which time their friends and relations attend

on them and make prayers for their future well-being.
^ On the morning of the

fourth day, the horoscope of the deceased, and that of the man who is selected to

be the first to touch the corpse for removal are consulted- A lama is bmployed to

perform certain, funeral ceremonies, with a view to cause the spirit of the deceased

to pass out through a certain slit in the skull. If this ceremony is omitted the

soul will make the exit by some other passage and go to a state of damnation.

The lama remains alone with the corpse, all the doors and windows being closed

and no one is allowed to enter until he declares by what passage the soul has fled.

In return for this important service he receives a cow ^, yak, sheep, or goat or a

sum of money, according to the means of the deceased.

Before the dead body is removed fcom the house, an astrologer notes the

dates of birth of the friends and relations present. If any among them were born

under the same constellation and planet as the dead person, they are said to incur

the risk of being ridden by his ghost,
^ and are consequently not allowed to at-

tend the funeral. The astrologer also reoaivjs his reward in money or kind.

Then the corpse, tighly wrapped in clothes, is placed on a stretcher facing the

direction which has been declared auspicious by the astrologer, and is placed in

1 Cf. The Parsee custom, even now prevalent in a place like Naosari, the head-quarters of the Parsee

priesthood. For three days, duriag the five gdhs or periods, friends and relations go to the house of the

deceased and say prayers for the good of his soul. In busy centres like Bombay, nowadays it is only the

priests who say the prayers. They are paid for them.

2 Cf. The Parsee caatom o( gie bhandvvi (»«'* (Hijiii'fl) /.e. to announce a cow. It seems, that formerly a

cow was given to the family priest on the third day, at the Ooihamna ceremony, but nowadays, the gift is made in

money, though the pharseology used still speaks of a cow. It was thought that this was a Hindu custom taken

by the Parsees in India. But it appears also to be a custom of Central Asia.

3 Cf., the superstition of panchak (M'aii) referred to above Cf • also the words heard, at times, even now,
from Parsee ladies at the time of a funeral, viz. mitho gdlo mukjo, (>ft^i ausll 'Sinl) '•«-, "let there be a sweet in.

terval", meaning thereby, that there may be a long deathless interval bebw^en the present death and the next

death. The words are addressed to the spirit of the deceased that it may cause that interval to occur.
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a corner of the house. Five butter lamps' are lighted near the head, and

a screen^ is drawn round it, within which his usual food and drink,

together with a lamp are placed. Early on the morning of the day appointed
for the disposal of the body, it is carried to the nearest cemetery. At the time

of its removal the relations make profound salutatiens' to it Two men* carrying

wine or tea, together with a dishful of tsamba, follow the bier. The fi»mily priest,

or lama, of the deceased throws a Ma^a^ on the litter and walks behind at a

slow pace,holding a corner of another scarf tied to it." As he proceeds he mutters

fnneral mantra,^ turning a hand drum'^ (damaru) with his right hand, and with

his left ringing a bell. It is inauspicious to place the litter on the ground
before its arrival at the cemetery.^ If by accident this should happen, the body

1 The Parsees have the custom of lighting one lamp of clarified butter. The number '

five' of the Tibetan

lamps reminds us of the abovementioned superstition of the panchak (i.e. the group of five.)

2 The Parsees drawround the spot, where the dead body is temporarily placed, a kasha. (Vide my Paper on

"The funeral ceromonies of the Parsees, Their origin and Explanations", p. 7. Vide the Journal of the Anthropo-

logical Society of Bombay of 1891. Vide my Paper, entitled " The Kashas of the Iranian Barashnura and the

Boundary Lines of the Roman Lustrum" in my "
Anthropological Papers" pp. 330-339. Journal of the Anthro-

pological Society of Bombay Vol. VIII, No. 7, pp. 620-30).

3 Cf. the salutations among the Parsees, known as Sijda Lj^ji »*?"). Vide my above paper on " The
Funeral Ceremonies," p. 15.

4 We do not know, whether 'two' men go for mere convenience or whether th.it number is enjoined. If

enjoined, the injunction reminds us of the Parsee custom, wherein, the corpse bearers and the mourners follow

the corpse in pairs of two.

5 This Tibetan practice reminds us of the Parsee custom, in which the corpse-bearers thro .v a piece of lace

(-tl|') across the bier and hold the ends in their hands, forming what is known as paivaml (ii.> jxf) i.e. connection.

Similarly the family priest and other priests also follow in pairs, holding a piece of lace as paivaml between them.

( Vide my Paper on "The Funeral Ceremonies," p 63).

6 Cf. the Parsee custom, wkerein two priests follow the bier reciting the Aveata Mathra. This is the

recital of the Ahunavaiti Gfttha.

7 For the Zoroastrians of Persia, Prof. Khodayar Sheheryar Dastur says :

"
Formerly it was the custom to

call, so to say. a Zoroastrian band party, composed of a player on a hautbois and two drummers to play the

funeral anthem in front of the procession. (Vide his paper on " The Funeral Ceremonies of the Zoroastrians

in Persia).

8 Among the Parsees, it is considered improper to place the bier on the ground anywhere before its arrival

at the Tower of Silence, As reported in the Jam-i-Jamshedof 2nd June 1914, at a meeting of his parishioners,

Dastur Eaikobad Adarbadof Poona, while speaking on the difficulties raised by the military authorities of Poona

in the matter of the road to the Tower, said, that the dead body, once removed from the house can neither be

placed on any ground along the road, nor carried back to the house. (
"

\'M'(^ ml atiil^ Si Hlsl H<3i 'i ^ilH
»M^ Ml^' 1? "HI^A Hljl C-ltT A wim "

), The first seems to be prohibited from a religious point of view, so

that a fresh piece of ground may not be polluted by the corpse being placed on it
j

the second from the point

of view, that it is inauspicious to bring back a dead body into the house.
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must be disposed of at that spot, instead of in the cemetery.^ In the neighbour-
hood of Lhasa there are two sacred cemeteries, Phabongka and Serashar. Those
who dispose of dead bodies at the former pay two or three tanka tor tea to the

monks of Phabongka monastery ; and at the latter they pay one tanka to the

cemetery keeper, who alao gets the bedding and clothes of corpses.

"In every cemetery there is a large slab of stone, on which the corpse,

stripped of its coverings, is placed face downwards. The officiating lama
then crosses it with lines, and while repeating mantras, cuts it in pieces.

The first pieces are flung towards the biggest and oldest vulture of the

flock, called tankar, and the remainder to the rest. They are so tame
that they come one by one at the call of the priest. Last of all the

head of the corpse is crushed, and the bones pounded together are mixed
with the brain and distributed among the vultures. Then a new and unused

earthen bowl, filled with fire of argol (dried cowdung), with some butter and

barley flour burnt in it as incense, is presented to the departed by being placed
in the quarter towards which he is supposed to have gone. The funeral atten-

dants now wash their hands/ and retiring to a short distance from the cemetery,

breakfast,' and at about midday return home. During forty-nine days after the

drawing of the last breath, food and drink* are offered to the departed in his

favourite dish ; and incense^ consisting of barley, butter and juniper spines, is

burnt.
*'

During this period of bardo, as the interval between death and regene-

1 Rockhill refers to the same belief when he says :
" The dead body is put on a frame and dragged away

by a horse ;
if it falls off, it is left to be devoured by wolves and vultures or else it is burnt." (Journey through

Mongolia and Tibet, p. 152.)

2 Cy. the /"(tij/aw or f(tfZ!/a6 (i.e. washing with water) ceremony of the Parsees. Vide my Paper on "The

Funeral Ceremonies of the Parsees", p. 18.

3 According to Prof. Khodayar Sheheryar
" The uudertakers are fed with bread, wine and arak" in the

Zado Marg. Vide his Paper oa "The Funeral Ceremonies of the Zoroastrians in Persia."

4 Of. the Saturn ceremony of the Parsees wherein prayers are recited before a tray of daily meals and fire,

especially on the 4th, 10th, 30th and the anniversary days after death,

.5 Cf. The Parsee custom of lobdn mukvun (gf^tH ((is*)
*•*• placing or burning incense while remembering

the dead. Fade my Lecture in Gujarati on ^viw-fl w*^ w«<li t^i&wl »ti«Hi «il>Hi't ijinHi ?<iiw i.e.
" The custom

of burning incense in honour of God and the Holy Farohars (My Lectures and Sermons on Zoroastrian .subjects,

Part I, pp. 218-225),
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ration is called, the departed spirit is believed to wander, and in order to prevent

its being subject to misery, on the forty-ninth day, some of the clothes, shoes,

head dress, coins, etc, which belonged to the deceased, after being washed and

sprinkled with safFron-water, are presented to some incarnate lama, for his

blessing.
I

"The cutting up and distributing of a corpse is a practical illustration jof

the Tibetan belief that charity is the highest of all the moral virtues. That

man is said to be most virtuous whose funeral is attended by the largest

numbers of vultures, while if his corpse attracts but a small company, the very

dogs not deigning to touch his defiled remains, he is judged to have led e sinful

life."2

1 Cf. Chardin (Voyage en Perse. Tome V1I[, p. 330;, who says that in Isphahan, the Persian Zoroastrians

place by the side of the corpse, bottles of wiue, pomgreaades, earthenware cups, a knife and some utensils.

But, he very properly adds,that since they live under the yoke of a hostile religion, it is difficult to distinguish

such customs from those enjoined by the old religion. Chardin's description of the Persian mode of disposal

throws some light on two controversial questions of the 18th Century among the Pirsees of India, (a) The

Persian custom says that the legs of the corpse were crossed. (6) The corpse had no padSn (patidana). (Lea

jambes croisfees 1' une sur I'antre et le visage ddcouvert. Ibid p. 380). For these controversial questions, vide

Mr. B. B, Patel's article in K R. Cama Memorial Volume, pp. 1 70-82. Among the Zoroastrians of Persia

according to Mr. Khodayar Sheheryar Dastur, "a pair of scissors is kept upon the bosom of the dead" (Vide

his paper on " The Funeral Ceremonies of the Zoroastrians in Persia in the Sir Jamsetji Madressa Jubilee

Volume).

Cf, The Parsee custom of presenting Sudrehs or sacred shirts to the priests and to the poor on the

third day after death. Compare also the practice of presenting to the family priests, suits of clothes, known

as Sidv, after their being consecrated in religious ceremonies in honour of the dead ( Vide my paper on " The

Funeral Ceremonies of the Parsees",p. 35). If Anquetil Du Perron's account be correct, at one time, the Parseea

made the presentation of clothes on the day of the disposal of the dead. While describing the ceremonies at

the Tower, he says,
'• Les parens fjut 1' ^sc/io-tfa i, en donnant des habits ou de I'argeat ik unMobedpur,

a un juste qui est dans 1' indigence" (Zend Avesta Tome II, p. 685.)

2 Cf, The statement of Agathias about the belief of some of the ancient Iranians :
" Whosoever's corpse)

however, was not directly consumed up, of him the Persians believed that he had led an impure life iu un«

righteousness, and gone over to the evil spirit, and on that account would be thrown in hell, and it was bewailed

by his connections that no better lot befell him. He, however, who was consumed away the most speedUy was

prized by the Persians as lucky, and they called his soul the best and the most godlike, and anticipated of him

that he would succeed in ascending up to the) good land above." (Agathias's statement, as referred to by Max
Duncker in his "History of Antiquity'' Vol. II, 2nd edition pp 292-99 V^ide "The Zoroastrian Mode of dis-

posing of the dead, translated from Duncker by K, R. Cama p, 15).

Compare also Chardin's version of the superstitious belief of some in Persia. According to this traveller,

if a bird first attacked the tight eye of the cojpse, that was a good omen for the future welfare of the deceased

in the next life and of his living childien in tte present life. A priest, who watched the process from a crevice
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(B). Simple exposure After referiirg to the above mode of exposing the body
without Dissection. before vultures and dogs, when cut into small pieces to

help its quick despatch, M. L. De Millouo, refers to simple exposure, wherein

the body is placed before the dogs and vultures without dissection. He says

of this method that it resembles the Parsi funeral, and is very economic, though
less expeditious. It is practised in Ts'in?, where there is no previous dissec-

tion. He describes this method, in the words of Turner.

Mr. s. Turner's des- Mr. Turner's description,* as given by M. L De Milloue,^

""P*^'""- resembles the Persian mode to a very great extent. His

description refers to Tashi Lampo. He says:

"I have seen near the monastery of Techou- Loumbo (Tashi Lampo), the place
where the Tibetans ordinarily place their dead. It is a sufficiently large

charnel-house situated on the extremity of an absolutely perpendicular rock,

and surrounded on other sides by high walls, which undoubtedly have been con-

structad, to save to the living, the disgust and the horror, which the view of the

objects shut up in the place may cause them. They have left the centre al-

together open, so that the birds of prey can enter there. In the bottom, there

is a narrow and low passage, by which dogs and other voracious animals enter.

From an eminence, which the rock forms on one side, there advances a platform,

which they have constructed in order to be able to throw easily the corpses

in the charnel house. There, the only duty, which they render to the dead,

is to place them in a manner by which they can very quickly become the prey of

flesh-eating birds and of devouring dogs." According to this description, the

place resembles somewhat our modern Tower of Silence.

—from a crevice lest he may not frighten the birds—raised a cry of joy, if the process began with the right eye,

and the relatives present joine
^ in the expression of joy. If the bird attacked first the left eye, all became

sorry, Chardin admits that maLy Parsian Zoroastrians denied this superstition, (Voyages en Peise, Tome VIII

pp, 381-82). Ihis description of Chardin reminds us of the custom in Bombay, that, when the body is put into

the Tower and the door closed, one of the attendants,—he need not be a priest—who watches the whole afFur,

clapps his hands to inform the relatives and friends who have gathered together at some distance from the

Tower, that the body is disposed of in the Tower. Then all simultaneously recite the concluding portion of the

Srosh-baj. Perhaps, Chardin misunderstood some custom like this, or mistook the superstition of a few to

be general.

1. Embassy to Tibet, Vol ,
11 p. 96. As Turner's book is not to be had in Bombay, 1 givb_ my translation from

^
the French of M. L. De Millou6.

2. Bod-Youl ou Tibet, p. 71.
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We have described all the known methods of disposal resorted to in .I'ibet,

more or less, now or previously. Of all these, Expousre is the most common.

In this mode also. Exposure after Dissection is preferred to simple exposure.

M. L deMilloue says :

" The mode of funeral considered the most pious and the

most honourable by the people of the middle class is Dissection
"

"(«'•«. Exposure
after Dissection).^

I will conclude this account of the Tibetan mode of disposal with short

accounts of the Tibetan (a) corpse-bearers (ft) dogs (c) and vultures {d) and of

their time of disposal,

(a) Tibetan corpse-
A.S to the professional corpse-bearers, we read as follows

^'"«"
in Dr. Sven Hedin's Trans-Himalaya:^

" The dead lama in a new costume of the ordinary cut and style is wrapped
in apiece of cloth and is carried away by one or two of his colleagues ; a layman
is borne on a bier by the corpse-bearers. Ihese are called Lagbas,^ and form a

despised caste of fifty persons, who live apart in fifteen small miserable cabins

in the village Gompa-sarpa. They are allowed to marry only within the guild
of corpse-bearers, and their children may not engage in any other occupation but

that of their fathers, so that the calling is hereditary. They are obliged to live

in wretched huts without doors or windows ; the ventilators and doorways are

open to all the winds of heaven and all kinds of weather. Even if they do

their work well they are not allowed to build more comfortable houses. It is

their duty also to remove dead dogs |and carcases from Tashi-lumpo, but they

may not enter within the wall round the convent. If they have any uneasiness

about their soul's welfare, they pay a lama to pray for them. When they die,

their souls pass into the bodies of animals or wicked men."

As to the way in which the dead are carried to the place for disposal,
it seems, that it is not always that they are carried on a bier in the way Rev.

Kawaguchi speaks of. According to Col. Waddell, at Lhassa itself, at times
*' a man carries the dead body doubled up in a sitting posture and tied in a

(1) Bod-You] ou Tibet, p. 268. vide also p. 70.

(2) Vol. I p. 376, Chap. XXIX.

(3) Rai Sarat Chandra Das Bahadur speaks of them as Rogyabas or Ragyabas. Vide his "Journey to Lhasa
and Central Tibet", pp.. 47, 63, 163-64, 169. For a picture of a Tibetan funeral procession, vide p. 164. "They
belieTe that if a day passes without a death it portends evil to Lhasa "

p. 164.
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piece of tent or blanket, deposits it on a recognised place on a rock, and then

he and the attendant Lama pcoceed to cut off the flesh in pieces, so that the

vultures and ravens can devour it.''^

(b) Corpse-eating Tibe- According to M. L. deMillou^, the flesh-eating dogs
**"'^°*^^" smell death, as it were, and gather near the house of a dead

man and then follow the corpse. He says (I translate his words) :

" These dogs are, it appears, so much accustomed with these mournful

feasts, that they wander in numbers round about the houses where they smell

death and follow the funeral processions of which they form a death cortege.
"3

In this mode of the disposal of the dead, the dogs are, like the vultures,

the scavengers of Nature» They are so in other ways also. Rev. Kawaguchi

says:
"
In Jangthang I used to have four or five dogs beside me whenever I

retired for private purposes. You can well imagine how terrified I was at first,

though I soon got accustomed to them. And no sooner had I gone away than

the dogs devoured the excrement- For this reason there is little or no filth lying
about in Jangthang."^

Of the vultures of Tibet, I heard at Darieelinar, that
(o) Tibetan Vultures.

, ,, , , , ., i ,. ,. , , , ^
they would only touch the bodies of the dead. Even a

small child, if living, is never touched. When they find a body lying dead on the

road, a large number go together before it. The elder of them approaches

the body at first, and if it finds it dead, touches it with its beak. This is a

signal for the rest to begin. The Tibetans, among themselves, speak of this

older bird as a Lama-bird. What they mean is, that, as a Lama is a leader of

the many ordinary Tibetans, so, this leading elderly bird is, as it were, a Lama

among the other birds. These birds are, held to be sacred. According to Rock-

hill, the Lamas dislike their being shot, as
"
they are quasi sacred, being the

last, though temporary, resting place of most deceased lamas."^

Among the Tibetans, the body can be disposed of at

night also. Dr. Sven Hedin says :

" No one follows the

corpse to the home of the vultures when it is carried out of the house at night

(1) Lhassa and its Mysteries, p. 422.

(2) Bod-Youl ou Tibet, p. 71.

(8) Three years in Tibet, pp. 264-65.

(4)
"
Journey through Mongolia and Tibet," p. 96,
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to be cut up before the sun rises. There is no legal regulation, and when the

bodies are numerous, the sun has generally risen before the work is finished. After

that, one, or at most two, of the corpses are left till evening and are taken in

hand after sunset. ""^ Among the Parsees, according to a regulation as

given by the Vendidftd,^ a night-disposal is prohibited. There, exposure to the

sun is strictly enjoined (aetem kehrpem hvare daregim kerenavdn). If that is

not done, the culprit is punishable/^

II

POINTS OF SIMILARITY BETWEEN THE TIBETAN MODE
AND THE IRANIAN _MODE.

Having described, at some detailed length, the Tibetan mode of the dis-

posal of the dead, we will now examine the ancient Iranian mode as described

in the VendidSd and as practised by the modern Parsees. We will first speak
of the points in which both the modes agree, and then of the points of the Tibe-

tan mode which throw some side-light on some of the questions of the Irs^nian

mode referred to in the Vendid^d and elsewhe re. We will also mark some of the

points, in which the present mode is an improvement over the old method. As
to the subject of similarity, I will speak here on some very broad points of

agreement in the matter of the disposal of the body. On some minor details,

which present some points of comparision, I have spoken above in my footnotes

on Mr. Sarat Chandra Das's account.

A Tower of Silence
^^ *^® matter of the Comparison of the Iranian and

in modern Persia. Tibetan modes, at first, one must bear in mind, that the

modern Tower of Silence* in India is a somewhat later development, though
we see traces of it in the Vendid&d.

•
1 Trans-Himalay, Vol. I

, p. 378.

2 Vendidad II, 14. Vide also VIII, 4. .3 Vendid&d V, 13-14.

4 For the origin and meaning of the words "Tower of Silence," vide ray Paper, entitled "Bombay,
as seen by Dr. Edward Ives in the year 1754 A. D.'' (Journal of the Bombay Branch Koyal Asiatic Society
Vol. XXII, No. LXII. Article XVIIl, pp. 281-84.). Though we find, that the word 'Tower' has come to be used

here in English latterly, Chardin speaks of it as a tour or Tower in his "
Voyages en Perse "

(Torae VIlI,

pp. 96, 354. Tow ronde p. 378).
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(a) Mr. KhudMr J j^^^^ fj.^^ f^jg^j j^j, KhudS-v^r Shehetvar
Sheheryar Dastur's

. ^ j ^

account. Dastur, B. A., who has been long in Persia and who

belongs to the family of the Dasturs of Yezd, that even now, in Yezd, the older

Tower of silence is somewhat different from the Bombay Tower.

Firstly, it is a large open space, far away from the town, enclosed and

divided into two parts. In one part, the body is placed on the rocky ground
to be devoured by the birds. The other part forms as it were the astoddn or

the bone-receptacle. At some regular intervals, the professional corpse-bearers

go to the place and remove from the first part of the ground the bones left after

the disposal of the flesh and place them in the other part.

Secondly, the enclosures of these Towers have no entrance. The corpse, on

being taken to the enclosures of the Towers, are lifted up the wall by the corpse-

bearers who climb up the wall by means of ladders and then lowered down on the

other side. The corpse-bearers then get down into the enclosure and place the

body at the proper place. In Chardin's time,
"

there was a cemetery, half a

league from lBfah9,n, consisting of a round tower 35 feet high, without any

doorway or entrance. Here the Guebres deposited their dead by means of a

[ ladder, and left them to be devoured by the crows, which were to be seen in large

numbers about the place."
^

(6) Chardin's Account.
Chardin says that the place was named gombeze Ma

(gumbed ou goumbez Idld) and the Mahomedan Persians

spoke of it as
'' Dakme Guebron" He says :

" Ce cimetiere n'a point de porte

pour y entrer, mais au dedans il y'a, lelong du mur, en tournant, de grosse pierreg

enfoncees a quatre pieds de distance I'une de I'autre, par ou les pr^tres de

cette religion degcendent dans le sepulcre, apr^s s' 6tre guindes sur le haut du

mur par une tres longue dchelle.^
"

In another place he says : "Trois ou quatre

de lears pretres montent avee des ^chelles sur le haut du raur, tirent le cadavre

aveo une corde et le font descendre le long.^
" On the sanitary cleanliness

of this mode Chardin says : "J'adrairois qu'il n'y sentit point mauvais."*

We learn from some 'Classical writers, that the above was

Account"*'*'*^

Writers'
^^^ arrangement of the place of disposal even in Achaemenian

times. For example, according to Diodorus fXVII, 71), the

1 George Bawlinsou's Herodotus, Vol I, p 279. n. 6. 2 Voyages en Perse, nouvelle Edition of 1811. Tome

VIII, p.
96. 3 Ibid Tome VIH, p. 379. 4 Jbid p. 380,
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so-called graves of the Achsemaaian kings in the mountain of Persepolis were

out out in rocks.
" These graves had, however, no entrance of any kind ; and

the coffins were hoisted up and brought into the heights by machinery. This

report has its confirmation, in the fact, that just the visitors to the sepulpohre

of Darius, were. ..obliged to be pulled up by ropes.
^"

To the above description of the graves, given on the authority of

Diodorus, Duncker adds the following observations: "These graves of the

Persian Kings, at Persepolis and Nakshi Rustem, might have been burying

grounds, Dakhmas, in the sense of the Vendidad, upon which the corpse of the

rulers were exposed, on the summits of mountains, to the sun, the birds, and

the dogs ; similar to the resting-places of the Parsees at Bombay; and in effect

such appear to have been Dakhmas, since mers empty chambers with openings

on the top have deen discovered behind the facades."^ This is somewhat
siniilar to what one reads about the Tibetan mode in the account of Mr.

Turner.^ The row of dogs sculptured on the rocks at the places of the

Dokhmas, in more than one place, points to the use of dogs as well as birds

in the mode of the disposal.
*

Points of Similarity. Coming to the points of similarity, firstly, we see, that
1 Main principle same.

,
, , •

. u • • •
i • j^i ^ . , , i

the modes agree m the mam principle viz., that the body
should be allowed to be devoured by flesh«eating animals. The Tibetans submit

the bodies to dogs and vultures. Even wolves and pigs at times devour the

body. The modern Parsae method places the body before vultures only, but, one

jknows from the VendidM^ ,
that in ancient Iran, the body was devoured by dogs

as well as by vultures. The Iranian mode formed the second of the two sub-divi-

sions, in which the Tibetan Exposure can be divided according to M, L. De

Milloue—viz.y (a) Exposure after Dissection and (6) Simple Exposure without

Dissection. Other travellers and writers do not make this distinction and

division. However, if we do not make this distinction, we find that the Iranian

method is, as it were, an improvement in this, that it has no dissection in its

process.

1 Max Dunckor's Account of the Zoroastrian mode of the disposal of the dead in his •'History of Antiquity"

Vol. II, 2nd edition, pp. 392-99 ; translated by K. R. Cama, pp. 6-17.

2 Ibid p. 18. 3 Vide above 4 Mr. Cama's abore Translation p. 17.

6 Chap. VI. 46-48; VIII 10.

•i
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2. E X p o s u r e in ^^ both the Communities^ the exposure is generally made
sequestered places. ^^ sequestered places. The Vendidad enjoins that it should

be on an elevated place {barezishtaeshvacha paiii gdtushvaf. Revd. Kawa-

guchi, while describing the mode, says, that its place was "in a small valley

formed between two contiguous hills" and on ''a h\r boulder about twelve yards

high.
"2 The Iranian mode made it a status quo non that the body should be ex-

posed to the sun (havar^-darshn^).

3. Fastening of the ^^ both, the corpse is generally to be fastened to some-

ooTfse. thing. For the case of a body that is not to be cut into pieces

before being exposed to the animals, Dr. Sven Hedin says : "A cord fastened to

a post driven into the ground is passed round the neck of the corpse, and the

legs are pulled as straight as possible Then the body is skinned, so that

all the flesh is exposed ; the Lagbas utter a call, and vultures which roost

around come sailing up in heavy flight, pounce down on the prey, and tear

and pluck at it till the ribs are laid bare."^

It is doubtful, whether, in Tibet, the body is fastened to help its skinning

being properly done or to prevent the limbs of the body being carried away by
the vultures. But, from the Vendid^,* it is clear, that the fastening there is

enjoined to prevent any parts of the body being carried away by the animals.

There\ it is said that the body may be fastened through the legs or the hair of

the head with an iron or stone or lead pin or post, so that the bones may not be

carried away by the devouring animals to adjoining waters or trees. The

Dadist^n-i-Dinik is equally clear. It says : After showing (the dead body)

to the dog,. .....they must carry the dead body early to a mountain or an elevated

place and fasten in some way so that dogs an<] birds may not carry it to a

watered, cultivated and inhabited place.
^

4. Isolation of the Among both, the corpse-bearers are asked to live as
corspe- earers.

^ separate class, away from contact with religious precincts

or places. Of the Tibetan Rogyabas or Lagbas of fashi Lampo, Dr. Sven Hedin

1 Vendidad VI, 45.

2 Three years in Tibet, p. 390.

3 Trans-Himalaya, Vol I., p. 377.

4 Vendidad VI, p. 46-47.

6 Dadistan-i-Dinik, Text of Ervad Tehtnuras, p. 40, Pursishn X7II, S. B. E., Vol XVLIl, Chap.XVIII, 2.
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says: They
" form a despised caste of fifty persons, who live apart in fifteen

small miserable cabins in the village Gompa-sarpa. They are allowed to marry

only within the guild of corpse-bearers They may not enter within the wall

round the convent."^

The VendidM^ enjoins that the carrier of the dead (irista-kasha) should

remain isolated. They must go through a ceremonial bath before touching
others. They must keep themselves away from an inhabited locality, away
from household fire, water, place of worship and righteous persons. Even

now, in an old orthodox centre of the Parsees, like ^faosari, which is the

head-quarters of the Parsee priesthood, the corpse-bearers have a dwelling

place, separate from that of other Parsees. In public festive gatherings, they
are made to dine separately. They do not frequent places of worship like the

fire temples. They do not even touch the priests, who officiate in the inner circle

of the temple. They can do all these things after going through the ceremonial

purification known as the Bareshnum.

5 The use and impor- Among both, the Tibetans and the ancient Iranians,
tance of dogs. dogs played a very important part in the mode of the disposal
of the dead. Prom what we read of the dog in Tibet, we are led to think, that

possibly, also in the ancient land of Ir&.n, where the custom of exposure,
for which the injunctions of the Vendidad were given, prevailed the following
state of circumstances existed :

The land abounded with dogs. Col Waddell thus speaks of Lhasa: "The

inhabitants of Lhasa have been pithily summarised as consisting of
' monks

women, and dogs'.
"^ The A vesta* speaks of a variety of dogs, like the Papush-

haurva (lit. the protector of the cattle i. e. the shepherd watch-dog), the

Vish-haurva {lit. the protector of the village i.e. the village watch-dog), the

Vohu-nazga (/«V. the dog that runs after blood i.e. the dog which devoured

corpses), the Jazu, the Aiwizu, the Vizu, the Urupi, the Sukuruna, the

TaAruna and the Vanghapara. The very fact of the existence of a variety of

dogs shows, that possibly, the land of ancient Ir^n also, to which the Vendid&d

refers, abounded in dogs-

1 T rans-Himalaya, Vol. I, p. 376.

S VllI 11-12. Vide also Chap, ill 15-17.

8 " Lhasa and its Mysteries", p. 346. 4 Vendidad XIH, 4 et seq.
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Again, some of them especially the watch-dogs ( "punSm yim paqush-

haurva, vjsh-haurva" of the Avesfca^ • . • ). were very large animals. Col.

Waddell^ says, "The watch-dogs chaiaed up at the doors of the houses gave
us a fierce reception. They are huge Tibetan mastiffs—'the mastiff dogs' of

which Marco Polo writes, 'as big as don keys, which are capital at seizing wild

beasts'."-^ Further on he says: "The well-cared-for mastiff of the houses was

usually a fine beast with a huge lion-like head and mane, often with a white

breast patch, suggestive of a bear, and such frequently were called 'Bear';
other favourite names for them were

'

Bull-Bear', and '

Supreme Strength'."^
As the country abounded with dogs, travellers often carried with them a "charm

against dog-bite
"^

Similarity in details, ia Comlug to some details in the matter of dogs, we find
ema er o ogs. ^-^^ following practiccs common to a certain extent in both,

(a) Dogs used to devour ^^ ^he present mode of the Parsis, the corpse is not
tie corpses

presented to the dog for being eaten. But it appears from

the Vendiddd", that in ancient Ir4n, it was so at one time. As dogs are not

utilized in the present method, some thbught, that they were not so used in

ancient times, and that the word "ShpS,na or Sun6 ", used in the Vendidad for

dogs, was not really meant for
'

dogs
'

but for some dog-featured birds. But,
from the present practice of the Tibetans, and even of the Mongolians and some

other people of central Asia, such a supposition seems to be wrong; and it

seems that, at one time, even in IrAn, dogs also devoured the flesh of the corpses.

(i!-) The bodies of dogs
Not only wcrc the dogs utilized in the disposal of the

disposed like those of men.
QQ^pses, but their dead bodies also were in turn disposed of,

to a certain extent, like those of men. Among both, the corpse-bearers had to

remove from the town, corpses, of men as well as dogs. According to

Dr. Sven Hedin, "it is their duty also to remove dead dogs and carcasses from

1 Vendidad XIII, 8-9.

2 Lhasa and its Mysteries, p. 89. 3 " They have dogs of the size of asses, strong enough to hunt all

Sorts of wild beasts." (Travels of Marco Polo. Tcanslatioa of Marsdeu, revised by Wright (19fM)., p. 222).

4 " Lhasa and Mysteries", p. 423.

5 The Buddhism of Tibet or Lamaism by Dr. 'Waddell, p, 406.

6 Chap. VI, 46-48
; VIII 10 et. seq.
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Tashi-lunpo"' According to the Vendid^d,^ the mode for the disposal of the

body of a dead dog, is, as far as sanitary rules are concerned, the same as that

for the body of a dead man. Both, if long kept in the town after death, may
be a source of danger to the health of the living.

(c) DogB followed t h e Among both, the flesh-eating dogs followed the corpses
funeral procession. ^j^^j^ ^j^q funeral prooession to the place where the body was

finally disposed of. M. L. De Milloue says of the Tibetan dogs, that they, as

it were, smell death (ils sentent la mort) and gather round the house where death

takes place and then follow the corpse with the funeral procession.'^

The Vendid^'^ enjoins, that a dog shall accompany the funeral procession

from the house. His passing over the road, by whicli the body is being carried

to its last place, purifies, as it were, the road. The sagdid, of which we will speak
later on, in which a dog is made to look at the dead body at home several times,

seems to have some connection with the custom herein enjoined. In

the raofussil towns outside Bombay, the dog is sfcill carried to the Towers

from the town itself, though not necessarily with the procession. The

above statement of M. L. De Milloue about the Tibetan dogs' smelling

power, when compared with the above injunction of the Vendiddd, seems to

throw a side-light on the question of the origin and object of the sag-did among
the Parsees.

(O Dogsheidtobe^iitm Among both, the dogs Were sacred to a certain extent.
*'^'^^^^- There is one thing in the Vendidad which appears very

striking to us. It is that of a great regard for the dogs.'^ The mode of the

disposal of their bodies was, to a certain extent, like that of men. *^

Again, those

who maltreated them were enioined to be punished.' Why was it so? It appears
from what we read of the Tibetan dogs, that, in IrSn, dogs were held well -nigh

sacred, because, (a) they were faithful sentinels, looking aft3r,not only the flock

and herd of the old pastoral Iranians, but also after their person and property,

1. Trans- Himalaya, I p. 376.

2. Chap. VIII. 1 et. seq.

8 Bod-Toulou Tibet, p. 71.

4 Chap. VIII 14-18.

5 Vendidad XIII, 20-28, 45. 6 Ven didfid V, 39-40, VI 1-9. 7 Veudidfid XJII, 2-16; XV, 3-6, 20-43.

•0-51.



and {b) because they did all the scavengering work of the town, devouring, not only
their decomposing corpses, but also, perhaps, as mentioned by Revd Kawaguchi,
the excreta. So, any diininntion of their number was a source of danger to their

lives and properties. Imagiae what a strike of the halalcores would be to a

modern Indian town, and then you can easily imagine what the diminution of

the number of dogs—the scavangers of nature—would have been to old Iranian

towns (c) The7 were specially bred for the purpose. Duacker oi the authority
of Cicero (Quest. Tuscul I, 45) says as follows : ''In Hyrcania, (a part of ancient

Ir^n\ even the people maintained in common, and the aristocrats each for him-

self, an excellent species of dogs, in order that they might be of service, in

devouring their bodies after their death, and this they esteemed as the best mode

of disposing of the dead. Eusebius (praep. evangel, p. 277) announces that the

Medes used to cast the dying before very carefully nourished dogs.''^

The dogs are held somewhat sacred in Tibet also. Some monasteries

are said to have a number of sacred dogs attached to them and they are used for

the bodies of th^ Lamas. Dr. Sven Hedin speaks of having visited "convents

where sacred dogs were fed with the flesh of priests".
^

6. The importance of
Another thing that strikes us about the Tibetan custom

the thirdday after death, of the disposal of the dead is, that they generally dispose of

the body on the third day after death, sometimes later, but never earlier.

According to Rai Sarat Chandra Das Bahadur,
*'

theTibetans consider that the
,

spirit (nam sAe) usually lingers in the mortal frame for not less than three

days. ... It is consequently considered a very sinful action to move or dispose
of the corpse immediately after death. Nowadays in Tibet and Mongolia the

dead bodies of all classes of men are carefully kept within door^ for three days,

during which time their friends and relations attend on them and make prayers
for their future well-being. On the morning of the fourth day the horoscope of

the deceased, aad that of the man who is selected to be the first to touch the

corpse for removal, are consulted "^ Dr Sven Hedin says that "the corpse of a

1 " The Zoroastrian mode of disposing of the dead," translated by K. R. Oama, from the Gkrmau of Max

Duncker'8 'History ot Antiquity" (Vol. II, 2Qd Edition, pp. .393-;j99) pp. 14-16.

2 Trans-Himalaya, Vol I p. 377.

3 Journey to Lhai?a and Central Tibet, p, 252.;;
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Lama lies in his cell for three days".^ Revd. Kawaguchi also says that
"
gene-

ally a funeral is performed on the third or fourth day after death, the interval

being spent in observances peculiar to Tibet."^

This seems to be an old Central Asian practice. This practice seems to

me to be somewhat connected with the Iranian custom, which believes that the

soul of the dead remains within the precincts of this earth for three days and

nights and hovers over his head (asne vaghdhandt nishhidhnitif and then crosses

over to the other world on the fourth day*.

Ill

SOME SLDE-LIGHC THROW.V BY THE TIBETAN MODE
UPON THE IRANIAN MODE.

List of subjects in p^om what is related above, about the Tibetan mode
the Iranian mode, on ' .^^aij

which some side-light IS and the oustoms and beliefs accompanying it, and its simi-
thrown by the Tibetan . , t » • f •

mode larity in some points to the Iranian mode as enjoined in the

VendidM and practised at present, we] find that some side light is thrown

upon some questions connected with the
.
Iranian Mode. The following are

those questions.

1. The Iranian prohibition against the custom of carrying a corpse for

disposal on the shoulder of a single corpse-bearer.

2. (a) The isolation of a corpse-bearer who carried a corpse singly and (b)

the dissection of his body on death, due to the great dread of infection among
tte Iranians.

3. (a) Why the sagdidie. the custom of letting a dog seethe corpse

before disposal was observed, and ($) why the dog wasj held to be an import-
ant and sacred animal.

4. Strict prohibitions against (ci) grouni-burial, (6) water-burial, («)

cremation, {d) cannibalism, {e) and mumification.

5. Strict injunctions against the Da^vas.

1 Trans Himalaya, Vol. I, p. 376.

2 Three years in Tibet, p. 388.

3 Yasht Fragment XXII, 2

4 Vendidad XIX, 28 Vishtasp Yasht, Chap. VIH, 55 (MTestergaard, p. 311. Zend Avesta, par Darmesteter

Vol. II, p. 681); H^dokhb )tMt;(We8tergaard Yasht Fragment XXII, 7;; The Miaokherad Chap. H, 114. The

Dadistan-i-Dinik Chaps. XX, 2. Viraf-nameh Chap. IV, 15; XVII, 2.



1 The Iranian pro- The aocouiits of the Tibetan mode show, that, at times,
hibition, that the corpse , • ^ ,^ ^ t ^ ^ i • i i t

be never carried by one Qven one corpse- bearer carried the dead body on his shoulder,
P^"°°- " doubled up"^ like a bundle. The Vendidad,^ on the other

hand, enjoined, that never should a man carry a dead body alone {Md chish bard

aivd yat instem). The reason assigned for this prohibition is, that the Daruj-

i-na9ush or the Demon of Infection is, in that case, likely to attack the person

carrying the body alone. If one person carried the dead body, he had to do so on

his shoulders, and so, he ran the risk of being quickly infected by what flowed

from the nose, eyes, mouth, ear and such other parts of his body

(naqush raSthwdi ndoghanat hacha, chashmanat hacha, hizumat hacha, paitish

kharendt fravdkhshat hacha, frash umakathacha).^

2. isoiatinga The above- mentioned point seems to me to throw some

e'dTc'otpT'si^gre-ha"": side-light on the extreme rigour, enjoined in the VendidM* ,

dfcd. and dissecting of
(^j) for isolatino; the person who carried a corpse alone and (b)

his body cu death. „ . i ,

for dissecting his body after death and before disposal.

(a) By his rash act of carrying a dead body alone and of thus risking
his life by infection, a corpse-beacer risked the lives of others of the

village or town where he lived, by the possibility of spreading the

infection among them. So, extraordinary strong precautions had to

be taken for his isolation. He was to be isolated in a solitary place,

where food and all the requisites were to be provided to him from a

distance by others. His strict isolation seems to have been intended,

not only as a safety against infection of others, but also as a kind of

punishment to him for bis very rash and negligent act of risking the

lives of many.

(b) Not only was he isolated, but the mode of the disposal of his body on

death, or on approach of death, differed a little from thht of others.

His head had to be cut oflP first and then his body had to be given

to the birds to be devoured.

1.
" Lhasa and its Mysteries," by Col. Waddell, p. 422.

2. VeadS^d III, 14. (3) Ibid,

4. Gfhap. ill. 16-20.

5, Veadid&d Ohap. Ill, 20.
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Again, his body had to be given to a special bird or vulture, named

KahrkSs. This bird is not mentioned in the description of the ordinary disposal

of other bodies, but is mentioned here alone. It seems, that the bird Kahrkas,'

was one that had the powerful stomach of devouring the whole body i-e- all the

parts of the body including the bones, so that no part of the dead body m ly be

left, even for a short time, with any likelihood of spreading infection.

Again, we see from this passage, that, though the Iranian mode was an

improvement on the old mode of central Asia of which the Tibetan mode is a

relic, in this, that it did away with the preliminary proc3ss of dissection once

prevalent, it preserved and practised the process of dissection in some extreme

cases, either, as means of extraordinary precautions against infection, or as a kind

of prohibitive punishment. The body of the corpse-bearer who had run the

risk of infection, was not to be treated like that of ordinary persons. When
on the point of death, or when dead, his body was to be skinned by strong

intelligent bold persons who knew well how to do it. The skin being removed,

the rest of the body was to be given away to a special class of flesh-eating

birds, known as Kahrkas, and not to dogs or ordinary vultures. All these,

seem to have been enjoined for an extraordinary precaution against infection.

The skin being the upper part of the body was supposed likely to contain

some germs of infection; so, it was removed before the body was given to the

special class of birds- It is said, that even now, the Tibetans are very much

afraid of the havoc worked by the infection of small-pox. When an epidemic of

that disease takes place, however much they like their method of exposure, they

resort to burial.

Thus, I think, we understand from the present Tibetan mode, that the

original object of the strict Iranian prohibition against the removal of the body

by one corpse-bearer, instead of by two, was the dread of infection.

The dread of In- The ancient Persians seem to have had a ffreat dread for
fection among the

ttit , .

Iranians mfected persons. We have another instance of this in the case

of leprosy which was believed to be very infectious. They had an awful dread

of it. The Avesta' takes W, to be a very bad disease. Greek writers, like

1 P. i»SjS a vulture

2 Ab&n Yasht, 92; Tir Yasht. 56
;
Behrftm Yasht, 43

; Vendidiid II, 29.

5
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Herodotus^ and Agathias, also refer to this fact. It is said of a Persian

satrap Magabazus, that lie escaped from the hands of his enemies, by pretending

that he had an attack of leprosy. They preferred his escape to his arrest accom-

panied by the risk of infection .

The Vendidad^ seems to enjoin the dissection sometime before death

i. e. when the corpse-bearer has become too old and weak and is likely to die.

This seems to be due to the dread entertained of hirh, that being himself infected

for life, on his death, if there be any delay in the disposal of his body,
his already infected body may possibly spread more infection. Some classical

authors refer to this custom of diseased old men being exposed to death when

alive. For example, Strabo says of the Bactriani and the Caspii :

" Those who

are disabled by disease or old age are thrown alive to be devoured by dogs kept

expressly for this purpose^ ."

It is this great dread of infection that seems to have been the object of the

extraordinary isolation and exceptional dissection, before disposal, of the body
of the corpse-bearer, who, carrying a corpse singly on his shoulder, ran the risk

of infecting his body from what was emitted from the corpse on his shoulder, and

who, thereby, becoming the centre of infection was likely to spread that infection

among others. Perhaps, in those early times, this dread was not based

on scientific or hygienic grounds on which we at present entertain it.

But, as a matter cf fact, it did exist I think, the writers of the Health Laws
of the Vendidad, which seem to us to be very sfcricb, even extraordinarily

strict, wrote at a time or times when a kiad of plague or epidemic

prevailed in ancient Ir^n.^ The several prayers or incantations in the 20th

chapter of the Vendid^d against mahrka (modern marki) or plague point to

suggest this assertion. If one remembers the dread and the panic spread

1. Bk. I. 139; llawlinson's Herodotus Vol I, p. 278. cf. The Jewish dread of leprosy referred to in the

Leviticus XHI ;
2 Kings VII

;
St. Luke XVIL

2 III, 20

3 Strabo's Geography, Bk. XI, Chap XI, 3. Translation of Hamilton and Falconer, Vol. II, p. 253.

4. Vide my Lecture in Gujrati on the "The Zoroastriaa precepts of preserving health and extirpating

plague" ( ct'£<^cft «<15iHni HlJ'li =!HH "H^!^ si i^Ht 'Hl^'ti «>'^<ll*cft itiHl^O- delivered under the auspices

of the Trustees of the Funds and Properties of the Parses Panchayet, on atth September 1899, when Bombay

was in the grip of the Bubonic Plague. Vide my Iranian Essays P art III, pp.
54 to 70.
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among the people of Bombay during the first few years of the Bubonic

plague (1896-99), and if one remembers the extraordinary strict orders and

injunctions given at the time, both by the Government and by the Plague
Committee headed by General Gatacre, a military officer of a high grade,

he would have no reason to be surprized at the dread of the people against

infection in those early times. Now, after several years* experience of plague,

we are in a position to look with surprize and regret and even ridicule, the extra-

ordinarily severe plague rules enjoined by the Government plague authorities

in those times of panic
—

rules, some of which caused riots in the city. I

give here an instance of personal experience. As the Secretary of the

Parsee Punehyet, I had to get erected, and look after, about a dozen plague
Health caiups in different parts of the city and its subrubs. One of

the camps was under the Medical Superintendence of an European Medical

Officer of the Indian Medical Department. He directed that the inmates of the

camp, who were not infected, but who had gone to the camp from infected houses

or quarters of the city, should not go out of the camp for nine days, the sup-

posed period of incubation. An outsider was to be appointed, who was to

receive from a distance orders from the different families staying at the camp
for their daily requirements from the markets. Thus, all outside communica-

tion was sought to be prevented I had to protest against this severity and ia

the end that was given up. I give this as an instance of panic and dread of in.

fection, even in our own times, and even among educated men; so that one need

not wonder at the dread and panic prevalent in old times in Iran

The statement, referred to above, of M. L. De Milloue about
3 TheSag-dld. , rr.i , . ,,. , , • • ,

(a)The Reasons for it. the Tibetan dogs Smelling powcr, and their accompanying the

funeral procession, when compared with the injunction of the

Vendidfid^ that a dog should be made to pass over the road over which a corpse

has been carried, seems to throw some side-light on the question of the origin

and object of the Sag-did' among 'the Parsees. Various explanations have

been given for the origin and purpose of the Sag-did. 1 quote here, from what

1 Vm 14-22.

2 For the ceremony of the Sag-did, vide my paper, read before "The Anthropological Society of Bombay,"

on "The Funeral Ceremonies of the Parsees, their Origin and Explanation" pp. 8-10. Sag- did is the later

rendering of the Pahlavi kalaba ncnuudaii ffffc^, -^wa)- ^^^^ Dadistfin-i-Dinik. Pursishn XVII, 2; Ervad

Tehmuras's Text p. 40, 1, 3; S. B. E. Vol. XVIII, Chap. X 7III, 2.
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I have said on the subject in my Paper on " The Funeral ceremonies oi

the Parsees:"^
"
It appears from the customs of several ancient nations that the dog played

a prominent part in the funeral ceremonies of many ancient nations-

(a) "As in the Avesta, so in the Vedas,we have a mention of two four-eyed

dogs guarding the way to the abode of Yama, the ruler of the spirits

of the dead.

(b) ''Among the ancient Romans, the Lares of the departed virtuous were

represented in pictures^ with a dog tied to their legs. This was

intended to show that as the dogs watched faithfully at the door of

their masters, so the Lares watched the interests of the family to

which they belonged.

(c) "The people of the West Indies have a notion among them of the dogs

accompanying the departed dead. Compare the following lines of

Pope :
—

' Even the poor Indian whose untutored mind

Sees God in clouds or hears him in the wind,

Thinks, admitted to yon equal sky
His faithful dog shall bear him company'

"As for the purpose why the Sagdid is performed, several reasons are assigned.

(a) Some say that the spotted dog was a species of dog that possessed the

characteristic of staring steadily at a man if he was dead and of not

looking to him at all if life was not altogether extinct. Thus the old

Persians ascertained by the Sagdid, whether life was really extinct.

(b) Others, as Dr. Haug says, attributed the Sagdid to some magnetic
influence in the eyes of the dog.

(c) Others again connected the Sagdid of a dog, who of all animals was the

most faithful to his master, Avith the idea of loyalty and gratitude that

must exist between the living and the departed ones.

(d) Others considered a dog to be symbolical of the destruction of moral

passions. Death put an end to all moral passions So, the presence of

1 Ibid p. 9, note 13.

2 Cf. The row of dogs on the freize of the Iranian sculptures on some of the so-called tombs of the

Acbasmenian kings.
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a dog near the dead body emphasized that idea. Cf. Dante's Divine

Comedy (Hell C. 1. 11. 94-102. Dr. Plumptre's Translation.) Here,

the grey-hound is considered as the deliverer of Itlay. He is the

symbol of the destroyer of the passions of sensual enjoyment, pride and

avarice which are represented by the leopard, the lion and the wolf.

*For that fell beast whose spite thou wailest o'er,

Lets no man onward pass along her way
••> ••• ••• •#•

Many the creatures are that with her wed,

And will be more until the Greyhound come.

Who with sharp agony shall smite her dead.'
"

{e) We have spoken above, of the two dogs in the abode of Yama, or the dogs
in the Heavans. They are said to be the Canis Major and Canis Minor.

In the constellation of the Great Dog (Canis Major) is the great star

Tishtrya, known by its Greek name of Sirius and the raoderen popular

name, dog-star. In the constellation of the Little Dog is the star

Procyon. They ai-e said to be the dogs of the constellation of Orion.

So, some say, that the Sagdld is intended as a symbolism of the belief that

the dead are to pass to the Heavans, watched by the heavanly dogs.

(jO The above explanation may suggest another possible explanation
of the symbolism of the sag- did. It is enjoined in the Vendidad

that, the dead body should be exposed to the Sun (hvare-dare§im

kerenaofc).^ It is ?yrong or sinful not to do so.^ Not only the body,

but, when a closed astoddn or bone-receptacle is not made, even

the bones should be exposed to the sun.^ Now, the body has to be

retained at the house for some time before its final exposure to the sun

and to the flesh-devouring animals. In the case of a country like

ancient Irto, where snowstorms and other inclemencies of the weather

prevented at times an immediate or early disposal, the body had to be

kept at home for several hours or days. In that case, the exposure to

the sun or to the open sky is not possible So, in that case, perhaps,
as a substitute, the dog may have been substituted, because the dog

represented the dog-st&r or Sirius fthe Tishtriya of the Avesta),

1. Chap. V. 13-14 2. Ibid. 14. 3 Chap VI, 51.
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which in its turn, by its great brilliancy, represented the sun. In fact

the very name of the Dog-star (Tistrya), Sirius, comes from a Greek
word (

""P
), meaning the Sun. Tishtrya or Sirius is represented in

the Avesta as dravo-chashmanem i. e. the strong-eyed, and, as such,
his invocation is repeated three times in the Khurshed NySish, a

prayer in praise of Khurshed or sun, and in the Meher NySish, a

prayer in praise of Mithra, the Yazata of light. We read there :

^\Tishtrim drav6-chashmanem yazamaide i.e.) We invoke the strong-

eyed Tishtrya." Thus, in the Sag-did, the chashma i.e. the eyes {did)

of the dog {sag) Canis represent those of the Tishtriya, the Dog-star,

who, by its great brilliancy represents the sun, and who, for that

reason, is invoked in the hymn in honour of Khurshed, the sua. One
must remember in this matter, that illness and untimely death or plague

{mahrka) are believed to be the result of a kind of Mithra-druji or a crime

against Mithra, the God of Light
^ One can say, that this means, that

they are held to be due to want of proper heat and light of the sun.

Even leprosy was, according to Herodotus,' held to be the result of such

a Mithra-druji or fault against the sun.

From what is said of the dog in connection with the dis-

The most probable posal of the dead in Tibet, we are led to think, that out
reason.

^£ ^j^^ various six reasons given above, the first (a) seems

to appeal to us. The correct explanation seems to be this :

The dogs devoured the flesh of the dead. So, certain dogs were kept in

certain large towns for the purpose. Some classical writers refer to this fact. For

example Strabo, says of ancient Bactria that "
they expressly kept for the purpose

dogs whom in the language of the coantry they call emtombers.^" These dogs, as it

were, smelt death. Therefore, they were, or at least one of them was, made to

look at the dead, to enable them to know, that there was a prey ready for them

and that they were to follow the corpse to do their work of devouring the body.
This view of the object of the sagdid is confirmed and supported by the fact,

that the VendidSd* refers, not only to the sight of dogs {sag-dtd), but also to that

1 Meher Yasht, 110.

, 2 Bk. I 139

3 Strabo's Geography, Bk. XI, Chap XI, 3 Hamliton and Falconer's Translation Vol. II, p. 253.

4 Chap. VII, 3.
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of birds. Ihe later Iranian commenta torsi also say, that, in case a dog is not available

for the sag-did, the body may be exposed to the sight of birds. Thus, it seems that

the body was enjoined to be exposed to the sight of dogs or birds with a view to

indicate to them that a prey was ready for them and to ensure thf.t the body may be

soon disposed of by them. In connection with this view it was possibly believed,

that if the dogs or birds looked at the corpse eagerly, it may be taken as certain that

life was extinct from the body, because it was the view of a prey being near at

hand, that made thera look eagerly at the corpse .

The dog is held to be somewhat sacred among both, because

heldaia Jacredaniril?'
^^ ^^^^s the useful work of doing away with the dead bodies,

which otherwise would decompose and endanger the health

of the living. In addition to this fact, there may ba the sentimental reason, that

they are, as it were, the depositories of the remains of their near and dear

ones and the would-be depositories of the living. According to some classical

authors, referred to above, the aristocratic class bred special dogs for the purpose.

Whatever the reason may be, one understands, why dogs are made so much

of in the VendidSd. There were several spieces of dogs and they were used for

various purposes. Some were used as sentinels for men (vish-haurva), some

as sentinels for the cattle (pagush-haurva*, and some for this sanitary work. All

these uses added to the value of the dog. Hence it is, that we find the 13th chapter

of the Vendid^d appreciating the work of the dogs. A person, injuring or killing

a dog, is held guilty and punishable. It is enjoined that the dog may be well cared

for and fed. One has to take care of their young ones and to rear them.

The above long disssrtation on the subject of the sag-did is intended to show,

why dogs were held, sacred in ancient Iran. We have seen, that they are held

sacred, to a certain extent, even now in Tibet.

1. Pahlavi Vendid VH, 2. Vide Dastur Durab P. Saiijaaa's Text, p. 108. Here are named birds, like ^^^

(ddlman, Persian y,< Jlj black eagle), JjJ_*^ (sdrgar, Persian ^jlm a starling or a nightingale

or «ijU OT
^'i j^ or jjU or

,j
U an Indian black bird, or t^jjUa kind ot talking bird or ^.U

the bird stare or starling), 5_»»j) ...^ (rasag, for which another manuscript has -^^j.^ rftg-i-syah

where rSg may be Pers. ilj a crow; heaoe a black crow). It is swd thit if the »'iy«'t _v^j, /Pers. •>4 Ut)

»,e,
shadow of a bird falls over the corpse, that suffices as sagdi4.
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From what we have seen of the various methods of the

against Burial, Cremation disposal of the dead, prevalent at one time or another or at one

tion"'

a ism, ammi ca-
pj^ce or another in Tibet, we get some sidelight thrown on the

question of the strict injunctions in the Vendidfid against the

various modes of disposal, other than that of the exposure to the sun and to the flesh-

devouring birds and dogs. The ancient people of Central Asia, who at one time lived

with the people to whom the writers of the Vendidad belonged, and from whom the

Tibetans seem to have taken some of their customs, resorted more or less to the

following methods, besides that of exposure to birds and animals.

(a) Ground-Burial.

{b ) Water-Burial.

(c) Cremation.

(d) Cannibalism.

{e) Mummification.

The Iranians, when they differed from their fellow-people in Central Asia and

separated from them, seem to have condemned, for one reason or another, or on

one ground or another, these various modes. The condemnation of these methods

was perhaps one of the reasons of the schism or separation. The separation was due, not

only to difference in thought and belief, but also to difference in the matter of the

observation of customs and manners. This explains, why we find in the Vendidad

not an ordinary prohibition , but a very strict prohibition, in very strong words and

with threats of great punishments in the future, of the various modes other than that

of exposure which they accepted as the only best mode. We will briefly examine this

condemnation.

a. Injunctions The ground-burial is condemned in strong words in the

against ground-burial. Vendidad in the following chapters: I. 13; III 8-9, 12-13,

36-39 ;
VII 45-52. The very land where burial takes place is represented as dis-

pleased and shocked. The first place on the surface of the earth which is the most

displeased is that of Mount Arezura,^ a deadly volcano, which was taken to be the

road, as it were, to Hell. The second place which is the most displeased is that,

where both men and dogs are buried.^ The place on which tombs of men stand

comes next in order.^ A man, who removes the buried corpses of dogs and men

1. Vendidad III 7. Vide ray paper on "Mount Arezura of the Avesta, a Volcanic mountain," in the

^iegei Memorial Volume, pp. 188-96. 2. Vendidad III, 8. 3. Ibid 9.
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from the ground, does a religious act. He thereby most pleases the ground.^ A
man who removes the tomb-structures is the next in the order o£ righteousness.'^

A man, who wittingly allows a corpse to remain buried in ground for a period of six

months, is punishable. This fault and the consequent punishment increase if he

allows that state to continue for a year.^ If he allows it to continue for more than

two years his sin is unpardonable. No religious punishments can cure his faults

during his life. He must repent for the fault during his whole life-time.*

The ground on which a dead body lies long, before being properly disposed of,

must not be used for some ordinary purposes for a year.^ But, if the ground is one

wherein a body is interred, then it must not be used for a period of 50 years.^ In

other words, the ground of a cemetery must not be utilized for other purposes, until

after a period of 50 years since it ceased to be so used. But in case the place of

burial is built over with tombs, one must wait longer for the use of the ground for

other purposes. He must wait till he finds no vestige at all of any part of the

body and till everything, e.g. even the bones and hairs, are reduced to dust ^ Ahura-

Mazda enjoins Zoroaster to remove the structures or tombs, because thereby, one

helps an early decompositon and the process of reducing the body from "dust to

dust." Any structure whatever round the interred body delays its speedy

disposal.*^ If a man helps this speedy disposal, by removing the structure round and

over a corpse, this act serves him as an act of atonement for some other sinful act.^

A man who does the righteous act of removing a structure and of thus helping the

corpse to be soon reduced to dust finds his life blessed and his way to Heavaa easier.

The Sun, Moon and stars bless him and, in the end, even Ahura Mazda blesses him.^**

The tombs or the structures built upon the corpses are the abodes of Daevas

or all kinds of diseases.^* There, the Daevas (who, in such cases, are the disease-

producing germs and substances) increase from fifty to hundread-fold, hundred to

thousand fold, thousand to ten-thousand fold, ten-thousand to innumerable-fold. "^2

As men feed on meat and grow in strength and number, so do the Daevas (or the

disease germs) live on the flesh of the dead bodies interred below the tombs and

increase in numbers.^^ The stench from the decomposing bodies pleases the Daevas.

1. Vendidadl2. 2. Ibid 13. 3. Ibid 36-37. 4. Ibid 39. 5. Ibid VII 45-46.

6. Ibid 47-48 7. Ibid 49-50. 8. Ibid VII. 50. 9. Ibid. 51. 10. Ibid 52.

11. Ibid 55-66. 12. Ibid 66. 13. Ibid 57

6
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Filth, scurvy, fever, ague and such other diseases grow over and around the decaying
bones and hair. These complaints increase after sunset. ^

We learn from all these references that ground-burial was strictly prohibited.
In one place, the very religion—the Mazdaya§nian religion

—is spokea of as one

suppressing burial.2 From the Vendidad,^ one can infer, that possibly, burial was

not known at first in central Asia in pre-historic times. The first city or region,

which introduced or began burial, was Harakhaiti (jrj-"(^-*5>-"t>' ), which is

Harauvati of the Inscriptions, the Sarasvat i ( m^^^ ) of the Sanskrit writers, and

Arachosia of the Greeks, south of Cabul. Ahura Mazda had created it healthy and

salubrius, or, as the Vendidad says, beautiful ( srirdm esT^J^aj ) in all respects,

but, Ahriman introduced the burial custom in the city and brought about evil. This

city is the tenth in the list of the 16 cities of Central Asia, named by the Vendidad,
as created by Ahura Mazda. So, it appears that burial came in use much later. We
learn from Herodotus'* , Strabo^ and Cicero^ also, that burial was forbidden in

ancient Persia.

b. Injunctions against
From a health point of view, in Central Asia, water-burial

water-bunai. ig worse than ground-burial. There, the custom of water-burial

has no seas or oceans to resort to, but rivers and streams, on which people

generally depend for their supply of drinking water. The resulting harm may not be

perceived by people, living in towns on the banks of great rivers, abounding with

fish. But in the case of towns on smaller rivers and streams, it would work havoc

in case of epidemics.

Thus we see, that the Iranians stood against the practice of water-burial,

prevalent to a certain extent in Central Asia. Hence it is, that we find the

strongest possible injunctions in the VendidM, against the practice of throw-

ing any kind of filth, much more dead bodies, into rivers or streams. Ahura

Mazda enjoined to Zoroaster, that if a Mazdayayn^n, while going on foot, or

in a boat, riding a horse, or driving in a vehicle, sav7 a dead body in running fresh

water, he ought to stop at once, remove his shoes, go into the water waist-deep,

or as far as it is safe for him to go, and remove the decomposing body from the water.

1. Vendidid 58. 2. Ibid III, 41. 3. Chap, I, 13.

4. Bk I, 140. Rawlinson's Herodotus Vol I, p. 279.

5. The Geography of Strabo Bk. XV Chap. Ill, 20. 6. Quest. Tusculanoe I, 45, as referred to by Max

Dunekei in his 'History of Antiquity" Vol II, 2nd edition, pp 392-399, translation of Mr. K. R. Cama, p. 15.
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If the body was much decomposed and he was not able to remove it as a whole from

the water, he was to remove the detached portions by handfuls.i In the case of the

water of closed places like wells, it was enjoined, that, if convenient and possible,

half the quantity of water, and if not convenient or possible, one-third or one-fourth

or one -fifth the quantity of water, and especially the water round the spot where the

decomposing body floated, should be removed before the rest of the water w^s used

for drinking or culinary purposes.^ Similarly, precautions have been ordered for

frozen water or snow-water.' Even in the case of running waters, like those of

streams, certain precautions are enjoined, which say, that the water of the stream

may be used after the removal of the decomposing matter and after some time when

the fresh currents have somewhat purified the water at the spot.*

All these injunctions were in the case of a dead body accidentally found in

water. But, if a man actually committed the offence of throwing filth in water, he

was condemned as the most unrighteous person.^ Such offences brought about a

kind of water-famine which marred the cause of agriculture. They were also

believed to create the pest of a kind of insect known as madhakha, a kind of

locusts.^ The offenders are darwands (drcivants or criminals) and the followers of

Daevas,' Herodotus^ and Strabo' also refer to the sacred care, which the ancient

Persians took, to keep the sources of water-suppply pure and healthy.

, , - . .. . . The ancient Iranians, when they separated from the other
fc) Injunctions against

' j r-

Cremation. people of Central Asia, gave up and condemned cremation which

was prevalent there. If one follows the order of the creation of the known 16 cities

of Central Asia as given in the Vendio&d, and examines one after another the evils

that Ahriman is said to have created in them, he can say, that cremation came to be

resorted to after ground-burial. Ground-burial seems to have been introduced by

1 Vendidad VI. 26-29. 2 Ibid 30-35. 3 Ibid 36-38. 4 Ibid 39-41.

6 Ibid VII 25-26. 6 Ibid 26. 7 Ibid 27.

8 "
They never defile a river with the secrations of their bodies, nor even wash their hands in one

; nor

will they allow others to do so, as they have a great reverence for rivers The body of a male Persian

is never buried until it has been torn either by a dog or a bird of pray." (Rawlinson's Herodotus, Vol. I,

pp. 278-79; Bk.I, 139.)

9 " The Persians never pollute a river with urine, nor wash nor bathe in it
; they never throw a dead body,

nor anything unclean into it." (Hamilton and Falconer's Translation, Vol. Ill, p. 137
;
Bk. XV, Chap. Ill, 16.)
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Ahriraan into Harakhaiti, the 10th city in the Ust\ and cremation in Chakhra, a city

o£ Khorasan, the 13th in the Hst.^ Thus, we see, that possibly, Chakhra in Central

Asia was the first place where cremation first came to be practised.

The injunction against cremation is given in several places in the VendidM.

At one place, a man who carries a dead body to fire, i.e. who practises cremation, is

in the matter of his fault, put on the same level as that of a man who practises

Avater-burial.' He is impious. If one, while passing on foot, or sailing in a boat, or

riding on a horse or driving in some vehicle, sees a corpse that is being

burnt, he is to halt in his journey and to do his best to prevent further crema-

tion. He is to scatter the burning fire, so that the further cremation of the body

may be prevented as far as possible.* The fire is defiled in the process of

burning the body. So, it would be meritorious, if one were to remove the fire, at

least a part of it, from the place, and to purify it, as it were, by burning a fresh

piece of wood by its flarae, holding this piece over it at some distance. To purify

the fire completely, this process must be repeated.'' This purifying process is

observed now in the case of preparing and consecrating the sacred fires of the

fire-temples." A man, who thus prevents the fire from being further polluted

by burning a dead body, and who then purifies it as said above, is said to be

doing a meritorious act, as good as that of feeding the sacred fire with ten

thousand pieces of proper fuel-tvood.'' One-tenth of such a pious recompense is

due also to one who prevents the fire from burning other filthy impure things.^

His meritoriousness is equal to that of feeding the sacred fire with one thousand

pieces of proper fuel-wood. We find in another chapter^ also, that cremation is

considered to be an impious act. Fire is enjoined to be kept away from filthy

places and things^^ and even from persons supposed to be filthy or diseased for

some time. If that is so, there is no wonder, that cremation as a whole is

supposed to be an act of impiety.

We learn from Classical writers also, that cremation was not permitted

in ancient Iran. According to Herodotus,!^ such an act was considered

I VendidadChap. I, 13. 2 Ibid 17. 3 Chap. VII 25-27.

4 Chap. VIII, 73-74. 5 Ibid 75-78. 6 Vide ray "Religious system of the Paraees" pp. 26-28.

7 VendidadVIII, 81. 8 Ibid 82. 9 Ibid XVI, 17. 10 Patet 5

II "Cambjses bade them take the corpse and buru it. This was truly an impious command to give" (Bk, III,

16. Rawlinson's Herodotus, Vol. II, p. 410).
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impious. Strabo also refers to the ancient Iranian prohibition against crema-

tion and says that one guilty of the offence was heavily punished by being put

to death.^ He adds, that the ancient Persians did not even blow on fire with

a view not to pollute the fire by the breath of their mouth. ^ Nicholaus

Damascenus refers to this prohibition.
-^ It appears, that whereas burial was

prohibited from the point of view of health and sanitation, cremation was

prohibited from the point of view of reverence in which fire was held by the

Persians.

id) .Injunctions The Vendidad refers to cannibalism as a great offence. The

lism. offender is held to be very impious. He becomes unpurifiable

{ayaozdaydn anghen).* He is to be punished with the strictest possible punish-

ment. The Avesta passage of the Vendidad, which speaks of this crime, is not

clearly intelligible. It is variously translated. But, we see from its Pahlavi

translation and commentary^, that the punishment is the most severe. Ihe

Sad-dar" refers to the Pahalvi translation and commentary, and on its authority,

thus speaks for the punishment of a cannibal..." It is requisite to demolisd the

habitation, house, and abode of any one who has eaten dead matter, and to fetch

his heart out of his body, and it is necessary to scoop out his eyes." In spite of

all this physical punishment in this world, he is condemned to Hell. Some

translators take the Avesta reference to the house being dug {geredho kera-

taoscha) and its Pahlavi rendering (gristak karinashn), in the sense, that he may
be interred or buried alive. It appears from the Sad-dar' that some parts of a

deadfraan's body were, at one time, prescribed as some kind of medicine or remedy

(jjUj^ J jj\ iif . To mark the greatest severity of the punishment, one must know

1 strabo Bk. XV, Chap. Ill, U.

2 Ibid. " They do not blow the flame with their breath, but fan it
;

those who have blown the flame with

their breath or thrown any dead thing or dirt upon the fit e, are put to death." (Hamilton and Falconer's

Translation, Vol. Ill, p. 136).

3 Frag, 68, as referred to by Dr. Rapp in his article in the German Oriental Society's Journal Vol. XVII

(1863) pp. 52-56, on "the Religion and Customs of the Persians and other Iranians." Translated by K. K. Cama,

p. 22.

4 Vendid&d VII, 24. 5 Dastur Darab P. Sanjana's text p. 115. Dastur Hoshang's Text, p. 253.

6 Chap. LXXI. S. B. E. Vol. XXIV p. 336.

7 Chap. LXXI, 1,

8 Sad»dar Nasr. Text, edited by Ervad Bomanji Nasarwanji Dhabar.p. 51, Chap, 71,
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that in the matter of sooopinsr out the eyes, the VendidM speaks of the spiti-

doithra (the white eyes ue. the eye-balls) being drawn out. In the form of punish-
ments through the eye, that of drawing out the eye ball (^Mi-^di ^1:^1 ^»)'2(1 ii(§ustl) is

believed to be worse than that of destroying the eye (sHlM "^iCl 'ti'»^<l).

(e) Injunction
^^^ cannot point to any distinct injunction in the Avesta

^aintt
Mummi- against embalmment. But, I think, we find stronor indirect iniunc-

iication or Emb-
. . , ^

alment. tions against ,the mode. For example, the Vendidad^ prohibits
the unnecessary use of any cloth, even of the smallest size of a stocking, on a

corpse. If one does make such a use he is guilty and liable to punishment.

Now, in the process of mummifying after etubalment, ;i large quantity of

drugged cloth is necessary. Again, the very fact, that the Vendid^d prohibits

all contact with the dead immediately after death, shows that the spirit of

Zoroastrianism was against embalmment and mummification.

Why Iranians did Qf the different modes of the disposal of the dead, preva-not resort to Dissec- ^
, .

tion lent at one time or another in Central Asia, the relics of some
of which we still see in Tibet, burial—both, ground-burial and water-burial—was

greatly condemned by the Iranians from a sanitary point of view. Cannibalism

was condemned as being unnatural, looking to the higher standard of civilization

they had come to. Cremation was condemned on religious grounds, based on

feelings of reverance in which fire was held, and on the ground of the necessity
of preserving the bones in astoddns i.e. boneTeceptacles or otherwise, for the

coming time of Resurrection, when the dead are to be made to rise again from

their bones. ^ I think this idea of preserving the bones came in among the

Iranians not very early but a little later in the course of their advancement in

civilization.

Dissection was done away with, when they separated from their fellow-

brethren of Central Asia for several reasons', the main reason being a difference

of religious views on many subjects. The Central Asian ancestors of the early

1 VIII, 23-25.

(2) Vide my Paper on Astod&n or "A Persian Coffin said to be 3000 years old, sent to the museum

of the Anthropological Society of Bombay, by Mr. Malcolm of Bushire"(My "Anthropological Papers"

pp. 7-23; Journal of the Anthropological Society of Bombay Vol.1, No 7, pp.426-41). Vide also my paper

"on Mr. K. Enostranzav's, 'Paper on the Ossuaries and Astodans of Turkestan,' with a few further

observations on the Astodan "
(My "Anthropological Papers," pp. 295-306; Journal of the Anthropo-

logical Society of Bombay, Vol. VIII, No. 6, pp. 331-42).
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Tibetans held the view, that the sooner every part of the corpse, including

the bones, was devoured and destroyed, the better for the soul. As long as any

thing or any part of the body remained, the soul did not enter with ease into

the other world. To bring about that result, viz, an early destruction of

every vestige of the body, dissection was necessary. On the other hand, the

Iranians believed, that a part of the body, viz. the bones, must be preserved

for the Resurrection. So, dissection was not necessary. Perhaps, with the

advanced state of their civilization, sentiment also crept in and stopped

dissection.

The Tibetan mode of Disseotion had, and has, of course, one advantage u?V.

that every part of the body was eaten away soon by the dogs and birds, an d no

vestige of the body, likely to spread infection by being carried about by birds or

dogs, was left But, the Iranian Zoroastrians provided against this disadvan-

tage by strict injunctions for preventing any careless scattering of bones. For

example, the sixth chapter of the Vendidad,^ which refers to the disposal

of the body, provides strict injunctions, that no fresh, wet or fleshy bones

may be thrown away carelessly. If one threw away carelessly even the smallest

bone viz. that of the uppermost tip of the last and smallest finger, he was liable

to punishment.
. , . ^. The Vendidad is replete with injunctions against the
o lujunctions against r\ * t tt

the DagvaB. Dasvas In fact, the very word v endidtld, which is originally

Vi-daeva-d&.ta(jud-div-dM) signifies, "that which is given against the Daevas".

i.e "the book which contains injunctions against, or for the destruction of, the

Daevas".

Now, who were the Daevas? "The word 'daeva' is a very ancient Aryan
word for God, derived from the Aryan root 'div', 'to shine'. Most of the western

nations which separated from the parent stock took with them this word in one

form or another for the name of their G)cJ- fnus, the Greeks called their God,

Deos or Zeus; the^Romans, Deus, the Germ ms Tens; the Lithunians, Diewas,

and so on. The Indian and the Iranian br inches had the word 'daeva
'

But, when

the early Iranians saw, that the belief of the people was tending to polytheism,
and that the sacred word 'Daeva', instead of being used for God alone, was being
used for many ofHis created objects, they stamped the word as unfit for the name

(l)Chap. VI, 10-25.
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of God and rejected it altogether from the Avesta ".^ Latterly, the word

Da^va began to be taken in a broader sense. All evils, whether physical or

mental, were taken as Daevas. For example, we have the Daevas of the

different kinds of maladies.' We have the Daevas of sloth, ambition, pride and

all such mental disorders. Infection itself is, as it were, a Da^va. The

Daruj-i Nagush itself, or the demon of decomposition and infection, which is said

to run from the dead to the living, is, as it were, a Da^va.

From the fact of the practice of the disposal of the dead by Exposure

being common to the Iranians and Tibetans, one is led to believe, that

the near ancestors of the writers of the Vendid&d, the very ancient IrS,nians,

and the remote ancestors of the modern Tibetans, who, at one time, before

the introduction of Buddhism among them, professed their ancient Bon religion,

possibly lived at one place, or near one another, somewhere in Central Asia.

The early Iranians did not like some of the then prevalent modes of disposal, some
of which were insanitary and worked havoc in case of epidemics.

The modren Tibetans, who seem to be the descendants of the early inhabi-

tants of some part of Central Asia, are still awfully dirty in their habits. iThe

Bhutias, both male and female, whom you see at Darjeeling and on the frontiers

of Nepaul, are well-formed and good-looking, bub, they are very dirty. Even their

monks or Lamas are dirty to some extent. According to Mr. Rockhill, the

Lamas are
"

dirtier than the ordinary run of people."^ Rev. Kawaguchi says
on this subject: —"The Tibebang are very fjul in th^ir hibits ..He (the Tibetan)

does not even wash or wipe himself after the calls of nature, but behaves like the

lower animals in this respect. To this there is no single exception, from the high

priest down to the shepherd; every one does the satne. I was, therefore, much

laughed at and suspected when I followed the Japanese custom in this particu-

lar, and even the children would laugh at me Nor are these the Tibetan's

only unclean habits. He never washes his body; many have never been washed

since their birth. One would scarcely believe that they boast in the country, if

not in towns or cities, of never having been washed'*
"

1. Vide my "
Religious system of the Parsees."

2. Vendidad XXl-10.

3. "Diary of a Journey through Mongolia and Tibet in 1891 and 1892," by William Woodville Rockhill,

p. 68.

4. Three years iu Tibet, pp. 26i-65.
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Besides their physical unoleanliness, one learns from the writers on

Tibetan scriptures and beliefs, that they were steeped in mental uncleanliness,

if one could speak of their belief in demons and evil spirits as such. In spite

of their recently introduced Buddhism, their ancient belief in demons and

evil spirits, as taught by their ancient Bon religon, is still common. Look-

ing to all these facts, one understands why the old Mazdaya9nism, which was

preached at one time in some place near their home in Central Asia, con-

demned so much the Daevas—the Daevas of physical and mental uncleanliness.

Thus, both, the habits and the beliefs of the modern Tibetans, seem to give us

a picture of the habits and beliefs of their early ancestors in Central Asia, with

whom and near whom the ancestors of the ancient Iranians also lived. One can

then understand, why the Vendid^d is so much full of the rules of cleanliness

and sanitation as then known, and why it is full of injunctions against the Daevas
both physical and mental. In short, the whole subject throws a side-light on the

question, why the Vendid^d, or the book against the Daevas, was held to be an

important book for the good and advancement of the Ir&nians.

Hence, one can understand the object and purpose of the strict, one can

say, awfully strict injunctions about the Health-laws of the Zoroastrians, as prescrib-
ed in the Vendidad. "Cleanliness is next to Godliness" is a homely proverb. But
as Prof. Darmesteter says, with the early Zoroastrians the proverb was, as it were

"Cleanliness is godUness itselfi." One can thus understand the over-strict rules of

physical asAoj or purity and of Faozddthragiri i.e. pm'[6.ca.t[on, referred to in the

Vendidad.

General Lines of Im-
^rom the Consideration of all the above points, we find, that

provemeutinthelr&nian the Iranian mode of the disposal of the corpse by Exposure
has been all along an improvement |on the older methods of

Central Asia, where the Iranians first lived—methods which have their relics among
the Tibetans.

The improvement was in the following hues:—
1. Dissection before exposure was done away with by the early Iranians.

2. Exposure to the purifying rays of the sun was insisted upon.
3. Night funerals were replaced by day-funerals. (Vendidad VIII 4).

1 " Clennliness est uaeforme ragme de Godliaesa" L? Zead Aveata II, Introdaotioa, p. X.
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4. In two different parts of the Vendiddd itself, we see traces oi further

improvements in the method of the Exposures itself. For example, in the 6th

chapter (44-51), the original injunctions are the following :
—

(a) The corpse must be placed on the most elevated place in the neigh-

bourhood, where it can be clearly seen by the flesh-eating vultures

and dogs.

(b) There, the body must be secured by being fastened to an iron stone

. or lead post or peg, so that the skeleton or remaining bones may not

be carried away by the birds and dogs to adjoining streams or

trees. The responsible person is held guilty, if he does not so fasten

the corpse, and if, in consequeno3, the bones are carried away by the

birds or dogs to adjoining streams, rivers or trees.

(c) After the flesh is eaten off by birds or dogs, the remaining bones

are to be collected in an ossuary or bone-receptacle (astoddn) made

either of stone, or ohunam or clay or cloth,

(d) The astoddn, so prepared, must be placed on the ground exposed to

the rays of the sun.

(e) It must be so placed, that dogs, wolves, foxes,"- or other wild animals

may not reach it and may not carry away the bones-

(/) Again, the bone-recepticlo must be covered from above, so as not to

let rain-water get in and destroy the bones.

(g) Then, in the 8th. chapter of the Vendid^d where we find another re-

ference to the place for the disposal of the dead, it is enjoined, that

the corpse must be placed on an elevated place, paved with clay or

bricks or stone or mortar, whera it can be clearly seen by flesh-

eating birds or dogs. Here, we see an improvement in the original

method referred to in the sixth chapter. Here, there is no question

of necessarily fastening the body and placing on bare open ground
on an elevated place. Instead of these details, a somewhat pucca

arrangement, somewhat approaching that of the modern Tower is

spoken of.

I PadiBtaa-i-Dinik, Pursishn XVII; Chap. XVIII, 4; S. B. E. Vol. XVI] I, p. 43.
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I have give above the various versions of the Tibetan mode of the disposal o£

the dead. I give here one more that of Oderic who is alluded to in the body of the

Paper. His verson is interesting, because he also speaks of the custom as observed

by him among the Parsees of Tana (Thana).

The Version of Odorie of Frior Odoric (1286-1331), who travelled in the East
Pordenone. ^^^^ ^^^^^^ 1316 to 1330, and who was tebeatified in, so late as,

1755 by Pope Benedict XIV^
,
while speaking of Tibet, thus refers to the custom:

"And another fashion they have in this country is this. Suppose such an one's

father to die, then the son will say, "I desire to pay respect to my father's memoi'y";
and so he calls together all the priests^ and monks and players in the country round,

and likewise all the neighbours and kinfolk. And they carry the body into the

country with great rejoicings. And they have a great table in readiness, upon
which the priests cut off the head, and then this is presented to the son. And the

son and all the company raise a chant and make many prayers for the dead. Then

the priests cut the whole of the body to pieces, and when they have done so they

go up again to the city with the whole company, praying for him as they go.

After this the eagles and vultures come down from the mountains and every one

takes his morsel and carries it away. Then all the company shout aloud, saying,
'Behold ! the man is a saint ! For the angels of God come and carry him to

Paradise. And in this way the son deems himself to be honoured in no small degree,

seeing that his father is borne off in this creditable manner by the angels. And so

he takes his father's head, and straightways cooks it and eats it; and of the skull he

makes a goblet, from which he and all of the family always drink devoutly to the

memory of the deceased father. And they say that by acting in this way they shew

their great respect for their father."^

Odorie had passed through India. He had first landed at Tana (Thana).
In the latter part of the following description he seems to refer to the Parsees of

1 "Cathay and the Way thither" by Col. Yule. New Edition, revised by Dr. H. Cordier. Vol. II, (I9l3)

pp. 116.

2 Cf. the Pareee custom known as gamnt pdedas sii'h»{1 MWsy, wherein "all the priests of the town or

city are invited to attend the funeral procession, for which they are paid.

3 "Cathay and the Way thither" by Col. Yule revised by Dr. H. Cordier Vol. II. pp. 251-54.

. .. ";: 're
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Thana : "The people thereof are idolaters, for they worship fire, and serpents and

trees also And here they do not bury the dead, but carry them with great

pomp to the fields, and cast them to the beasts and birds to be devoured.'"

1. "Cathay and the Way thither" by Col. Yule, revised by Dr. H. Cordier, Vol. II. pp. lU-17.



THE USE OF ROSARIES AMONG ZOROASTRIANS-
BY

Shams-ul-Ulma Dr. Jivanji Jamshedji Modi B.A., Ph. D.

Introduction. Qf all the places, that I have visited during my travels, now and

then, in India, no place had pleased me, or rather fascinated me, so much as Darjeeling,

where, as said in a preceding paper, I had the pleasure o£ staying for about 5 weeks

in May-June 1913. The fascination came, not only from the beautiful scenery and

surroundings of the place with the grand and sublime snowy Himalayas in the front,

but also from my frequent visits to the Tibetan Gompas or monasteries, from my
conversation with their Lamas or Tibetan priests, and from my study of the Tibetan

manners and customs as observed and studied there—studied from persons and

studied from books. The Lamas and their monasteries, their religion and customs

formed there the principal subject of my study.

The didt of the Tibetans
^^ ^^^ Tibetan monasteries, next to the Lamas or the priests,

Their prayer-machines. their ritualistic apparatus or instruments, or if I were to use

our Parsee ritualistic word, their ^M< ('*'^^), drew my principal attention. Their

dorje, which has given the hill station its name of Darjeeling i. e. the place of dorje

(a sceptre-like instrument, symbolizing, at first
" the mystic thunder-bolt of the

Lamaist religion" and then, ecclesiastical authority) reminded me of our Avestic

vazra (^-"1?) or Gurz.

The other principal articles or instruments that drew my attention there, were

their Prayer- machines, the subject of which can be divided into three heads :

1. Prayer flags.

2. Prayar-wheels, which are also spok en of as prayer- cylinders, prayer-

drums, prayer-mills and prayer-barrels.

'i. Prayer-beads, or rosaries or chaplets.

I have spoken of these three kinds of the Tibetan Prayer-machines, at some

length, in my three papers before the Anthropological Society of Bombay.! It is

(1) Journal of the Anthropological Society of Bombay, Vol X., No. 2,
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the study of the question of the use of Prayer-beads or rozaries among different

people, suggested by the Tibetan rosaries, that has led me to the study of the subject
of this paper.

riSsriV^ Karatus ^t?
^^ ^"^^ ^hat rosaries form a part of the religious parapher-

many nations. nalia or ritualistic apparatus of many religious communities,

such as the Hindus, Buddhists, Mahomedans and Christians.

Mr. G. Clarke Nuttall in his article, entitled
" The Rosary and its History,"

says :
.

" It (rosary) is a link with the days behind History. Its origin is lost in the

mists of the dawn of civilization in the far East, and though many now feel it is a

hinderance rather than a help to their devotions, it has undoubtedly played a definite

and real part in the chief great religions that have moulded the minds of men ".'

Mr. Nutttall refers to the use of rosaries among some religious communities, but

says nothing of the Zoroastrians. But we know, that Zoroastrians, both of Persia and

India, use it in some of their rituals.

The Origin of the use The Origin of the use of rosaries among various communi-
''^ '°'^"^'-

ties seems to be this:

1. Certain short prayers have to be recited for a number of times in the midst

of long prayers. We Zoroastrians have to repeat certain small prayer-formula in the

midst of larger prayers. For example, we have to recite 10 Ahunavars {Yathd Ahu

VairySs) and 10 Ashem Vohus in the midst of the Ormazd Yasht
; 21 Ahunavars

and 12 Ashem Vohus at the end of the Patet; 200 Ahunavars and 100 Ashem Vohus

in the recital of the Vendidad. ^

We do not know for certain, why one particular number is enjoined

in one particular prayer, and another particular number in another particular

prayer. We have the injunction to repeat certain prayers thrice. For this we can

1 " Great Thoughts ". Issue of February 1911, p. 359.

2 These 100 Ashem Vohus and 200 Ahunavars are recited during the recital of the 22nd para of the 19th

chapter of the Vendidad. The subject, treated of iu this part of the chapter, is that of the ceremonial purifica-

tion of one who has become impure (riman) by coming into contact vpith an unclean thing e.g< a dead body.

As one of the ways of purification, it is said, that the person may recite 100 Ashem Vohus and 200 Ahunavars.

When the Vendidad came to be recited as a part of the litugy, the ofliciating priest was directed to recite them.
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safely say, that that was on account of the importance of the prayer, the object being,

that its teaching or precept may be more strongly impressed upon the mind. For

example, the Vispa Humata prayer, one of the most beautiful and instructive prayers,

teaching the adoption of the best of our moral precepts, is enjoined to be repeated

thrice, so that its precepts, may be impressed very vividly on our minds.

But, in the case of the repetition of certain short prayers for a large number of

times, we are not in a position to give any particular reason, except the reason, that

among the ancients, as observed in the case of the writings of Pythagoras, who is

spoken of as a desciple of Zoroaster, numbers were believed to possess certain

efficacy, and that they symboUzed some truth, ^^ But this is a case of the recital

or the repetition in the midst of some, larger prayers. These repetitions are not

many.

2. Then there is the case of the larger number of repetitions in the case of

separate recitals, not connected with, or not occuring in; the midst of long prayers.

(1) For example, take the following explanation, on the subject of the use of odd and even numbers,

given by a learned Indian writer. The dualism referred to in this explanation is interesting to a Parsee, the

dualism in the speculative philosophy of whose prophet, his been a s ibjiot of mujh discussion among scholars,

both ancient and modern, and has been a theme of writing for a learned author like Mr, S;vmuel Laing, iu his"A

Modern Zoroastrian.'' The explanation is this : There is the dualism of Spirit and Matter in Nature. " The

duality of Spirit-Matter is discernible every where, It is an eternal fact ..The above might be mathematically

illustrated by taking the odd numbers to represent Spirit and the even numbers Matter, Call the number One, the

original Spirit, and the number Two, the primeordial Matter, Que and Two make Three, their son, and Three

is the highest form of Spirit after the Absolute. The numbar, corresponding to this Spirit, is represented by
the number Four. Three and Four mike Seven, and Seven stands for another grade of Spirit. The number Eight

is the Matter that pairs off with this Spirit, And so on. It will be observed, that the odd numbers. Three,

Seven &c. are each made up of an odd number joined to an even number, thuj illustrating the fact that both

spirit and matter are sub-divisible into spirit and matter." Thus, according to the view of this writer, in

every object, there is both Spirit and Matter. He says further :
" Science may talk of energy and mass, but

these are simply alternative terms for spirit and matter—.the one active, the other passive ;
the one anergic the

other formative. When it comes to actual scrutiny of Nature, we cannot discover anything which is pure energy
or anything which is pure enertia. The two are always inseparably united." According to this view. Heat,

Light and Electricity, though not ordinary physical matter, are some kind of matter,
" so much subtler than

physical matter as to stand in the relation of a spirit towards the latter," Then, from this point of view, "neither

matter nor spirit are independent realities. It is their uaion thit constitutes a real existence. For this we

need another name and the word life will serve the purpose. The union of spirit and matter constitutes life • or

life can be defined as spirit- matter, . , . And back of life stands Miud or Consciousness. Mind is, as it

were, embodied in life
;
and life is embodied in a physio il form . , , Soul is said to be the vehicle of spirit,

and matter the vehicle of soul" (Quoted by the Indian Daily News of 13th June 1913),
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For example, take the later injunctions to repeat 1200 Ahunavars during the G&th^

G^hamb&r holidays and 12 Ashem Vohus in the preceding five days.

A shorteniug-process in In the case o£ the later injunctions for these numerous
e recita o prayers.

repetetions, what we see, at the bottom o£ the injunctions,

is, what can be termed ''a shortening process," observed in the case of many

religious observances. Let us take the above case of the recital of the Ahu-

navars and Ashemvohus in the above mentioned 10 days
—

days known among
us as the Farvardeg^n or MuktM holidays. It seems, that, at first, it was

enjoined that a good pious Zoroastrian must recite the five G&th^s of Zoroaster,

during the five G^th^ Gahamb^r holidays
—the first Gflth^ Ahunavad on the

first, the Ahunavad Gatha holiday; the second Gath^ Ushtavad on the second, the

Ushtavad G^tha holiday, and so on. These five GS,thli days, which come at

the very end of the year, are spoken of in our later books as the meh or the great

Farvardegfln days, and the preceding five days are spoken of as the keh or the

lesser Farvardeg3,n days. It was enjoined that during each of the keh or lesser five

days, a good pious Zoroastrian was to recite the chapter of the Yagna, known among
us as the Frd-mraot M, because it begins with the woods Frd-mraot, It is the

20th chapter of the Ya§na which is a commentary on the Ashem Vohu prayer. It

appears further, that latterly, when it was found that there were many who did not

know these Gdthds and the Frd-mraot hd by heart, or even did not know to read them

from books, the injunction was made a little easy, and it was enjoined, that those

who could not recite or read the G4th/ts and the HS, might, in their stead, recite 1200

Ahunavars and 12 Ashem Vohus respectively. This was, as it were, the first step

in the evolution of the shortening process. It further appears, that latterly, not

only those, who, in this connection, may be termed the illiterate, took advantage of

this fecility afforded by the priests, but also some of the literates, who saw that in

this substituted process a little of their labour of reading the long difficult G^thtls

was saved.

The list of the number This shortening process, the process of substituting short
of Ahunavars to be c i •

i t i

recited in Ueu of long prayers or prayer-tormultB m place ot longer prayers, seems to

P''*y®'®' have proceeded, latterly, further in the case of short and

easySprayers also. The recital of a certain number of Yatha Ahu Vairyos and

Ashem Vohus was also permitted in the place of the recital of the daily prayers like
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the Nyaishes. Here is a list of such prayers with their equivalents in the short

formulte as given by the later Persian lievayats.i

Names of the Prayers.

Number of times, the short prayers of were to

be recited in their stead, when one did not know the

long prayers by heart or did not know to read them.

.03
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began to repeat only the first word, 'Yatha,' of the Ahuaavar and to turn a

bead of the rosary. Then people ceased even to uttec the first word YathS, and

the mere turning of the beads of the rosary came^to be considered a religious or'

pious act. Thus, from the preliminary ordinary position of a counting-machine,
the rosary came to occupy the position of a religions instrument or a praying-

machine, and people now turn its beads in the midst of ordinary business.

It seems that the use of rosary itself as a counting-machine came in at

a much later period among the Parsees. In the midst of the recital of the

Ya9na, in the preliminary ritual known as the paragnd, the priest has to

recite the 101 names of God 10 times. ^ The priest, even now a days, does

not use a rosary for the purpose. He has before him, on the dldt-gdh or the

stone-platform where the ritualistic utensils are placed, a number of wires

known as the Barsam^ wires The priest uses these wires for the purpose of

counting. He recites the 101 names of God and then sets apart one of the

Barsam wires. He sets apart 10 wires aad completes his reckoning and

prayers. Thus, the ten recitals of the 101 names are counted, not by any rosary,

but by means of the metallic wires, which are used in the ritual for another

ritualistic purpose.

In the recital of the Vendid^d in the iSTirangdin ceremony, during one part
of the recital, 200 Ahunavars and 100 Aahem Vohus are to be recited. It is for

counting these short prayers that a rosary coiitaiaing 100 beads, generally of

^erid ( 'Jjj s'S') i.e. amber, is used now a days. lb is said, that at Naosari, a

special rosary of this kind is ke^Dt by the Oastur who lends it to others for

ceremonial occasions.

As to the use of rosary among the Zoroastrians of
lae use of rosary .

among the Zoroastrians of Persia, I learn, ou inquiring fcom my friend, Mr. Khoddy^r

Sheheryfi,r Dastur of Persia, that it is used in Persia for the

following prayers and ritualistic purposes.

1. The occasional recital of the short formula of the Yath4 Ahu Vairyo

prayer, 1000 times, by old ladies.

1 Uaug's Essays on the Parsis, 2nd edition, p. 397.

2 For Barsam, vide my
"
Glimpse into the Work of the B. B. B. Asiatic Society for the last 100 years

from a Parsee point of view," pp. 89-30.
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2. The recital of the Yath4 Ahu Vairyo prayer by the priest in the

Vendid&d ceremony. This is also done, as said above, by the Zoroas-

trian priests of India.

3. On the occasion of the TirangSn Jashan «. e. the Jashan on the day
Tir and Mah Tir, when all the Zoroastrians, whether priests or laymen,

generally recite the formula in honour of Tishtrya or Tir, which occurs

in the Avesta.^ The formula runs thus and is repeated thrice in the

Nyaishes : Tishtrim Dravo-zhashmanem Vazamaide i.e. We praise the

Tishtrya- with strong eyes. This formula is recited 1000 times early

in the morning on the above Jashan day.

4.
"
Again on the occasion of the Chaharum ceremony, when the Dah-

mobed^ is required to collect, so to say, 'Avestas' to be prayed in the

interest of the dead from the people there, the rosarj' is used for keeping
the account."^

The custom of "collecting
The custom of what is called

"
collecting the Avesta,

"

theAvesta. referred to above requires some explanation and remarks,

especially as it resembles a similar custom among the Indian Zoroastrians.

On the occasion of a death, the near relatives and friends of the deceased,

deem it meritorious to get some prayers recited in honour of the dead. So, the

family priest or the priest of the village goes round among the relatives and

friends and asks them as to the number of prayers they would like to be recited

in honour of the dead. He turns a number of beads of a rosary for the number
of prayers ordered by each relative and thus counts up the total enjoined by all.

The corresponding Indian '^'his custom of the Iranian Zoroastrians is similar to a
custom of the idkh

custom of the Indian Zoroastrians, with this difference, that

what the Iranian Zoroastrians do on the Chehacum i.e the fourth day, the

Indian Zoroastrians do on the Oothamna day, which is the third day. The custom

in India is known as the
"
Idkh bhandvvi" (c-tPH <H^ir{[) i.e to gat a "

lac recited",

thereby meaning, that a hundred thousand of Ahunavars or Yath^ Ahu Vairyo

1 Khorshed Nyftish, 8; Meher Nyaish 8; Tir Yasht 12.

2 Star Sinus. In Persian, Tir (Tishtrya) has latterly, also come to signify the Sun.

3 Dahmobed (o.j_^ »o)
is tte priest of the village (deh) who looks after the management of some of the

eeclesiastical and social affuirs of the community.

4 Mr. Khodayar's manuscript note, kindly given to me on my inquiry on the subject.
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prayers may be recited. Though the number ordinarily spoken of is one lac, itl

reality, it is one lac and five hundred. The custom is this : On the third day
after death, at the end of the Oothamnai ceremony, the eldest son of the deceased,

or in his absence, or as his substitute, any near relative presents himself with

the family priest before the senior priest in the assembly of priests that meet for

the ceremonies. He is then made to mention by that senior priest, the particular
ceremonies he is to get performed for the deceased during the first year after death.

Formerly, it was customary, that a list of the ceremonies was settled beforehand

by the head of the family, in consultation with his family, and according to his

or their means, or according to the wishes of the deceased as enjoined by him
either orally or by his Will. For example, it may be so many Yagnas, so

many Vendid^ds &c. The person then gets those recitals made He considers it

his farz (o^y) or Duty to do so. The recital or declaration before the senior

priest was therefore also known as
" Farz Spvi i.e. Enjoiniug the Duty (to the

heir).
"

-Latterly, instead of settling beforehand, the particular ceremonies to be

performed during the course of the year, a stereotyped form^ is used, which the

son or near relative has to repeat as dictated by the senior priest

It seems, that in India also, upto about 50 years ago, the family priest

inquired of the relatives, if they desired any prayers to be recited on their behalf

in honour of the deceased. They gave the number which they desired to be recited.

On having the figures from all the relatives and friends the total number was

announced before the assembly. The heir generally or some other member of

the family undertojk, as a matter of duty (farz), to get duly recited by a priest or

priests the total number of prayers as desird by all the relatives joined together.

1 Vide my Paper on "The Funeral ceremonies of the Parsis. Their Origin and Explanation," pp.
30-32. Journal of the Anthropological Society of Bombay for the year 1891.

2 The stereotyped form, as now recited in Bombay, mns thus :—

SUk am Mi*t«, »Hi'\'^^ Hiji «t'v^^ 115} ^'^iit *y s^-t (iawiKl) »»ii?li8t« aHulisictn Ji^^ih MIRiSIh. 4MiJj*ct

In Bombay, this recital is repeated twice. The undertaking during the first recital is in the name or for
the good of, the particular deceased in whose honour, the assembly has met. The second is for the aood of the
soul (whether living or dead) of the other partner {pi\ i.e. husband or wife as the case may be) of the deceased.

At Naosari, the number of Ahunavars is one lac twenty-five hundred
^^S^^ «ii»| vafly^j a>it4^ti») and the

injunction for 3 Ya9na8 and three Vendidads
(hi^i H'^^'k Htgt «i'il%t«) is omitted.
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Now these prayers that were enjoined were generally the Ahunavars ot the

Yatha Ahu Vairyo prayers. Their number generally varied- But, it seems

that it generally amounted to one lac. So, latterly,!whether the total, as desired

or as subscribed by the relatives, amounted to a lac or not, a lao was taken lo be

the usual stereotyped number. Hence, the words Idkh bhandvvi i. e. to

get a lac (of Ahunavars) recited. Though the name of the custom signifies a

l&kh (a lac), the wording of the formula of the farz speaks of one lac and

five hundred Ahuuavars ( ^i CHi-"i MR?li »i^'iH^ ). It seems, that, though
the original intention is to get one lao Ahunavars recited, in case there may be

a mistake in counting, 500 more are directed to be recited, to avoid the defect of

any mistakes in counting.'

The family priest is entrusted with the task of the recital. He is given

about Rs. 15 for the recital. He recites a certain number every day, according to

to convenience or arrangement, and finishes the number before the end of the first

year after death.

It is these different kinds of the recitals of the Ahunavars that seem to

have brought the rosary into use among the Parsees. On the third night after

death, a suit of clothes and some utensils are consecrated and given to the

family priest as a payment in kind. In these articles of consecration, a rosary is

also, generally consecrated and presented to the priest.

As said above, the original custom was to announce the actual number of

prayers, whether they be Ahunavars or other prayers before the aswembly, but,

latterly, the number became a stereotyped number of a lac and five hundred.

Then the announcement became, as it were, a part of the ritual. Often the announce-

ment is not acted upon and the family does not get all the prayers recited. The

spirit, even the misguided spirit is lost and the letter—letter pure and simple, nay
not even the letter,

—remains. This is a typical instance of how customs, bearing

some sense and meaning in the original, lose all their signification within half a

century or a century and continue as mere meangingless customs.

Sosh (Sraosha) b!ia>i-
The above custom of Idkh bhandvvi is also spoken of as

'""• Sosh bhandvvi ( ^Wi <Hi^IH41 ) i.e. to get the sosh recited.

(1) The lib etan rosary, though required to count 100 repetitions of a sacred spell, contains 108 beads,

• The extra beads are added to make up for any ommission of beads through absent-mindedness} during the

telling process or for actual loss of beads by bieaiage
"
(Ihe Budelbism of Tibet or Lamaism, by Dr. Waddell

p. 203).
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The word sosh ( ^Ri ) is the corrupted form of Sraosha
( %i^i^l

). As said above,
at times, the relatives of the deceased, desired some other Avesta prayers,—in

place of, or in addition to, the Ahunavars,—to be recited. These were generally
the Yagna prayers in honour o' the Yazata or angel Sraosha, who, according to

tha Avesta, guards and guides the souls, living or departed, of men. As the

number of Ahunavars has been fixed or rather stereotyped into a lac and five

hundred, that ofthe Tagnas and the Vendidads has been stereotyped into three.

In adition to these, the number of the Darooas (Avesta Draoaa) or the consecra-

ted breads that are oft'ered on various occasions daring the first year after death

has been fixed at 24.'

This custom of the announcement of the prayers is also
Gde bhandvvi. . „

, ^ , , ^ • / ^ v .

spoken ot by some as gde bhandvvi '(^ilH OiQjiHHl) u e. to get a

recital or announcement made for a cow. It is said, that perhaps, formerly, the

Parsees, following their Hindu fellow-countrymen, considered it meritorious to

get, on special solemn occasions of joy or grief, a cow released from the hands of

a butcher. The occasion of the Oothamna ceremony on the third day after death

was considered by some to be a solemn occasion of that kind and a cow was set

free from the hands of ;i butcher on such an occasion. Now a days, we only

find a relic of that custom in the above phraseology, though no announcement

is made to that effect before the assembly. A sum varying from one to five

Rupees, is paid to the family priest now a days in lieu of the former custom

and that payment is spoken of as gde bhandman {nv\ ^i'^lH'i)) i.e. "(The fee for)

1 There has been a difference of opinion, as to]the explanation about the number 24. Some say that

the number 24 refers to the number of consecrated breads. In one of my last vi-its to Naosari, in December 1913,

I heard from an old priest, that the number referredti 24 occasions during the first year after death, on which the

Daroon haj ceremony should be performed. They are the following :
—

The 12 monthly days bearing the name of the roz on which death took place ... 12

The 4 occasions referred to in the Dibacheh-i-AfringS,n viz. cheJidrum, dehum

eiroz and stUroz {i.e. the fourth, tenth thirtieth, and the anniversary

day after death,) .. ... ... ... ... ... 4

The six Gahamba,r days ... ... ... ... ... ... 6

One Rapithavin day ... ... ... ... ... ... 1

One Farvardi^n day i. e. the 19th day Parvardin of the Farvardin mah ... ... 1

Total ... 24
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the announcement of a cow". Some speak of it as Sosh Bhandnian (^Ul st'sllH'i)

i.e. the fee for the recital of the Sraosh, and some as l^kh Bhan&man (4ti^ <H<sllM't)

i.e. the fee for the recital of the lac of A.huaavars. This phraseology shows, how

the three customs have been mixed up. But, perhaps this is a remnant of an old

Central Asian custom. We find that among the modern Tibetans, whose ancestors

seem to have belonged to Central Asia, there is a custom, wherein a cow, yak, or

goat is presented to a Lama or priest on the day of the disposal of the dead body.'

The materials of baadii in The beads of rosaries among the ladiaii Zoroastrians are

zoroastrian rosaries.

generally made of glass. Well-to do people have those of

amber ("^^^l ^jj »
!^) and even of silver.

The Persian Zoroastrians speak of their rosaries as Band i Yath^ Ahu

vairyo. The rosary is so called because it is made up of a number of band

{'^) i. e. knots made out of a thread, and because it is generally used for the

recital of the Yatha Ahu Vairyo prayers. It is prepared by the priests. Now a

days they also use glass beads. At times the beads are made of vetch or pulse.

Tho use of vegetable
The use of vetch or pulse as materials for beads,

products for beads."
is in accordance with the general fact, that in almost all

old communities, it was some vegetable product that supplied the materials of

beads. For example, the very word "rosary
"

in Eaglish comes from rose. The

Sariskri/ word W^\ m&U for rosary also means a garden. Ouc Indian word

t^i^A h&rdi for a rosary comes from i^R Mr, which also means a garland of

flowers. The Tibetan word for rosary is also conaected with garden. All these

words lead to show that in early times compressed flowers or vegetable products

formed the beads for rosaries.

It is not unusual to find a Parsi Mobad, now a days, recite the eight
Yatha Ahu Vairyos at the end of the Fravashi prayer, holding up, at each

recital, one of the eight flowers that he has before him in the ritual. The eight
flowers before him serve him as a kind of rosary for counting the number of the

eight Ahunavars.

One may ask the question, whether rosary was known to the ancient

Iranians ? If known, what is the Avestaic word for a rosary ? We do not find

any word for rosary in the Avesta, So it seems, that, though its use is old, it is

not very old. It may have come into use at a comparatively later time.

1 "
Journey to Iihasa aad Oeatral Tibet," by Sarat Chandra Das, C.I.E., p. 252.
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From our Avesta word ^-"« mar (Sanskrit ^«T^. Pahkvi iii»^^ Pers. atij**^

Latin Me-mor) comes tiie Patilavi word »>s for beads. The modern Persian word

*jt* for rosary comes from the Pahlavi word. These words suggest that the

repetition of certain prayers seems to be a very old practica. Among us, the

Gujarati word ^iisj^" (to count) has come to mean "
to recite a religious prayer."

For example, the old ustdds (teachers) of the last generation used to say to their

chelds (disciples)
"

Ml'-* 'l^^Q "^
" " count the task

"
i.e. "recite the prayers allotted as

a task to be made by heart". In the same way, we find that the English word

rosary (a string of beads) has come to mean in Roman Breviary, a repetition of 150

Ave Marias with one Paternoster at every 10th Ave Maria.

THE FORMULA FOR THE RECITAL OF THE
LAKH C^Hi>M)

I give below the formula for the recital of the Idkh or the sosh (srosh),

referred to above, in the paper on the use of Rosary among the Parsis. I give the

formula, as given in some old manuscripts which belong to Ervad Maneckji Rustomji

Unwala. 1 give them with the preliminary instructions given in those manuscripts.

(») ^smim f(g^i mi^ qsi^ ^ l^v ^m% Hi«? i qsif "^ vism ^m i trn^ ?t§?i i ^rra^sr ^^h i ^53^;?

•)*8iti5 •'^-*o^ .jjik-»i-»3*»jwj
.j»i& .e^ .%->t3M .»»j .jijif-* -i-wf-v

'ifefyj^ •s>»j»j •i6'-"o»

The manuscript, which gives this formula, is about 1600 years old, as said

in the following colohpon.

•l*r-*) .\-v>M •l^'^^i •rfj-^-i^ . ti^ '^-w-* »ft
^) 'Viie-"

.^•*««--«
-kgii^ .risj") iT-^o*
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The Coloph m of this Ms. runs thus :
—

^%. "ia^^SSS ^1<R£3 «tMRl29 HVdSS i^\ -^l^iT^ «iS^ «l'M«ajl M^^lil^ ^ict^l'Ht&'^^in'tl.

(3.) ^t lift ^^\ 33li fli5.

g?j|5il ??»iifit I V« I ^w%^'r qsii% ii (i. e. ^^nR-ti y^ii^ H??\[ ^'m"? hi >i "Is (^m ^C\ Mdi^ )

V li6"|J--« -i^'^ijiJ

The Colophon of this Ms. runs thus :

Jji
t*»

4j'A*. ^^J

^( I v^mx TfHRiift w?i>^r^ II Hiw^rai^ ii flIirwT i q^^TRf?! i ^i^l^f ii i^ si jjij?3 %,\%. ^f^i^^t^ flit??

I have given above the texts as given in the original Manuscript. We notice

that (a) one part of the recitals is in the Balbodh Gujarati characters and (U) the other

in the Avesta characters. From the directions it appears that, at first (a) the

Gujrati portion was merely an announcement to be made by the family priest, to say,

that so many lacs of Ahunavars and so many Srosh are collected, or decided upon,

by the relatives to be recited in honour of the dead. (6) Then the son or a near

relative of the deceased was made to recite the text written in the Avesta

character. The signification of this recital is, that the son or the near relative

says before the officiating priest that he will get the recital made, according to

the calculated number that was announced by the family priest. But now, a days,

both the portions are recited by the son or a relative.

9



A PRiNCiPLE OF JUSTICE AMONG THE ANCIENT
PERSIANS, AS DESCRIBED BY HERODOTUS-

ITS ORIGIN IN PARSEE BOOKS
A STUDY.

By

Shams-ul-Ulma Dr. Jivanji Jamshedji Modi, B.A., Ph. D.

The statement of Hero- Speaking of the religion, maimers and customs of the
^'"'""

ancient Persians, Herodotus thus speaks on the subject of

Justice :
—" Not even the king is allowed to put any one to death for a single

crime, nor any private Persian exercise extreme severity against any of his

domestics for one fault, but if on examination, he should find that his misdeeds

are more numerous and greater than his services, he may in that case give bent

to his anger
"^

Kawlinson thus translates the passage :
—" The king shall not put any

one to death for a single fault, and that none of the Persians shall visit a single

fault in a slave with any extreme penalty ; but in every case the services of the

offender shall be set against his misdoings ; and if the latter ba found to out-

weigh the former, the aggrieved party shgll then proceed to punishment."^

I do not know, what the original word in the Greek of Herodotus is,

but we may note the word outweigh, as given by Rawlinson. Even if Herodotus

did not use a word giving us some idea of weighing, the sense meant to be

conveyed is clear. What is meant is this: that in dispensing justice, the judge,

not only looked to the merit or demerit of the particular question or case before

him, but also looked to the antecedents of the party arraigned before him. The

judge, as it were, weighed all the past deeds of the accused, or, if we speak in

the present ordinary language, took his past conduct into consideration, while

deciding the case and passing sentence- If the accused's past good deeds

i Herodotus Bk. 1, 137. Gary's Translation (1889).

SgRawlinson's Herodotus, Vol. I., p. 278.
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outweighed his misdeeds, the judge took a lenient view of the case before him.

If, on the other hand, his misdeeds outweighed his good deeds, he proceeded to

take the ordinary view of the case and punished him. Private individuals also

acted on this principle in their relations with their servants.

An illustration from We find an illustration of this principle of Iranian
Herodotus.

justice from another part of the history of Herodotus.

His seventh book, entitled Polymnia, treats of the subject of tha war of

the Persians under Xerxes against the Greeks. Xerxes invades Greece. His

Persian fleet advances and places a stele or a stone pillar or column upon
a rock, known as "The Ant "^

,
as a souvenir of its victorious sail.

While proceeding further, a part of the fleet under Sand6ces, lagging behind,

and mistaking a Greek fleet at some distance for their own Persian fleet,

falls into the hands of the Greeks. In his account of this mishap,

Herodotus thus speaks of the Persian admiral Sand6ees :

" He was of the

number of the royal judges, and had been crucified by Darius some time before,

on the charge of taking a bribe to determine a cause wrongly ; but while he

yet hung on the cross, Darius bethought him, that the good deeds of Sandooes

towards the king's house were more numerous than his evil deeds ; and so

confessing that he had acted with more haste than wisdom, he ordered him to

be taken down and set at large. Thus Sandoces escaped destruction at the

hands of Darius, and was alive at this time."^

In this story, which illustrates the Iranian principle of justice, we see

that a Persian king, remembering it even at the eleventh or twelfth hour, set

at liberty a prisoner from over the gallows.

This principle of justice, as observed in public by the
The ZoroaBtrian books , , tt-* i- ir- i- -ii • t •

that refer directly or in- statc, ovcu by thc Kiiig himselt, and lu privatc by indivi-
directly to the principle iij. ij.i*i j.' ii i •.

of justice. duals towards their domestics and slaves, has its

parallel in the principle of religious justice or religious re-

tribution, as given in Parsee books. There are several Avesta and Pahlavi

writings, which refer to the belief of a man's being judged in the Heaven, on the

third day after death. They are (a) The VendidSd, (b) the VishtSsp Yasht,

(c) the Hadokht Nask, (d) the Minokherad, (e) the Dadistan-i Dini and (f) the

1 Rawlinson 's Herodotus Vol. IV, p. 165; Bk. VII, 183. 2 Ibid p. 166; Rk. VII, 194.



Grand Bundehesh. All these works simply refer to this matter, but it is the

(g) ArdSi Vir^f-n^meh that goes a little into the details and gives the principle
of justice, on which, the principle referred to by Herodotus, seems to have been

based.

(a) The Avesta books. Firstly, we read in the Vendid&d (XIX, 27 et seq) :

*'"''"''
Zoroaster asked :" O Holy Creator of the material world!

What becomes of the works of charity which a man bestows for (the good of)

his soul in the material world ? Where do they go ? Where do they spread ?

Where do they meet («'.«. where are they recompensed)?"

Ahura Mazda replied thereto : After the death of man, after the pass-

ing away of man, after the departure (of man), the Daevas and the mal-informed

Dravants do their work. When the dawn after the third night brightens and

shines, and when the well-armed Mithra appears on the beautiful mountains,
and when the Sun rises, (then) O Spitama Zarathushtra ! a Da^va, named

Vizaresha, carries away, (well-) tied, the soul of the wicked devil-worshipping
sinful man. (The soul, whether of) the unrighteous or the righteous goes
towards the old-created path, the holy Chinvat bridge created by Mazda.

There, the consciousness and the soul are asked to account for the conduct

(observed) in the world, for the actions done in the corporeal world. There

comes that beautiful, (well-) formed, strong, handsome, watchful, discriminitive,

graceful, resourceful, artful (maiden). She saddens the sinful soul of the un-

righteous in darkness. She carries the soul of the righteous to the other side

of the Haraberezaiti {i.e. the Elbourz mountain), and guides him across the

Chinvat bridge, the bridge of the spiritual Yazatas. (Then) Vohumano rises

from his golden seat. Vohumano sayeth (thus) :
'

righteous ! How (well that)

thou hast come hither to this imperishable world from (that) perishable world* 1

The souls of the righteous go delighted towards Ahura Mazda, towards the

Amesha Spentas, towards the golden seat (of Vohumano), to the Garo-nmima

{i.e. Paradise) which is the mansion of Ahura Mazda, the mansion of the Amesha

Spentas, the mansion of other Holy ones."

We must note that according to the Vendidad, it is only one maiden, the

handsome maiden, that appears before both—the righteous and the unrighteous

souls. Sht pleases the one, and saddens the other.
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We find a more amplified version of the picture of the
(b) The H&dokht Nask rr , i . i i m. • • i i

VendidM in th« HMokht nask. ihere, it is said, that on

the death of a righteous man, during the first night, his soul hovers over (lit.

sits near) the head of the corpse, uttering these beautiful words " UshtA ahmdi

yahmdi ushtd kahmdichit- Vace khshydns Mazddo ddydt Ahuro." ie.
"
Happiness

to him, from whom Happiness is to others. May Ahura Mazda, who rules

according to His will, bestow blessings (upon him)". This condition of conscious

satisfaction continues for three nights. During these three nights, the soul, in

its spiritual state, feels as much happiness as all living men together feel in their

corporeal life. During the third night, at dawn, the soul passes, as it were,

through the midst of fragrant trees and is regaled by fragrant refreshing

southern winds.

It then meets the picture of its own deeds done in the material world.

The picture presents itself in the form of a very handsome well-formed, intelli-

gent young maiden. The soul asks the maiden, who she was. The maidenly

picture of his own deeds replies, that she was the result of his own actions, and

that her beauty, goodness and greatness were all his own. The soul then pro-

ceeds further. The first step leads him to the Heaven of Good Thoughts, the

second to that of Good Words, the third to that of Good Deeds and the fourth

to the final Heaven of Light, the seat of God.

The third chapter of H&dokht nask"^ then presents to us quite a reverse

picture for an unrighteous soul. For three nights, the soul hovers over the head

of the corpse, uttering the depressing words:
" KAm nemoi {neme) zdm Ahura

Mazda, kuthrdneme ayeni" i.e.
'' O Ahura Mazda ! In which direction am I to

turn ? Where am I to go ?
" On the third night after death, at dawn, it passes

from over a filthy place and meets with filthy stinking winds from the north.

On proceeding further, the first step leads it to the Hell of evil thoughts, the

second to that of evil words, the third to that of evil actions, and the fourth to

the hell of unfathomable darkness.

(1) Chap II. Vide for the Pahlavi text, the Book of Ardft VirM by Drs. Hoshang, Haug, and West, p. 279.

Translation, p. 309. Westergaard, Yasht Fragment XXII. 1 et seq. p. 296.Le Zend Avesta, par Darmest<iter

Vol. II pp. 651-55.

2 Chap. III. The Book of Ard| VinU by Drs. Hoshang, Haug and West. Pahlavi Text, p. 293. Translation

p. 315. VVeetergaard, Yasht Fragment XXU, 19 kI. seq., p. 298. Le Zend Avesta par Darmesteter, Vol. II

pp. 655-58.



We thus soe, that the HMokht naik amplifies a little the account of the

VendidM, as regards the progress or the fall respectively, of the righteous or

the unrighteous soul. But it says nothing about the appearance of, and the

judgment by, Mithra alluded to in the Vendid^d.

(c) The VishtftBp Yasht
We now come to the VishtSsp Yasht.i In the VendidM,

it is Zoroaster who asks a question about the destiny of the

soul and it is Ahura Mazda who replies. In the Hadokht nask also, it is the

same thing. But the Vishtfisp Yasht (Chap. VIII) diflfers from the first two.

In the Patet, we thus speak of our faith of the Zoroastrian religion :

" Pa an

din dagtur est hom, in Ahura Mazda Zarthosht ch4sht, Zartosht oi Gosht^sp
"

ie.
*'

I believe the commandments of that religion, which Ahura Mazda taught
to Zoroaster, and which Zoroaster taught to Gusht^sp." The Vishtasp Yasht is

framed in the spirit of the latter part of the above passage of the Patet. It is

the teaching of Zoroaster to king Gusht^sp. Hence it is, that it is called

VishtSsp Yasht. It is also spoken of as Visht^sp nask. It seems to be a much
mutilated and abridged form of the 1 0th nask, which is also known as Visht^sp
sdst i. e. "that, which was taught to Visht^spby Zoroaster". In all the 8 chapters

of the Nask or the Yasht, the subject in hand is addressed, to Visht&sp, as

"(My) son (puthra) Kava Visht^spa". But the 8th chapter, which treats of the

subject of the destiny of the soul, is, in addition to Vishtasp, addressed to

Frashaostar as "(My) son Frashoshtra!"

In this Yasht, the soul is represented, as reposing during the first night
on Good Words, and during the second night on Good Actions. On the third

night it proceeds towards the Chinvat bridge. Here, the usual stage of good

thoughts is dropped. But in the final passage to Garo-nmSna, we find the

usual order. The description of this book about the destiny of the righteous
soul is well nigh the same as that of the Hadokht Nask As to the destiny of

the unrighteous soul, it only alludes to it in the last para and omits the detailed

account found in the H&dokht nask.

(d) ThePahiavi books. ^^ iiow comc to the Pahlavi books. We will first seet
The Minokherad.

^j^^^ ^^^ Minokhcrad^ says. The second chapter of the book

treats of the good of the body and the soul {tan va rav&n^. Therein, after

I Westergaard, pp.302 to 312; Zend AveBta, par Daimestettr, Vol. II pp. 663-83,

2 Chap II 110- 196
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speaking of the transient state of life, it gives the following accoant about the

destiny of the soul : For three days and nights the soul hovers near the body

(or near the place of the body). On the dawn of the fourth day, it meets, on one

hand, with help and support (awSkih) from three Yazatas or angels viz Sarosh,

V&e-i-shapir {i e. the good Vke) and VahrSm (Behram), and on the other, with the

opposition (hamistfirih) of demons like Ast-vidat, V4e-i salitar, Farzisht,

Nazisht, and Aeshm, and then proceeds to the Chinvad bridge. The souls of

both, the righteous as well as the unrighteous, go to the bridge- There, they
are judged impartially, not even a hair's breadth of partiality being tolerated, by

Meher, Sarosh and Kashau, the last one holding the balance to weigh their

deeds. When a righteous soul passes, the bridge becomes as vide as a farsang.

The rest of the description of the Minokherad is well-nigh the same as that of

the Hadokht nask. In the case of the unrighteous soul, the demon Vizaresh

takes hold of it. It meets with opposition from the good Yazatas like Sarosh,
and with bad treatment from demons like Vizaresh who beat it.

After this, we find in the Minokherad soma further matter, which is

wanting in the previous descriptions of the A vesta books, viz. that jthe unright-
eous soul is accosted by the picture of its bad deeds in the form of an ugly wicked

maiden. On being asked by the soul, who she was, she says :

"
I am not a

maiden, but am thy deeds" (li la kanik bar^ kunishneh i lak). She then taunts

the soul and reminds it of its past deeds. Finally, with four steps, the soul goes
to the final hell. As said above, according to the Veadidid, the souls of both,

the righteous and the unrighteous, were accosted by a handsome maiden, who
saddened the souls of the unrighteous and gladdened those of the righteous.

But here, we find that the righteous and the unrighteous are met by two different

types of maidens.

The next Pahlavi book that treats of the destiny of
(e) The Dadistan-i Dinik .

i . ,1 -r\ j- j.a • t\- ^ i Ti. • • i-i.i
soul IS the Dadistan-1 Umi.^ its version varies a little,

though not in the main points. It says nothing of the soul hovering over the

corpse or its last resting-place, but says, that it entertains some fears and doubts

about its place {guman-i madam nefshman gas)
^ It sees before itself its good

deeds or misdeeds In the case of the righteous souls, during the first three

1 Chaps XX—XXV.
~~~~~~

2 Ohap XXIV, 2, Ervad Tehmuras's Tejjt, Pursisha XXIII, 2, p.
49 1. H,
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nights, the recollection of their good thoughts, good words and good deeds brings
them joy, pleasure and commendment iShndyashneh, rdti'ishnih and farh d(ashneh)^

respectively. On the contrary, to the wicked soul, there come pain, discomfort,

and punishment (bish, dush-dvdrih and pdtafards)^ respectively. All the souls

then pass over the bridge. We find in the Dfidistfi,n following additional state-

ments, which are not found in the preceding versions.

(a) The first statement is that about a class of souls between the righteous

(dhloban) and the unrighteous {darocin'i) They are spofcen of as the Hamistagdni
i.e. the equal-stationery or the evec-stationary. The righteous go higher up

(Jdld) from over the bridge, the unrighteous fall down head -formost, and the

Aamzs/agranj to their own place, which seenas to be neithec high up nor lower

down, but on some level place.

{b) We also find some additional matter about the bridge. It is eaid that

the bridge is like a many-sided wooden beam {ddr humdndk-i habad pdhlui). It has

both broad and narrow sides, the broad being as broad as 27 reeds (,ndi)
^ and the

narrow as the edge of a razori {ostareh tdl). When a righteous soul passes over it,

the broad side gives it a passage; but to the unrighteous, it is the narrow side f

edged like a razor, that gives a passage. The broad side gives an easy passage

to the righteous, the narrow side throws down the unrighteous on pointed darts.

(c) On the departure of a righteous person from this world, the creation—
water, earth, trees and animals—grieve for his departure.^ This statement of

of the DMist^n reminds us of what we read in the Parvardin Yasht, viz. that

the creation was pleased on the birth of a righteous person like Zoroaster.

Ahura Mazda makes up for the loss by providing for, or sending, another

righteous man to this world. So, the world ojntinues to have a fresh supply

of good men in place of those who have departed.
'^

(d) In the Avesta books, above referred to, the picture of one's deeds which

presents itself before the soul in the form of a maiden is spoken of as Daena i.e.

conscience. In the Mino-Kherad it is spoken of as Kunashne i.e. (the aggre-

gate of his) actions. In the Dadist&n, it is spoken of as ''the treasure-bearer or

treasurer of one's meritoriousness (ganjobar-i kerfe)."^

1 Chap. XX, 2, Pursishn XIX. 2, Ervad Tehmurass Text, p, 43

2 Ibid.

3 Ibid. Chap. XXI, 3. Pursishn XX 3. p. 44. 4 Cf. The "razor-bridge" of the Mohomedans.

6 Ibid Chap XXII 6 Ibid Chap XXH 7 Ibid Chap. XXIV 6, Pursishn XXIII 5; Text p. 50,
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(e) There is one more additional new idea in the D^dist&n.i It is that of the

soul seeing both, its good and evil deeds before it. The good soul seas before it,

its meritorious as well &s sinful works (nefshman kSrfS va vands negiret).^ The

righteous soul, in the midst of its pleasure for the consciousness of having
acted well in this world, meets on the third night some punishment for

any wrong deeds that it may have done. It says: "If there be some sin also

with righteousness, which (sin) continues in its origin, for the first time, on the

same third night, punishment by way of retribution for the evil deeds reaches

him {Aat levatmanach ahlubih vands aSt zohash pavan bun istet fardum pavxn

tojashneh dushvarshta pdtafardsh ham sediga>' leliyd ydmtunet).^ In the same

way, the unrighteous soul, while it sees before it, its evil thoughts, evil words

and evil deeds, and the punishment attached to them, sees also on the first,

second and third nights, the spirit (minde) of its good thoughts, good words,

and good actions respectively, and derives pleasure therefrom. *

Thus, we see in the DadistSn, for the first tira), the idea of one's good
and bad actions presenting themselves before the soul after death.

(!) The Grand Bun- When We come to the Grand Bundehesh, we find, there
^^^^^^- are some new matters in it. The Chapter of the Grand

Bundehesh, I refer to, has been translated by me fully, and I would refer my
readers to the full text and translation given by me.^

(a) The most important new matter that one finds in the Grand Bundehesh,

is this : While in all the other Avesta and P^hlavi books, a man's con*

science, or his actions, are represented, as appearing before the soul, after death,

in the form of a damsel,^ in this new chapter, in addition to their being so re-

1 Ibid Chap XXIV 2 Pursishn XX [II 2. Text p, 250 1. 1,

Z Chap XXIV 4. Pursishn XXIII 4. Text p. 50, 11. 6-8.

4 Chap. XXV 4. Pursishn XXlV.Text p. 51, 11. 14-16.

5 " An untranslated Chapter of the Bundehesh," a Paper read before the Bombay Branch of the Royal
Asiatic Society on 1st August 1901. Vide journal B. B. R. A. Society. Vol XXI, pp. 49-65. Vide my "Asiatic

Papers" pp. 217-234. Vide my Introduction to that Paper, for my views about the Date and the Author of the

Bundehesh.

6 Dr. Haug thought that this allegory may have "suggested to Mohammed the idea of the Celestial

Huris." Dr. Cheyne says.
" At any rate this Zoroastrian allegory suggested the Talmudie story of the three

bands of ministering angels who meet the souls of the pious man, and the three bands of wounding ancels

who meet the bad man when he dies." The Origin of the Psalter, p. 437.

10



presented, they are represented (1) in the form of a cow (tord'karp) and (2) in

the form of a garden (bostdn-karp).^

{b) Again, we learn, that the mountain of Chek&.ti or Chekat-i-Daiti,

which is in the middle of world, is the place of the balance of Justice.

((') We further learn from this book for the first time that the balance

is held by the angel Rashna.

{d) Spiritual Yazatas and spiritual dogs guard the bridge which rests on

this mountain, the northern and the southern ends of the bridge being on two

summits of the Elbourz. The sword-like edge of the bridge rests on the Chekat

Daiti.

(e) The chapter alludes to the Parsee custom of keeping the fire burning
before the corpse, and says, that it helps, as it were, in frightening

the Da(^va Vizaresra, who turns his back from the fire. In case, there

is, for one reason or another, no fire there, the fire of the Atash

Beheram will take care of the soul. This seems to account for the

custom, still prevalent to some extent, of sending some sandle wood to the

Atash Beherftra or to the adjoining Atash Adar^n when death takes place. Fire

assists the virtuous soul again, when it crosses the bridge. It illuminates his

path. During the first three days and nights the pain to the soul is as that

"to a man when his house is being dug up." The soul sits before its dead body

hoping^ "fhat the blood may be heated and the wind m^y enter the body"

(again), and that it may be able to enter the body again. The picture of

the pious deeds of a virtuous person appear before him, in addition to that in

the figure of a damsel, in the form of "a fat and milky oow" and *'
a garden

full of fruits, full of fertility from which blessful and fertile thoughts come to

him." When the soul is sinful, the cow is "without milk, weak and frightful"

and the garden
"
waterless, treeless, dreary." The good wind (vae-i'shapir)

catches hold of the hand of the pious soul and carries it to its own destined

place. The ugly damsel who presents herself before the wicked soul asks it to

orosi* the sharp-edged path. The soul refuses to do so. It is asked thrice, and

thrice it refuses. Then, in the end, there comes before the soul "a frightful

untamed wild beast." The soul is frightened, and there being no help before

1 Vide my above paper in my Asiatic Papers" p. 220.

2 For tlieHu and otliur
<j^iiotAtion.4,

vide my above Paper of the Translation of a chapter of tlie Kundebesh..



it, it advances oa the sharp-edged path of the bridge, and, in so doing, falls in

the abyss of hell.
" Those whose sins and righteous acts are both equal

"
go to

the Hamistag&n which is "a place like the world (jinaki chegun gStt htlmdndk)"

In the above description of the Grand Buudehesh, we find a number of

newly interpolated ideas, foreign to the old ideas. It is such interpolations

that have made the old and small Bundehesh *'
the Grand Bundehesh."^

(g) The Ardsi Viraf- Lastly, we oomo to the Ard^i Vir&f N&meh. Here,
"'*'"**'• the picture, that presents itself before the soul, is spoken of,

both as Din (Daena) and Kunashne^ i.e. conscience and actions. Again, we find

in addition to the Yazatas or angels referred to in the above books, the mention

of the Yazata \shtad.^ Rashna is spoken of as holding a golden balance,wherein

he weighs the pious and the wicked.^ The Hamistagan is spoken of as the place

wherein are the souls of those, whose meritorious and sinful acts are equal.
^

Here we find—and this is the only Pahlavi book wherein we find—some more

particulars about the weighing of the deeds in the balance. One, whose meri-

torious deeds exceeds his misdeeds by the weight of three Sroshocharan^m, goes

to Heaven. One, whose misdeeds exceed his meritorious deeds by three

Sraoshocharan^m, goes to Hell. One, whose meritorious and evil deeds aie

equal, goes to the Hamistagan.^

Thus, we have traced from the Avesta writings, viz. the Vendidad, the

Hadokht Nask and the Vishtfisp Yasht and the Pahlavi writings viz. the

Minokherd, the Dadsitdn-i Dinik, the Grand Bundehesh and the Virfif-n^meh,

the principle of religious justice gradually developed.

, , . Now, it. is this principle, observed in the reliefious books
The moral underlying e t • rt •

the principle referred to by of the ancient Pcrsiaus, that seems to have susrsrested, both.
Herodotus. . , ,. , . , . . , . ,

°° '

in public and private justice, the principle referred to, and
liked by, Herodotus. A man was not rewarded or punished after death for

individual good or bad acts, but his whole life was judged. Similarly, in courts

of law, a man's previous conduct in life was looked to. If he had committed a

fault for the first time, an opportunity was given him to improve, and no severe

1 The Text of this Bundehesh as collated by late Ervad Tehmuras Diushaw Anklesaria has been edited by
his BOQ, Mr. Behramgcre, and published by the the Trustees of the Funds and Properties of the Parsee

Punchayet. 2 Chaps IV. V, VI and XVII 3 Chap. 8V 18.

4 Chap V, 8. 5 Ohap. V, 6. 6 Chap, VI, 7. 7 Ibid 9-H.
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notice of his first wrongful act was taken. The moral, underlying this principle,

is this: A man is not infallible. He is liable to err. So, his character must not

be judged by his individual actions, but by the sum total of his actions. That

was the principle, which, according t > Herodotus, was attended to, in public, by
the king, that is by his courts of justice, and in private, by the people in their

general dealings.

This principle, as an individual principle, is not, and cannot, ordinarily be

acted upon by Courts of Law in administering justice. A. man must be judged

for the particular fault for which he is charged. But, a judge admits evidence

on, and takes into consideration, the accused's past conduct. The past conduct

of a man, as shown in any previous case before a Court of law, or as shown by

witnesses in their evidence, leads the judge, to some extent, to form an opinion

about his guilt, and if he is found guilty, to give a heavy or a mild sentence.

Tho idea of a Judge and The abovc mentioned Iranian idea of a judge and his

his Balance in other nations.
balance is found among other nations also. For example,

in his secondary character, "as lord of souls, conductor and guardian of the

spirits of the dead, St. Michael is represented, especially in the sacred and

legendary art of the Christians, as weighing the works of man in a balance.

"Those whose good works exceeded their demerits, he presented before the

throne of God ; but those, who were found wanting, he gave to be tortured in

purgatory, until their souls from being
" as crimson should become as white as

snows." We read in Daniel ^V 2/).
" Thou art weighed in the balance and art

found wanting."^

Among the ancient Egyptians also, there was the idea of a presiding judge

and his weighing balance. The Egyptian god Osiris corresponded in this

matter to the Avestaio Mithra. He, like Mithn, weighed the actions of a

person in a scale. Just as the Yazata Rashna helps Mithra in his work and is

in direct charge of the balance, Anabia helped Orisis and was in charge of the

balance. 2

We find a similar thing among the Buddhists. Among them,
"
the

Great Judgement is determined solely by the person's own deeds, and it ia

1 Mrs. Jameson's " Sacred and Legendary Art." 1. p. 96. Vide the " Journal of the Anthropological Society

of Bombay, Vol. VI No. 5, pp. 237-253, for my paper on "St. Michael of the Christians and Mithra of the

Zoroastrians",. Vide my
"
Anthropoligical Papers," pp. 173-190, for this paper.

2 Vide Journal B. B. K.A . Society Vol. XIX pp. 365-74. Vide my Asiatic Papers pp. 137-146.
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concretely pictured by the ordeal of scales, where the good deeds, as white

pebbles, are weighed against the sins, as black counters, in balances, and the

judge holds a mirror which reveals the soul in all its nakedness.
' Not in the

heavens, not in the midst of the sea, not if thou hidest thyself in the clefts of

the mountains will thou find a place when thou canst escape the force resulting
from thy evil actions.' "^

„ , Now, this reference to a principle of Iranian justice in
Herodotus s reference to i. i. -j

the principle of jastioe an old Writer like Herodotus, who lived from 484 B. C. to
throwing some side-liglit
on the question of the 424 B. C, seems to me to be of some importance in the con-

sideration of the question of the antiquity of the Avesta.

The late Prof. James Darraester said, that the Avesta was post-Alexandrian

and not pre-Alexandrian. Now, this principle of Iranian justice, based on the

teachings of the Avesta on the subject of eschatology, is at least as old as the

time of Herodotus. We see, though not its full development, yet its origin in

the VendidM. When 1 say, that we do not see the full development in the

Vendidad, I do not affirm that we do not find it in a developed form in the

time of the Vendid4d. It may have existed even then. In the VendidSd

account, we find the Amesha Spenta Vohuman6 rising from his golden seat and

asking the righteous soul, how it went from the perishable world to the im-

perishable. It is a question which we find also in the later books which refer

to the above principle of justice. Now, it is of this Vohuman6, that Darme&teter

says that his idea was taken by the Avesta in later times from the Logos of

Philo-Judseus, who lived after Christ. The fact, that the principle of justice,

connected with the name of this A meshaspend, is referred to by Herodotus

as existing in his time (5th Century B. C), tends to show that the Avesta, at

least the writing that refers to it? was very old .

1 " The Buddhism ofribet or Lamaism" by L. A. Wedell (1896; p. 90. Vide also p. 113 for the weigh-

ing of the sins "
figured as black pebbles, and the good deeds as white, which are weighed eagainst each other

in scales."



THE USE OF SANG-RIZEH ( »^j^ PEBBLES) IN
A PARSEE RITUAL

BY

Shams-ul-Ulma Dr. Jivanji Jamshedji Modi, B A., Ph. D.

My study in connection with the customs and manners of the Tibetans, as

observed at Darjeeling during my stay there in May-June o£
iDlTodUCtion. iniolll 1 1 1 • .ifi

iyiD, has led me to many thoughts throwmg some side hght on

some Parsee customs and has suggested to me the subjects o£ several papers. The

subject of this paper is one of this kind. %

In my papers on " Tibetan Rosaries" ^ and on " The Use of Rosaries among
Zoroastrians "21 have spoken at some length on the origin of the use of rosaries.

I have said, that the necessity of counting the number of small prayers, enjoined to

be rehgiously repeated, has led to the use of rosaries for the purpose of counting.

It seems that rosaries came into use a little later. Pebbles were used before

The use of Pebbles Tosaries Came into use. One of the primitive ways of counting
among the Ancients. ^^g ^^i&t by pebbles. According to Mr. Hughes,

"
in the early

days of Islam the Mahomedans counted God's praises on small pebbles."* It is

also related that
" Paul of Pherma, an Egyptian ascetic of the fourth century, being

ordered to recite 300 prayers, collected as many pebbles which he kept in his

bosom, and threw out one by one at every prayer, which shows that the rosary was

probably not in use at that period.''
*

It was this statement, that first suggested to me the thought, that the use of

pebbles in the ritual of the Vendid^d, as recited during the Nirangdin i. e. the

ceremony for consecrating the nirang (gaomez or cow's urine), was at first intended

for counting the recitals of the Ahunavars or YathS Ahu Vairyda and the Ashem

Vohus. Subsequent study has led to confirm my above view.

1 Journal of the Anthropological Society of Bombay, Vol. X, No. 2, pp. 39-56.

2 The Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy Zarthoshte Madrassa Jubilee Volume. Vide above.

3 " The Dictionary of lelam," by Hughes, p. 646. Vide the word 'Rosary.
'

4 Ibid,



The Ahunavar or the Yatha Ahu Vairy6 prayer is one o£ the most

The efficacy of Ahuna- efficacious prayers referred to in the Avesta. The Sarosh
var prayer,

Hfi,dokht also speaks at some length about the efficacy of the

Ahunavars. It says at first in brief, that
" the Ahunavar is the most efficacious

of all prayers (Ahuno vairyo vachSm verethrazastemo)/ According to the Yacna^,

the Ahunavar prayer was created by God, as the Word, even before the creation.

According to the Vendid^d, Zoroaster recited it on all occasions of difficulty.

When Angra-mainyu or Ahriman asked his Druj to attack Zoroaster, and when he

himself tried to allure Zoroaster away from his Mazdayasnian religion, Zoroaster

withstood the attack and the temptation by reciting an Ahunavar.* Zoroaster asked

Ahura Mazda, as to the best way of withstanding Lhriman and his Daevas, his evil

powers and influences. He was told, that the best way was to act according to the

best teachings of the Mazdayasnian religion, to depend upon the Higher Intelligences,

to look to grand Nature, to praise it and to act according to it, and to recite the

Ahunavars.* A man, who is contaminated or infected by coming into contact with a

dead body, can be cured of his physical impurity by a kind of ceremonial bath.

With the physical infection, there also seems to be associated an idea of a kind of

mental and moral infection. This kind of infection, whether physical, mental or

moral, can, it is enjoined, be cured by the recital of lOO Ashem Vohus and 200

Ahunavars."

Latterly, when the Vendid^d came to be recited as a part of the liturgical

service, the Zoti or the officiating priest, instead of only reciting the above injunction,

recited in full 100 Ashem Vohus and 200 Ahunavars or Yatha-Ahu Vairyos.
At present, in the ordinary course of the recital of the Vendidad, the officia-

ting priest generally repeats the recital of the 100 Ashem Vohus and the 200 Ahunavars

by counting them on a rosary. But during the recital of the Vendidad on the occasion

of the Nirangdin ceremony, in addition to the use of a rosary, at the end of the

recital while reciting the last nine Ahunavars, he throws 9 pebbles called sang-
rizeh ( *yij •-***•

) in the two vessels before him which contain the consecrated

1 Sarosh Hadokht, Yt. XI, 3.

2 Ha XIX.

3 Vendidad XIX, l-lO.

4 Ibid XIX 11-22.

5 Ibid 20-22,
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gaomez or cow's urine and &v or water. This process o£ throwing the pebbles is

considered to be a ceremonial act for farther purifying or consecrating the gaomez
and the water. I think, that this custom of using the pebbles during the recital of

the last nine Ahunavars is a relic of an old primitive custom, wherein 300 pebbles

were used for the purpose of counting 100 Asem Vohu and 200 Ahunavar prayers.

We saw above, that pebbles were so used among the ancient Mahomedans and

Christians.

I arn supported in this view, by what we learn from Anquetil Du Perron who,

was in India from 1755 to 1761. According to him, there was a similar customaraong

the Parsees of Surat about 150 years ago. While studying the question of the

funeral ceremonies of the Parsees at Surat, as described by Anquetil, I have come

across the following passage in the discription of the ceremony of the consecration

of a Tower of Silence :

"Au dix-neuvi^me Fargard du Vendid^d, apres les cent, L'abondance et le

Behescht &c.,^ et les deux cens, C'est le desir dOrmusd &c.' le Djouti jette trois

cens petites pierres au milieu du Dakhme, et de tous les cotds. II acheve ensuite le

Vendidad'"

Translation.—In the 19th Fargard of the Vendidad, after the 100 Ashem

vohus and the 200 Yatha Ahu Vairyios, the Joti throws 300 small stones in the

middle of the Dakhma and in all directions. He then finishes the VendidM."

Here, we find, that instead of throwing only 9 pebbles, as at present, during the

recital of the last Ahunavars in the Vendidad on the occasion of the Nirangdin

ceremony, the Parsee priests of Surat threw the full number of 300 during the recital

of the 100 Ashem Vohus and 200 Ahunavars in the Vendidad on the occassion of the

consecration of a Tower of silence. Anquetil Du Perron, does not say that, that was

done for the purpose of counting; bat when we remember, that counting by pebbles was

an ancient custom among several religious communities, we feel sure that it was

originally intended for that purpose. Again Anquetil does not say for what purpose

the 300 pebbles were thrown. But, we know from the ordinary traditional belief, as

expressed in the case of the throwing of the 9 pebbles in the Nirangdin ceremony, that

1. i. c. Uhe Afhem Vohup. 4 nqueti] speaks of the short prayers by giving his translations of the first

words of the prayers.

2 i. e. The Yatha Ahu Vairyos .

3. Zend Avest&, Tome II, p. 590.
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the idea was, that the sangrizeh or pebbles had a purifyuig effect. So, perhaps hi

the case of the consecracion of the Tower also, that must have been believed to be the

view. The fact that they were thrown in all directions helps that view.

The original purpose of throwing the pebbles was, as referred to in the above

mentioned case of Paul of Pherma, that of counting, but that purpose was later on

forgotten. The idea of purification or consecration was really and very properly applied,
as enjoined in the Vendid^d, to the recital of the Ashem Vohus and Ahunavars, the

oldest of the Zoroastrian prayers. But that idea of purification was, later on, transferred

from the prayers to the pebbles.i

Again, in connection with the use of the pebbles, or " small stones" as

Anquetil calls them, we must note, that the 19th chapter of the Vendidad, wherein

the 300 repetitions of the short prayers are enjoined and are actually made, speaks
of a kind of stones with which Zoroaster went to oppose Akamana. There we
i-ead :

" Zoroaster got up; Zoroaster advanced, not afraid of the difficulty of the

hard questions of Akamana (the Evil spirit) with scones in his hand" (use-hishtat

Zarathushtrdf frashushat Zarathushtro asareto Aka-manangha khruzdya tbaesho-

parshtanAm asdno-zasta.)^

The Pahlavi commentators of the 19th chapter of the Vendidld have directly

connected the stones in the hand of Zoroaster with Ahunavars. According to them,
the stones may be figuratively taken for the Ahunavars, They say :

"
Sag-i sagin' : ait6 mun min6e Yatha Ahu Vairy6 imallunet^

"
i.e. there are

some who say that the stone of stones is the spiritual Yatha Ahu Vairyo.

It is the study of the subject of Tibetan rosaries that has auggested to me the

subject of this paper. So, it is worth-noting here, that, though we do not know of

1 The coincidence of the number three hundred, both in an old Christian ritual and an old Parsee ritual

is worth-noting.

2 Vendi&d XIX, 4.

8 For "
Sang-i Sangin." Some read this as se-i se-gun i.e. three times three, or nine, and connect the use

of the '

Nao-gireh' the nine-knotted stick
(.tisi:;)

in the Bareshuum ceremony with this word. This interpre-

tation leads me to say, that perhaps, these words were also read by some for "sag-i sagin" /!.«. dog of dogs

(the four-eyed dog, the chathni-ehashm dog) and they suggested the use of a dog in the Bareshuum ceremony. In

the 9th chapter of the Vendidad, which treats fully of the process of the Bareshuum, we find nothing about the

use of a dog in the ceremony. So, it is possible that this reading (sag-i sagin in the 4th para) in the 19th

chapter of the Pahlavi Vcndidfid, which is, in one way, connected with the ceremonial bath of nman for the

hamrit and patrit (XIX 20), may have suggested ihe use of the dog in the ceremonial bath of the Bareshuum.

4 Daatur Darab P. Sanjana's Pahlvi Vendidad p. 198, 1. 8
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any refereiice in books on Tibet, to the use of pebbles for the purpose of coun-

ting, we find that pebbles are referred to in connection with a religious subject like

that of the last Judgment day. Col. Waddell, speaking of the Buddhist Hell and

Judgment day says :

" The Buddhist hell (Naraka) is a true inferno situated in the bowels of the

human earth like Hades, and presided over by the Indian Pluto, Yama, the king

and judge of the dead, who however is himself finite and periodically tortured.

Every day he is forced to swallow molten metal. So, as the shade of Achilles says,

•it is better to live on earth as the poorest peasant than to rule as a prince of the

dead.^'

"The Great Judgment is determined solely by the person's own deeds, and it

is concretely pictured by the ordeal of scales, where the good deeds, as white pebbles,

are weighed against the sins, as black counters, in balances, and the judge holds a

mirror which reveals the soul in all its nakedness."
" Not in the heavens, not in the midst of the sea, not if thou hidest thyself in

the clefts of the mountains wilt thou find a place where thou canst escape the force

resulting from thy evil actions. Through the six states of transmigration does

the power of our actions lead us. A life in heaven awaits the good. The warders

of hell drag the wicked before the king of hell, Yama, who says to them :
—

" 'Did you not when on earth see the five divine messengers sent to warn you
—

the child, the old man, the sick, the criminal suffering punishment, and the dead

corpse?' And the wicked man answers—'I did see them'.
" 'And didst thou not think within thyself.

—"! also am subject to birth, old

age and death. Let me be careful to do good works" ?' And the wicked man

answers : 'I did not, sire; I neglected in my folly to think of these things.'

''Then the king, Yama, pronounces his doom: 'These thy evil deeds are not

the work of thy mother, father, relatives, friends, advisers. Thou alone hast done

them all; thou alone must gather the fruit'. And the warders of hell drag him to

the place of torment, rivet him tx) red-hot iron, plunge him in glowing seas of blood,

torture him on burning coals, and he dies not till the last residue of his guilt has been

expiated.
" Nor is hell a complete expiation of offences, for Buddha is credited with

1 Odyssey, XI, 481.

I. The Buddhism of Tibet or Lamaism (1895) p. 90,



saying
' A harsh word uttered in past times is not lost, but returns again, and the

Jataka tales are full of incidents in illustration."

We see from this instructive long passage, that
" white pebbles" symbolise,

represent, or weigh, "good deeds" in the balance of the judgment-day. We must note,

that the pebbles used in the Nirangdiu ceremony also are white. The reference to

the use of "white pebbles" in the scale of Justice outweighing sins as "black counter"

suggests the idea of a kind of moral or spiritugl purification. I have quoted Col. Waddell

at full length, as his version of the Tibetan hell and judgment-day is very interesting

from other points of view also. We find how emphatically it is said here, that

one's future depends upon himself and himself alone, upon his own actions and deeds.

As to the sanq-rizeh or pebbles used in the above ceremonies, they are

purified or consecrated beforehand. This process of purifying the pebbles them-

selves before using them in the ritual, shows, that latterly, the purifying effect or

efficacy was much thought of and the counting purpose was lost sight of.

The 9th chapter of the Pahlavi Vendidad refers to the custom of throwing

pebbles in the consecrated water and urine, but it does not give the number

as three hundred. But the Pahlavi epistles of Manushcheher point to the use

of that number.

The Epistles, written in the 9th century, throw some light on the question.

We know from these epistles, that Zadsparam, the head priest of Sirkan in the

district of Kirman, had tried to introduce some innovations among the Zoroas-

trians of that place- innovations that were the result of his having come into

some contact at Sarakhs with the Turkish tribe of Tughazghus (_J>t-5l>5'

the Tagazguz ( ->* -'*^ of Mucoudi), who followed the tenets of Mani. Among
these innovations, one aimed at some change in the purificatory ceremony of the

Bareshnura. The people of Sirkan protested against these innovations and

wrote to Manushcheher, who was the chief Dastur of the Zoroastrians in the

province of Shiraz.

In his letter in reply to the people of Sirkan, Manushcheher refers to the

subject of the use of pebbles in the Nirangdin ceremony, wherein the gaomez

used in the Bareshnura purification was coTjsecrated, It appears^ that Zadsparam

1.
"
Sagchak dayan ramitnet" Spiegel's Pahlavi Vendidad p. 136, 1. 4.

2. Epistles 1 chap. VII 16-18; chap. IX 6. Ervad Bamanji Nasarvanji Dhabhar's text, Namakih^ i

Manflshchihar p. 36 and p. 40.
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seemed to neglect the use of the 300 pebbles (sang j^-). Thereupon Manush-
cheher directs that the custom may be continued. Even at that time, some

commentators, like Medyomah, said that their use was not proper or necessary
and others like Afarg said that it was proper. Manushcheher directs that the

custom may be contiaued. While in the Pahlavi Vendidfid, the word for

pebbles is sag, here, in the epistles, it is sang.
The second epistle also refers to the use of 300 pebbles. Therein

Manushcheher speaks of having himself performed the ritual. He says:

i.e. I myself have consecrated the water and the cow's urine. I have as ordered

(in religious books), thrown 300 pe bbles in them.

I have found a further proof, which leads to confirm my view, that the

present use of Sangrizeh or pebbles during the recital of the 19th Chapter of the

Vendidad in the Nirangdin ceremony is a relic of an old custom, wherein stones

were used for the purpose of counting the recital of 200 Ahunavars or Yatha-

Ahu-Vairyos and 100 Ashem Vohus. While studying this subject, I had re-

q nested my friend Ervad Manockjee Rustomji Unvala, whose library of old

manuscripts has often been of much use to me, to look for an old manuscript of

the Vendidad that may contain an account of some ritual. He has kindly pro-

duced before me a manuscript of the Vendidad that contains at the end a few

details in Pahlavi of the ritual of Nirangdin, As suggested by him, his manus-

cript is a copy of an older manuscript in the Mula Feroze Library. I will take

that original manus cript as my authority. It bears on the cover the title of

/. e. The Vendidfid Sftdeh with Yazashneh and Visparad and ritual in Iranian

handwriting.
"2

], Ervad B. N. Dhabhar's text, p. 69, 11. 3-5.

2 The manuscript has two colophons, one at the end of the 8th jMi-gard (folio 182, b
)
and the other at the

end of the manuscript. In the first colophon the writer gives his name as

i. e. Khushrub (son of) the holy-souled Rustum Shatr6yar MShvandad Vahriim Mitroap&n. He adds that he

wrote his manuscript from the copy of the book (daftar) of the heavenly holy-souled (Beheshtbehreh

Anosheroban) Siavakhsh Shatroy&r Artashir.

In the coloplion at the end of the manuscript also the author gives his name as above, bat carries forward

his geueulogy further by the following additional names after Mitroapan in the above list. Auouaherobaa
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The account of the ritual of the subject in question runs thus :
—

•tstaj.-" '5'<?5 f^ >5s^jia«/i<'j tl *"w as )i€A3-^'iJ AJ"! sjx^T^ -» t!ti->\ "i tl "eA <?i6<; -vs s'iiw*

Translation.—Midyomah's version (gob-goftan) is also this, that Id the

19th. pargard of Jevit ShaedadM (Vendidadj, at the place, where (are recited)

Yathahuvery6 200 times (ganeh) and Ashem Vohu 100 times, 300 stones

(sag-sang) which are purified shall be thrown,
— one stone for each Ashem Vohu

and one for each Yatha Ahu Vairyo
—in the gaomiz and water. Its division

(bakhshashn^h) is not of much value. ^ But if they throw more (stones) in the

gaomez, it is proper. According to the opinion of Afrag, it is not necessary to

throw stones. According to the opinion of Mediomeh, it is necessary to throw.

May it be according to the will of God.

Thus, we find from an old manuscript of the Vendidad, that at one time, in-

stead of merely 9 pebbles, 300 pebbles were thrown, each at the recital of each

Yatha Ahu Vairyo and each Ashem Vohu, which were thereby counted by the

officiating priest. Thus we see, that, at one time, among Zoroastrians also,

pebbles served the purpose latterly served by rosaries.

The manuscript of the !Maneckji P. Unwala is a copy of the Mulla

Feroze Library manuscript, and so it gives a similar account of the ritual.

It has no colophon. So, we are not in a position to determine its date.

But there is an old manuscript of the Yagna written by the same hand. It also

belongs to Ervad Maneckji Rustomji Unwala. It bears a colophon at the end

both in Pahlavi and Persian. The writer therein gives his name as Khorshed bin

Aedal (Edal) bin Rustara Kamdin Burzo Adarbad^ Kaikobad Mahiyar. He
Kust&m, Shatroy&r, Vahrftm Jehtodftr (?) Mitrodp&n. In this colophon, at the end of the manuscript, the writer

gives the date of writing, as day Atar, month Avdn, nioe hundred and eighty seven. (A D. 1618). It was

written in Trukabad in Yazd (dayan Farakhun bam-i Turk&bSd velayat Yazd Keshvar-i-Knaniras
).

1 i.e. It matters not, as to how many should be thrown in the vessel of the gaomiz and how many into

that of &v water).

2 It is worth noting that the word Aderbad is written here as
i(;i||i^ iii|o—» (Atar-Yehvungt).

In the latter part of the name, instead of the Paiend hdd we find the semetic equivalent Yehvunat. The
next name Kaikobad also is wiitten similarly.
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calls himself an inhabitant of the Bunder of Surat. The date is day Hormazd
M^h Dae Kadim, year 1159 Yazdazardi. In the Persian colophon, the writer

adds one more name to his ascending geneology and that name is Faridun. He
adds that the book was written in the Bandar of Mumbai (Bombay) aiid in an

Atesh Behram {dargdh-i pdk Atash Varharfi,m).

This colophon gives us the name and the approximate date of the writer of

the other manuscript of the Vendidad, which gives us the ritual of the VendidSd
about the use of the pebbles. With this help, we find that Mr. M. R. Unvala's

manuscr ipt was Aviitteu in Bombay after the eBtablishment of the Dadyseth
Atash Behram.

The above account of the use of the pebbles in a Parsee ritual serves as an

excellent example of the growth of thoughts, even spiritual thoughts. We now

live in an age of a belief in a kind of Evolution. All things evolve. There is no

spontaneous generation. There is physical evolution, as well as mental, moral and

spiritual evolution. Physical things serve as symbols and create moral and spiritual

thoughts. Thus, even spiritual ideas are evolved from lower physical planes. All

spiritual ideas, connected with rituals in different communities, have such an origin.

We are speaking of developing or cultivating our spiritual ideas. Ritual has some

part or some hand in such development, and we find, that even ritual has its own

evolution. At times it begins with, the purpose of ordinary physical matter. The

physical aspect is, later on, symbolized. The symbolization is the commencement

of the growth of spiritual ideas.

To sum up, the different grades in the process of the evolution of spiritual

thoughts in the matter of the use of pebbles can be thus stated :
—

1. In old primitive times, pebbles were one of the easily-found and

convenient means or instruments for the purpose of counting.

2. Beginning with secular matters, they began to be used in religious

matters or ceremonies for the purpose of counting small prayers that

were enjoined to be recited hundreds or thousands of times.

3. Their connection with religious matters or rituals, transferred to them

some of the sanctity of the ritual itself or of the prayers themselves.

4. With the introduction of some better and more convenient instruments

or means of counting, like the rosaries, they ceased to be used for the

original purpose of counting. But the idea of sanctity or purity,
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borrowed by them or given to them at a later stage, continuad to

be associated with them.

5. Being thus considered as instruments or raeaas of purification or

consecration, they themselves began, in the first stage, to be purified

or consecrated before being used for the purpose of purification or

consecration They thus received an additional element for elevating

the thoughts of participants in the ritual.

In connection with these grades of evolution in thought, it seems, that beads

of rosaries may have very likely taken their form from the form of the pebbles.

The beads of all kinds of rosaries, whatever be their material—gold, silver, glass,

amber, turquoise, &c.—are generally round. The pebbles which had come into use

before rosaries, were generally, from their very nature, round, though not always

exactly round. So, these round pebbles may have suggested the roundness of the

beads of rosaries.
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A TIBETAN FORM OF SALUTATION SUGGESTING AN
EXPLANATION OF A PARSEE RITUAL.

BY

Shams-ul-Ulma Dr. Jivanji Jamshedji Modi, B. A
,
Ph. D.

The Ritual of holding up Durm'? the recitals of all Afrinor^ns/ the Parsee priests of
of flowers in the Afrmgan <-> o ? f-

^>j ^^

ceremony. India place 8 flowers before them in a tray which contains some

fruits of the season and cups of milk, water and wine. After the recital of the

particular Afringan or Kardeh, in honour of a particular yazata, the priests recite a

kardeh, which is common for all kinds Afring^ns.2 This kardeh is a prayer for the

ruling king. At the commencement of the recital of this kardeh, the Joti or the

senior officiating priest, takes up two of the above 8 flowers before him and gives one

t» the R&spi or Atravakhshi and himself holds the other. They hold the flowers

in an upright direction, pointing, as it were, to heaven. When there are more than

two priests
—there may be hundreds —only the one who begins and officiates is called

Joti. All others are Raspis. The others have a flower supplied to each of them

beforehand. So, they hold up that flower at the commencement of the above kardeh,

containing the prayer for the king.

The signification attached Now, the question is:—What is the signification of this ritual?

ing of the flowers. What does the holding of the flowers by the priests in their

hands signify?" The words recited during the process of holding these flowers are

"Ahurah^ Mazd^o raevat6 kharenanghat6 fifrinami khshathryftn danghu-paiti."

These words can be freely translated thus; "0. Resplendent and Glorious Ahura

Mazda ! I pray for my ruling soverign." Our books do not explain, why, at the

recital of this prayer for the king, flowers are held up by the congregation. I

myself, and I think others also, thought, that perhaps, by holding up one flower in the

hand at the recital of these words, what was meant was: that, as Ahura Mazda or God

1 Haug's Essays on the Parsis, 2iid Edition, pp. 408-9. Zend-Avesta par Darmesteter Vol. II p. 723-25.

2 For the text of this kardeh, vide Westergaard's Avesti, AfringSn [, 14, p. 321. For the translation of the

liardeh, vide my Extracts from Zoroastrian books, p. 8.
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was one, so the ruling king was one, and all our loyalty was due to him. But now,
I find that this interpretation is not correct. My study o£ a Tibetan custom,

suggested by my visit to Darjeeling, teaches me, what I think to be, a correct explana-
tion. The object of this paper is to give that correct explanation.

A Tibetan mode of saiu- The Tibetans have peculiar modes o£ salutation. I have
*'°"' dwelt elsewhere,! at some length, on this subject. But, to make

this paper complete in itself, and to make it more intelligible, I will repeat here, in

short what I have said there. Colonel Waddell thus speaks of the Tibetan salutations:

"The different modes of salutation were curiously varied amongst the several nationali-

ties. The Tibetan doffs his cap with his right baud and making a bow pushes forward

his left ear and puts out his tongue, which seems to me to ba an excellent example of

the '
self-surrender of the person salutating to the individul he salutes,' which Herbert

Spencer has shown to lie at the bottom of many of our modern practices of salutation.

The pushing forward of the left ear evidently recalls the old Chinese practice of

cutting off the left ears of prisoners of war and preseating them to the victorious

chief. The Mongol, without removing his hat, bows low, placing both palms on the

front of his thighs ; though equals stretch out both hands, and seizing the other's

squeeze and then shake them. The Bhotanese, who often go bareheaded, take the

end of their plaid from their shoulders and spread it out as if offering a tray of

presents, and at the same time bow low. The Nepalese and Mahomedans make a

salaam, bowing and touching their forehead with the palm side of the lips of their

fingers, thereby screening their face for the moment from the sacred view of the

person they salute.'"

M. Bonvalot speaking of a Tibetan's mode of salutation, says: He "
lifts up his

thumbs and protrudes an enormous tongue, while he bows profoundly."' He
further says :

"
They express disagreement by joining the thumb-nails, and agree-

ment by putting them just the opposite way. Putting the thumb up means

approval and satisfaction ; raising the little finger* denotes hostility, while to keep
it in this position and at the same time to shake head signifies dislike. The two

1 Journal of tbe Anthropological Society of Bombay, 7ol. X, No. 3.

2 " Lhasa and its Mysteries," pp. 423-24.

3 " Across Tibet," being a translation of Bonvalot's " De Paris au Tonkin i travers le Tibet inconnu ''

by C. B. Pitman (1891), Vol. II, p. 2. Vide also p. 8.

4. cf. The practice among our children to hold out the last finger, saying Icatti (itfl), when they want to

show hostility.

12
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thumbs placed perpendicularly one above the other, with the tongue hanging out,

denote superlative approval."^

M. Le De Millouc thus speaks of their salutation :
"

II salue en 6tant son

chapeau, comme en Europe, et deraeure tete nue devant toute personne qu'il

respecte il complete son salut par deux gestes il tire la langue en I'arron-

dissant et se gratte I'oreille Quand il se presente devant un supereur, il se prosterne

neuf fois jusqu'a toucher de son front le parquet Un element indespensable de

la politesse tib^taine est le don d'une sorte d'dcharpe de soie appelee Khata

'^charpe de felicite'," ^

Mr. Rockhill
*

also speaks of
"

lolling out the tongue
"

as a kind of sal nation.

He then adds :

" The lower cbsses here, when saluting superiors, are in the habit

of bending the knee very low, putting the right hand beside the right cheek and

the left hand under the elbow of the right arm, at the same time stticking out the

tongue."* In another place he says : "Anyang, who is a brother of Bonbo order,

saluted him in a peculiar flishion, the like of which I have not heretofore seen. He
kotowed three times, and then both of them crouched in front of each other and

made their heads touch."
*

All the above statements of different travellers show that the following were

the prominent modes of salutation.

1 To take off the cap.

2 To push forward the left ear.

3 To put out the tongue.

4 To make a bow.

5 To prostrate one's self.

6 To bend the knee.

7 To hold up the thumb.

They all point to the principle of "
self-surrender" referred to by Herbert

Spencer, as pointed out by Dr. Waddell. The person saluting, submitted his

head, his ear, his tongue, his whole body, to the person whom he saluted, saying, as

it were :

" All these are at your disposal ; you may, if you like, cut them off or do

1 Bonvalot's Across Tibet, p. 7.9.

2 Bod Toul ou Tibet, p. 60.

3 Journey through Mongolia and Tibet by W.W. Rockhill (1894), p, 240.

4 Ibid, p. 241. 5 Ibid. p. 280.
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anything you like with them." We know that cutting off the ear, tongue, head &c.

were formerly some of the modes of punishment in Central Asia, So, the saluter,

as it were, said to the person whom you saluted :

" You are my superior. I am

your humble servant. You may do whatever you like with the various parts of my
body." The most common mode is that of submitting the head. Most of the

modern ways of saluting are connected with the head and signify a kind of head-

surrender.

The signification of the Now, what was the signification of the thumb-salute?
thumb salute. Q^^ ^^^y perhaps say, that it also signified a kind of self-

surrender. The person saluting submitted his thumb to be done away with. Or,

perhaps, the thumb represented the hand, and the saluter offered his hand to be cut

off. But, 1 think, the raising of the thumb was meant to point (o the Heavens and

was intentied to say, that the person trusted upon God and placed his head, ear, and

tongue at the disposal of the other person. It seems, that at first, the raising of

the thumb, accompanied the other movements, viz those of the head, ear or tongue,

but, latterly it formed of itself a separate form of salutation. With salutation, it

carried the idea of approval and satisfaction. We learn from Tibetan travellers, that

in the midst of conversation, when one wanted to express his approval or consent to,

or agreement with, what you said, he raised his thumb. Thus, the raising of the

thumb meant consent or approval.

We learn from Firdousi,^ that there prevailed in ancient IrS,n also, the custom

of raising a finger to express consent. In Firdousi's account of the reign of K^us,
we read, that, when Piran, entrusted to some of the shepherds of Tur^n, infant

Kaikhosru, to be brought up by them in solitude, away from the knowledge of the

world, they consented. They raised their fingers and placed them over their

eyes and head.

The custom in Persia
^^ ^''^''"'^ '^^®'' ^^^ ^""^j^^*^ ^'^^ ^^'- ^hodayar Sheheryar

Dastur of Persia, I find, that there still prevails amono- the

Zoroastrians of Persia, a custom of raising a finger to express a kind of approval.
That custom is prevalent in connection with a ritual in the Afringan ceremony.
Since my conversation with Mr. Khodayar, his paper on some of the Zoroastrian
^—^— III - I III I

I ..I _ .

1 -T'* > (^^^^ *Sfidi\ AiiLfj Vullers Schahname, Vol. II p, 673 I. 2648, Mecan's Calcutta edition, p. 483
/. 3. Mohl's Paris edition, Vol. II, p. 420.



ceremonies as obser'/ed in Persia, has come to my hands for publication in the Sir

Jamshedji Madresa Jubilee Volume. Therein, while describing the A.fring&n ceremony

during the celebration of the Gahambar, Mr. Khodayar says as follows:—
"On that day, at a certain hour, all those people of the adjoining districts,

villages and towns, males and females, young and old, Zoroastrians and aliens,

who can afford to come, resort to the place of the G^hambar. Mobeds are also

invited to consecrate the aboveinentioned articles of food and to offer blessings

upon the donor and the people of the house.

"Within a small space occupied by the mobeds, are placed all those dry and

fresh fruits and other eata bles also. One of the mobeds, who acts as an officiating

priest, has the dry fruits put before him. All the fresh fruits are cut into two

halves. Another priest, acting as a Rathvi, stands in front of the solemnizer, and

the Afring^n-i G^hambSr is initiated by the officiating priest and recited jointly

by all the priests present. Here the service of another man called Dahmobed'

is called in- When the officiating priest reaches the point
' Afrin^mi Khsha-

thry&.n,' he takes up two of the five blades of the myrtle, which are always

required for the ceremony on such occasions, giving one to the Rathvi and

keeping the other in his own hand. At this juncture, the Dahmobed calls out, in

a loud tone,
'

Afrinfi,mi,' in answer to which the whole congregation raise up
the first fingers of their right hands, individually, in token of their concord with

the officiating priest in his praise of the King of the time, for the formula,
'

Afrin^mi,' is in praise of the king and is intended to show the fidelity, loyalty
and attachment of the ancient Zoroastrians to their kings.

"Again, the officiating priest, when coming up to the word 'Vispokh-
Athrem,' takes up other two blades of the remaining myrtle, giving, as before>

one to the Rdthvi and keeping the other for himself. At this juncture ao^ain,

the Dahmobed vociferates
'

Vispokh^threm
'

and raises up his middle finger,

in persuance of which all the lay people do the same, therey showing that they
are unanimous with the officiating priest in his prayers. But the priests in-

cluding the Rathvi join the solemnizer by holding one another's hands, or by
other means, keeping pace all the while, with ona another, in the recitation of

1 Dahmobed is a man appointed publicly to perform minor duties and services in connection with

Gfthamb&r, Marriage, Funeral and other public ceremonies.
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the formula, thereby meaniag that they are supplementing the'strength of the

mind of the solemnizer by that of themselves, in producing the desired purpose.

When Hearing the end of the
' AfrinSmi' formula, the officiating priest effecting

three rounds of the '

Nanah^' jointly with the R^thvi, over the dry fruits,

concludes it by
' Ashem Vohu '

which is again called out by the Dahmobed.

The Dahmobed while uttering
' Ashem Vohu '

raises his two up-lifted fingers to

his mouth and then to his forehead. This
_ operation is imitated by the lay

audience."

The holding up of Now, through the medium of Firdousi's above statement

provai.
about the ancient custom of holding up fingers for an ex-

pression of consent, and through the medium of Mr. Khodayar's above descrip-

tion of the modern custom as observed in the recital of the Afringfi,n in Persia, we

revert to the custom of holding up flowers among the Zoroastrians ofIndia- We
find, that instead of holding up their fingers to express their association with

the officiating priest in the prayer for the king, the Zoroastrians of India hold up
flowers. In Persia, only the two priests hold up flowers and the rest of the

congregation hold up fingers, but in India, all hold up flowers. Thus, we see

that the holding up of flowers in the ritual of the Afringfin signifies consent,

approval, or association in the prayer.

totwrgThlgrjwitt
^ suspect, that the following custom, observed by me,

fingers. for the first time, during my last visit at Naosari, when
attending the funeral procession of my esteemed preceptor and friend the late
Ervad Edalji Kersaspji Antia, has, perhaps, some connection with the custom
of expressing satisfaction or approval by means of fingers. The custom is this :

The mourners on leaving the compound of the Tower of Silence, touch the

ground with their fingers which are covered by the skirt of their jdmd and recite
an Yatha Ahu Vairy6. They then walk a few steps and repeat the process.
They do so thrice. In the TamSm Avesta, by the late Mr. Dadabhoy Cawasjis'
we read this custom thus enjoined :

"
H^Hl ^\\ \{^^i i£^ ^\€^ 9y>{H ^i'*!^ <^^^ ^l?l iM^i^- i^q-j ^^'l^ ^ ^isj ^^^ g^5 ^

^^•\i M>1^- JiiiSJ 'VHIH §M^ ^JA^ ^m ^^ ^yflSli .^ Mdl^Hi M^ rt^^ 4£K m^^ \i\ ^i
1 "Nanah" is a small metallic decauter-shaped instrument mounted on four legs, and is always used in

Jashan and Gahambar ceremonies by the officiating priest. It should be always filled up with water
1 Vol. I (1240 YazdRiardi, 1871 A.D.), p. 660.
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^<^'^^^\. 1 \£i R^»Ml MfeA %lXl^l "119/ an^l^ yHl M<{R Wanail aH^^<l5ili ^i-ll M^cll <J>> ?i9/X3\l

From Prof. Khodayar Sheheryar's paper on "The Funeral ceremonies of

the Zoroastrians in Persia," I learn that there is a somewhat similar custom

in Persia. While speaking of the funeral procession, which starts from the

Zadomarg, he says:

"After the priests have finished their recitation, the dead body is taken

out of the Zado Marg
^

. . . . The procession proceeding to a certain place,

stops. The escort, so to say, with the bier and a few priests, who are to follow

the corpse to the Dakhmah, proceed on their way. All the remaining priests,

finishing their iristandm^ formula which they have been reciting repeatedly, sit

on their legs with the two fingers of their right hands resting on the ground.
At this juncture they begin the 'Yasnemcha' formula, and coming up to

'Shraoshahe' they raise up their fingers from the ground ard make a pass or a

kind of manipulation of the hand for every word, from the right side to the left

of their heads above the ear till the 'Sraoshahe' formula is at an end."

The Persian custom differs a little from the Naosari custom. The

principal difference is this, that while in Persia, it is performed by those who

part from the procession at the end of the street and who do not follow the bier,

at Naosiri, it is performed at the place of the Tower by those who have followed

tlie bier.

I think in the case of this custom, the mourners express, by means of

their fingers, a kind of resignation, or contentment with what has occurred, viz

the death of a relative or a friend and say, as it were, to themselves, that they

also have to be disposed of there one day.

1 Zado Mafg is a house in the street where the dead are taken for the performance of the 6eh-Sarna

ceremory before removal to the tower.

2 It is the short prayer in honour of all the dead. It runs thus :

"Idha iristanam urvanfi yazamaide ydo aehaonfcm fravashayo.'* This formula is variously translated. The

general sense is this; "We remember here the souls of the dead which are those of the Farohars of the holy."



THE GEH SARNA RECITAL AS ENJOINED, AND
AS RECITED ABOUT 150 YEARS AGO.

BY

Shams-ul- Ulma Dr. Jivanji Jamsetji Modi B.A.y Ph. D.

The Geh-sarnA cere- The funeral service, held near a corpse before its removal

mony- to the Tower, is known as the Geh-S^rnA prayer. The words
" Geh S^rnfi.

"
come from the Avesta words,

"
Gathfi, Sr^vayant" i.e-

"
sing

the Gath&s." The word Geh is Pahlavi g&q -u-y, Avesta Gatha. SSrna is

the Gujraticised form of Pers. Saraidan (o*i^!r-) to sing which comes from

Avesta sru (
>^-" ), which, in its causal form, means to 'chant'

Ag enjoined by the When wc look to the Veudidad, as to what is enjoined
Vendidad. therein to be recited on such an occasion, we find the follow-

ing : In the 9th chapter of the Vendidad, a question from Zarathushtra

to Ahura Mazda runs thus :

"
Holy Creator of the material world ! How am I to drive away from

here the Druj, who (emanating) from the dead, attacks the living ? How am I

to oppose here the Nagu, which, (emanating) from the dead, infects the living?"

Then Ahura Mazda replied : You recite from the Gatha those words

which are Bishd-Mruta («'. e. repeated twice); you recite from the Gatha those

words which are Thrishd mruta {i-e. repeated thrice); you recite from the Gatha

those words which are Chathrushd mruta {i.e. repeated four times). Spitama
Zarathuiehtra ! (on this recital,) the Nagush, will fly away {i e. disappear) as fast

as a well-drawn arrow, as a year-dry (blade of) straw, as the seasonal growth

(of vegetation}.^

The above question and answer are repeated in the 10th chapter^ ,

where we find some additional questions and answers. The questions are, as to

what are the abovementioned Bishd mruta, thrishd, mruta and Chathrushd mruta

words of the Gatha The answers give references to various passages in the

1 Chap. IX 45 et seq. 2 Chap. X 1-2.
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different chapters of the Ya§na. la addition to those passages to which references

are given, some other passages are given verbatim, which all are to be recited

as bishd mruta, thrish'i mruta, and chalhrushd mruta words.

As practised at pre- According to the present custom, the above passages
sent- are not recited as enjoined by the Vendidad. But, in their

stead, all the consecutive seven chapters of the Ahunavaiti Gafcha (XXVIII-
XXXIV) are recited- All the above references and quotations show, that the

Vendidad itself does not enjoin the recital of the Ahunavaiti Gatha which it is

the present custom to recite .

When, and how did the present custom of reciting the seven chapters of the

Ahunavaiti Gatha came in, is a question worth-inquiring
I will shortly describe the geh-sdrna ceremony here. "Two priests perform

the kusd and after reciting the prayers for the particular Gdh, go to the chamber

where the dead body is placed, and, standing at the door or at some distance from

the body and holding a paiwand between them, put on the paddn over their face,

take the bdj and recite the Ahunavaiti Gath'^ (Yagna chaps. 28 to 34, both in-

clusive) which treats of Ahura Mazdi, his Ameshaspentaa or immortal arch-

angels, the future life, resurrection and similar other subjects. When they

recite nearly half of the gdthd up to Ha XXX [, 4, they cease reciting for some

time. Then the sagdid is performed, the Nasasalars lift the body from the

slabs of stone and place it over the icon bier. Then the twj priests turn to the

bier and commence to recite the remaining half of the Gatha. When the

recital of the qdthd is finished, a sagdid is preformed once more."'^

The subject of this paper also is suggested to me by
The object of the Paper.

''

r^,^ . , ; . i j •
, r j_, i i

the study ot the iibetan mode or the disposal of the dead.

I want to show that the present custom of reciting all the seven chapters

of the Ahunavaiti Gatha at home, before the removal of the body, is a compara-

tively modern custom. The old custom was to make half the recital at home,

and the other half on the way to the Tower of silence, during the funeral march.

Proofs for the older There are one or two facts, connected with the ceremony
<"''*'"°-

itself, which lead to prove this.

(a) Firstly, the fact, that after half the recital (Chap. XXXI, 4)

the sagdid is preformed, shows, that at first it was intended that

1 yide my "Funeral Ceremonies of the^Parsees. Their origin and explanation", pp. 13-14.
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the ceremony at home should end there. The Sagdid is per-
formed at the end, or at the commencement of a period, not in

the middle For example, it is performed at the end of one

gdh and the commencement of the next gdh, but not during the

middle of the gdh. i3o, the Sagdid, at the recital of Chap.
XXXI, 4 shows, that, at one time, that was taken to be the end

of the ceremony at home.

(6) Secondly, the removal of the body from the stone slabs and placing
it on the bier, at the end of the recital of Chap. XXXE, 4, meant

that the home recital was finished and pre.^aration was made for

the removal.

The custom at Surat.
^ ^^ Supported in this view by what Anquetil Da Perron

cordtag^\"o Tnqueui Da ^^7^ ^^ *^® custom which he had observed at Surat. It

^*"°°-
appears, that even 150 years ago, during the time of

Anquetil's visit of Surat (1758-6 0, the practice was to recite only half the

Ahunavaiti GStha at the house. The rest was recited durinof the funeral march.

Anquetil, while speaking of the Funeral ceremonies as observed in Surat, says,

that after the recital of the chapters 23, 29, 30 and 31, and after the usual

Sagdid after this recital as at present, the body on baing placed oa the bier was

removed by the Nasasalars out of doors. I give below the whole of the

passage of Anquetil.^
" Les Mobeds regardant done le cercueil, r^oitent I'lescht g&han......et

recitent les 28, 29, 30, 31 hcts de I'lzeschni', qui sont les quatre premiers Gardes

du G8.h Honoiiet; et a ces p aroles du quatri^me Card^, iehid oAereta veinind

drocljem,...\lBBe taisent et se tournent vers les N^esasalars qui mettent le

corps dans le cercueil, et le portent dehors. AlorJ le Mobed fait un signe,

continue dans le m^me lieu le trente unieme hd de I'lzeschne, recite les 32,33
et 3t-.. ...Apr^s cela les Nesasalars portent le morfc au Dakhme, le cercueil

convert d'un linceul.

Translation—The Mobeds then look at the coffin, recite the Yasht gShftn ..

and recite the 28, 29, 30, 31 Hds of the Yazashne, which form the first four Gardes

of the Ahuuavat GrStha; and at the words of the fourth karde, iehid otleretd veinind

drodjem, they cease reciting and turn towards the Ne^asalars, who place the

1 Zend Areata. Tome II, pp, 582-84.
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corpse on the bier- and carry it out of doors. I'hen the Mobad makes a sign,

continues in the same place the 3 1st Ha of the Yazishne, recites the 32, 33 and

34 ^(^s... Afterwards the Nesasalars carr^'' the dead to the Dakhme, the bier

. being covered with a shroud.

According to Anquetil, the practice at Kerman is clearly the same. He

says :

" Au Kirman, a ces paroles (idhiS oiiereta veininS drodjem) du quatrieme

Carde, on refait le Sagdid. Les Nesasalars metttnt le mort dans le cercueil et le

.portent hors de la maison. Le mor6 etant dans le cercueil, la tete decouverte,

les Mobeds le regardent, achevent le quatrieme Garde, et r^citent les trois autres

en suivant le convoi"^

Translation—At Kirman, at these words of the fourth Kardeh, they per-

form the Sagdid again. The Nesasalars place the dead body on the bier and

cai'ry it out of tlie hojse. The dead body being placed on the bier, the head

(i.e. the face) uncovered, the Mobeds look at it, finish the fourth Kardeh and

recite the three others on following the funeral procession.
This account of the custom at Kerman makes the point quite clear.

Lastly, we have the authority of the Ithoter RevS,yet. This is a collec-

tion of the replies of seventy eight {ithoter) questions of the Parsees of Surat

.to the Dasturs of Persia. Among the questioners, we find the names of Dastur

Darab bin Dastur Sohr4b (the teacher of Anquetil Du Perron), Dastur K&us

Munajjam, Dastur Kaus bin Dastur Rustain Sanjana, Behedin Dhunjeeshaw
Munchershaw and others. The 33rd question is, as to whether the recital of the

Geh s^rn^ is vitiated, if, after the priests have recited half of it, somebody

passes between the officiating priests and the corpse. The answer from Persia

is that.it is not vitiated. At the end of their reply, they say, that they are to

recite the second half on the way to the Towers. They say :

3 d^ l^iJ Isj 4^1,1/ oikJj J.)jjJ l^j-o J U')i ji ytOiJ^/o ojj ij( jA

1 i. e. the gehdn. 2 Zend AvestaTome II, p. 584 note 1.

3
oui.jj i,\S.SA

^mU J tA"^ (S^j''* '2*i'jj ManuBcript copy of the Moola Feroze Library

No. 351," folio 22.

Ervad Manockji Rustamji Unwala's. Ms. p. 71. This Ms. was written for Burzo bin Pallonji bin

Beliramji Desai, one of the Zemindars
( jjl. I (Xii-o;

)
of Naosari, Writer, Dastur .Jamshedji bin Rustamji bji)
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Translation.—From the place {i.e. the words) Jatmdtvtchtdydi, the priests

have to remain silent. So that the Nasesalars may fasten the corpse on the

gehdn and lift it up. Then the Mobeds may follow the corpse and complete

the Yasht g^h^n.

The Gujarati translation of this passage as published runs thus :

The question of the Indian Zoroastrians suggests the reason, why they

latterly resorted to the practice of reciting the whole of the prayer at the

house. It was a doubt entertained by some, that, when on the way to the

Tower of Silence, while the other half of the prayer was being recited, somebody
— a man or a dog

—
may, by chance, pass between the corpse and the Mobeds who

follow the corpse reciting the G&tha, and thus vitiate the ceremony. The doubt

seems to have arisen from the fact, that the Vendidad enjoins that the priest must

first ipaoirim) pass over the way by which a corpse is carried. The question

and answer are these : "0 Holy Creator of the maferial world ! How does the

road, from which a dead man or a dead dog is carried, become passable for cattle

eto". ? The reply is :

"
First the Athravan (i.e. the priest) should pass by the

road reciting the victorious words (of YathS. Ahu Vairy6 and KemnI Mazda.)" ^

Though the Dasturs of Persia had solved the doubt, and said, that there was

nothing wrong if some body passed between the corps and the priests, the solution

seems to have had no effect and the practice of reciting the whole of tho prayer

at home seems to have crept in.

Up to a few years, the recital was only one, and that at home. There was

no recital at all on the way to the Tower. But since a few years ago, the richer

class got the whole of the GAtha also recited on the way to the tower, and now

Dastur Khurshedji bin Dastur Jamshedji bin Ja^naspji. Wriiten on roz Honnuz mati Sherivar 1215, Hindi

Saravant 1903. Tiie peculiarity of tliis Ms. is tliat every word liaa a red ink dot on it.

(\) il"^ Sl4 Hwsl'H^'ft'ii &wi«i 4*<i 'ili^il^i Hi?lm a»Hi^ y^iH? ?hi51ci, fu !c<i-hs» imyss oi^iJS'fl viiS^i«fl

WRHR Mlo Slt<l» i^S-tW H^ViHHM. (t^Vt W^l'tt-) p 93.

Vide also Mr. Manockji R. Unvala's Ms., written in 1167 Vazedzardi, by Mobed Darab bin Framroz

Munajjam, folios 150-51.

2. Vendidad VIII, U, 19-21.
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the practice has become well-nigh general. The whole of the Ahunavaiti Gatha
is recited at home and the whole is recited again on the way to the Tower. At
Naosari, and at other mofussil towns, there is no second recital on the way to

the tower.



MOUNT AREZURA OF THE AVESTA- A VOLCANIC
MOUNTAIN.

Mount Ar^zAra
(-ju7^i/ju)

is twice referred to in the Avesta.

„ „ , X . . » It is first referred to in the third chapter of the
Two References to Arezflra *

in the Avesta and their si'gnifi- Vendidad.' At first, five places are mentioned which feel

most joy on the surface of the earth. The first of these

is a religious place where the sacred fire is burning and where religious cere-

monies are performed and prayers recited.

Then five places are mentioned which feel most grief on the surface of the

earth. The first of these is Mount Areziira. The passage runs thus :

'){iiy-»icf[i'-** •l*-»J?*o -f^^c •4'>e)'^ -h !>«'« mjuam
egj^ji^jAw^jii -kii^

Translation—"
Holy-Creator of the material world ! Which is the first

(place) on this earth that is the most sorrowful ?
"

Then Ahura Mazda replied: "0 Spitama Zarathuslitra ! (It is) the ridge'

of the Arezura, on which the demons and the Druj run up from the pit."

The next reference to Mount Ar^zAra is in the 19th chapter (44-45) of the

Vendidad. It is a chapter wherein we find many allusions to the life of Zoroaster.

Angra Mainyu (..\hriman) tries to kill the prophet. On failing to do so, he tries

to tempt him from the path of virtue. He and his followers, failing in this

attempt also, are driven to despair and they all meet together at Areziira.

The passages run thus :

1 Vendidad III, J ? Sans. JTRJ, neck.

13
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Translation.—"The Devil, who is the evil-knowing, deadly Angra Mainyu,
shouted thus :'Whom do the erring, evil-knowing demons carry with them in an

assembly on the summit of Arezura ?.

"The erring, evil-knowing demons rushed forth and shouted: the erring, evil-

knowing demons cried out and shouted : the erring, evil-knowing demons oast a

malignant eye and shouted :

' We will carry him (Zoroaster) with us in our

assembly on the summit of Ar^ziira.'
"

Then follows a passage wherein the demons express their despair at not be-

ing able to overcome Zoroaster. The purport of these passages is, that the

demons thought of misleading Zoroaster and of taking him to their abode on

Mount Arezura, but they failed.

What do the above two references in the Avesta to Mount Arezura show ?

They show, that the mountain was considered to be the worst place on the surface

of the earth, and that it was the abode of demons or the evil spirits-

References in the Pahiavi Coming to the Pahlavi literature, we will first exa-

books. mine the Pahlavi translations of the above Avesta

passages.
Firstly, looking to the Pahlavi translation of the 7th

(a) The Pahlavi vendidad.
passage of the third chapter of the Vendidad, we find

that the commentators spoke of Mount ArezAra as "pavan bab^-i-duzakhhu, aig

dayen zak shaedf^ val ham dub^rend"

i.e "on the gate of hell where the demons meet together."
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Then the commentator says of the gate of hell above referred to, that

duzakhhu i azir zamik min azpar madam a^m^a avash bab^ lala val • zamik, i e.

"Hell, which is below the earth from above the sky
—its gate is above the

earth." This sentence says, that the hell is below the earth, but, at the same

time its gate is above, i.e., on the surface of the earth.

Then, coming to the Pahlavi translation of the reference to Arez&ra in the

19th chapter of the Vendidad, we do not find any more light thrown upon the

question. In all the manuscripts, the translation of a part of the obove Avesta

sentence is omitted.

Thus, from the Pahlavi commentaries, we learn that therein the summit of

the ArezAra is distinctly identified as the gate of hell, which is under the earth

Now, comingf to other Pahlavi writers, we find this
(b) The Jiundehesh. ^ ,rp, -r,,,,

identification further confirmed. J. he rJundehesh gives

a list of the mountains in its I2th chapter. There, a large number of the moun-

tains is spoken of as peaks or mountains, but Areziira is spoken of as 'Arezura

pAsht,' i-e., the back or ridge of Arezura.' At another place in the same chapter'

it is spoken of as 'Arezilr grievak i.e., the summit ArczAr, or the narrow neck of

ArezAr. Then, of its situation, it is said that "it is on the gate of hell where the

demons meet together.''^

(c) The Sh4yaBt.lfi.Shaya,t
^g^^^» '" *^^ Shayast-la-Sh^yastS where the five plea-

sures and displeasures of the earth, referred to in the

Vendidad, are enumerated, Mount Areziir is referred to and associated with 'the

gate of hell.'

, „^ ^^j.\. . ^. .,
In the D^distan-i-Dini^ there is a question, which asks:

(d) The Dadistan-i-Dinik,
' "^ '

''In which direction and which land is hell and how is

it?" In reply, it is said : it is
"
the place of a soul of the wicked, after its

1 8 B E, V. chap. XII, 2. ...
2 Ibid. chap. XII., 8.

3 Pavan babA i duzakhu munash hamvar shaedan dvarashnih tetnmam viiduneud. ( Vide my Bundehesh,

pp. 38-39).
.

4 S. B. E. V , Shayast-la-Shftyast chap. XIII, 19.

5 S. B. E. XVIII., Dadistdn, chap. XXXIII, 1-5.
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passing away from the body,
"
and that it is in three places. It is then added :

"These three places, collectively, are called hell, which is northerly, descending,
and underneath this earth, even unto the utmost declivity of the sky ;

and its gate is in the earth, a place of the northern quarter, and is called the

ArezAr ridge, a mountain which, among its fellow mountains of the name of

A rezur, that are amid the rugged mountains, is said in revelation to have a

great fame with the demons, and the rushing together and assembly of the

demons in the world are on the summit of that mountain, or as it is called
'

the head of Arezftr.' "^ Now one of the adjectives used in the Dadistan for hell

is i)M5) which Dr. West translates as 'descending.' The same word occurs in the

next sentence, where Dr. West translates it as 'declivity'. In the case of the

second word, the late Ervad Tehmuras, in his edition of the Dadistan-i-Dinik,

(p. 69), says in a footnote, that in three manuscripts the word is -v»i I think

this word is Persian * '^^^
[kandeh), 'a hollow.'

(e) The Pahiavi Revayet
I'^ the Pahlavi Revayet, which precedes the D^distAn

in many manuscripts, there occurs the following passage
as given by Dr. West. "

They say that hell is the ridge {ptiUd) of Arekzur ;

and hell is not the ridge of Arekzur, but that place where the gate of hell

exists is a ridge {grlvaU) such as the ridge named Arekzur, and owing to that

they assert that it is the ridge {pmto) of Arekziir."^

(0 The Mino-i-kiierad
''" ^^*® Minoi-kherad, chapter VI, there is a question

similar to that of the Vendidad, which asks "Which

land is the unhappier ?' then the reply is
*' That land is the more afflicted

in which hell is formed. "^
Here, indirectly, hell is connected with Areziir. We

further learn from the Mino-i-kherad, that there was also a demon of the name of

Areziir. Gayomard killed him and thus saved himself from the clutches of

Ahriman.^ It was on the Khordad Sdl day (Roi^; sixth of the month of

Farvardin) that Gayomard killed him.^ It appears then, that either the

1 Or West's translation, S B E ,XVII1, p 75

2 S BE XXIV, Pahlavi Texts, Part III, p 58, u 1, Ervad B. N . Uhabar's Edition of the Pahlavi

Revayet 50 p. 162.

3 S B E XXIV, Mino-i-kherad chap. VI 2-4

4 S B EXXTV, Mino-i-klierad, chap XXVII, 14-15. 5 Madigan i bina-i Farvardin Yutn-i Khordad.
Pahlavi Texts by Dastur Dr Jainaspji p lu2. Vide K, R, Cania Memorial Volume p. 122 for IJastur Kaikhosru's
Trtinslatiou



mountain derived its name from the demon, or the demon from the mountain.

I think the former was the case.^

We thus gather the following facts from the above passages of the Avesta

and the Pahlavi books ;
—

Facts gathered from the Avesta 1- Arezftra was a mountain belonging to the
and Pahlavi passages Elbourz range of the Caucasus.

2. It had a pit or a hollow.

3. That pit or hollow was considered to be the worst place on the surface

of the earth.

4. It was a seat of the demons.

5. It was considered to be the gate of hell.

Now, I beg to submit, that this Arczura was a volcano, and it was the pit,

hollow, or the crater of that volcano that had suggested to the ancient Iranians

the picture, or at least a part of the picture, of Hell.

Modern geographers on a The first question in connection with this matter is :

volcano in the Elbourz range Whether there was a living volcano in the ran ge of Mount
Elbourz of which Areziira was a peak ? Modern geographers say that there was one.

Mount Elbourz forms a part of the whole of the Caucasus range, which

contains several volcanoes. Prof. Ansted says of the group :

"
Many of the

high peaks in the Taurus chain, and Mount Elbourz itself, the giant of the

Caucasus, are volcanic in their origin ; but they certainly cannot fairly be

ranked as among existing volcanoes active in the modern period.^

Of Mount Dem^vend, a lofty peak of the Elbourz, Dr. Edward Hull says :

" Mount Demsivend, in Persia, which rises to an elevation of 18,464 feet near

the southern shore of the Caspian Sea, a volcanic mountain of the first magni-

tude, is now extinct or dormant."^ Thus we see, that Elbourz (the haraberezaiti

of the Avesta) was a volcano. Both Ansted and Hull say that its volcanoes are

dormant at present. But they must have been active in the times of the Avesta

and Pahlavi writers.

Ma9oudi'8 reference to a Ma^oudi, who Wrote in the early part of the tenth
vo cano m e ourz

century after Christ, refers to the Caucasus group
1 CJ the case of the Roman god Vulcan, the God of Fire. From him was derived the name Vulcano, a

volcanic mountain in Italy . Afterwards all burning mountains were called volcanoes.
'

2 Ansted's Physical Geography (1871), p 330
3 Volcanoes Past and Present, by Edward Hull (1892), p. 84.
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as containing'] living volcanoes. In the 17th chapter of his Moroudj-ai-5^ahab
va Ma'adin el Javahar (^>?-'( e;o.u* ^ v^iJi ^^^x) i.e.,

" The Meadows of

Gold and the Mines of Jewels," he refers to the mountains of the Caucasus.
He refers to Baku as the principal place of naphtha, especially of black naphtha.
He then proceeds to say: ''In the land, occupied by the sources of the naphtha,
there is a volcano or a source of fire, the eruptions of which never cease, and which

omits at all times jets of flames high in the air."i We thus see from Mavoudi
that the Caucasus had a living volcano, even up to about 1,000 years ago.

Mount Deinavend, still show-
Mount Dem^vend, the highest peak of the Elbourz,

ing symptoms of activity gtiH ghows somc living symptoms of its once active vol-

canic condition. This appears, from the following statement of Mr. Taylor

Thomson in his description of his visit of Mount Demdvend iu 1837. He says :

"As to the volcanic nature of the mountain there can be no doubt. The

sulphureous cave with its crater-ehapd summit, the heated air and steam

issuing from its crevices, the hot springs at its base, the scorise and

pumice found upon its side—all show, that it not only was, in former

times, the mouth of an extensive volcanic district, but that its fires

are not yet extinguished
—

again they may be lit up, and its action,

whether by earthquake or eruption, may cause most extensive changes on the

surface of this part of the country. The volcanic action through the whole of

this part of the country has at one time been very great; strata of rocks are

contorted and twisted about in all directions. In the neighbourhood of Germah

are the hot springs of Germsir, the hottest of which shows a temperature of 148."

Fahrenheit. The springs, however, are not confined to this place alone; at Ask

they are very numerous, both in the village and its neighbourhood, although

they are of a temperature much inferior to those of Germsir."

other Oriental authors on the Oriental authors, other than Mayoudi also, refer to the

activity of Mount Demavend ^^^-^g volcanic condition of Mouut Demaveud.'

We read the following in the description of an Oriental author, Ali, son of

Zeid: "From its base comes out a sulphurous source which ignorant Persians

believe to be the urine of Biourasf . . . They counted seventy crevices

1 I have translated the passage from the French translation of Ma^oudi by Jiarbier deMeynard and Pavet

de Courteille, Vol II p 25

2 Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, 1838, Vol VIII, pp 111-112

3 Vidi Dictionnaire G iographique, historique et litteraire de la Perse, par B. de Meyuard, pp 224, 236.



from which escaped a vapour of sulphur. A man of that country, who was

among them affirmed that this vapour was the breath of Bioucasf ."^

A poet named Mc>cer thus describes what he saw of the volcanic activity of

the mountain.

"I have examined the ground with care, and I have discovered a source of

sulphur, surrounded by petrified sulphur, which burns under the action o( solar

rays. I have also noticed a cavern in which the winds are engulfed with violence

and from which come out strange and discordant voices. One believes to hear in

turn the neighing of the horse, the hoarse voice of the ass; and when one hears

attentively, it appears that one hears an unknown language of which the intona-

tions are well nigh those of human language, but of which the sense is unintel-

ligible as that of the language of the savage inhabitants of the desert. The

smoke, which the ignorant take for the breath of Biourasf, is the vapour which

this sulphurous source emits and one must accept the fact that the aspect of all

these phj'sical phenomena lend themselves wonderfully to the legends invented

by the people. I have noticed here and there in the different windings of the

mountains, debris of buildings surrounded by the mausoleums which prove that

the kings of Persia had formerly their summer residence there. The inhabitants

say, that, when the ants collect with greatest care and in great quantities their

provisions, it is the sign of a year of want of rain and scarcity. VVhen continu-

ous rain inspire them with fear for their crops, they throw the milk of she-goats

over fire^ and the rain ceases. I have myself made this observation several times

and I have had the proof that they say the truth. They add also that when a

particular side of a mountain is without snow^ it is certain that a misfortune

menaces the country situated in that direction. This opinion also is equally

true and they speak with one voice on this subject. Round about DonbSwend

there are mines of antimony known under the name of razi-"'^

The razi of Mocer »nd the Thus We See, both on the authorities of modern
Are.uraof the Avesta,

geographers and of old writers, that mount DemSvend
in the Elbourz range was volcanic.

1 Uictionnaire aeographique...de la Perse, par B. de Meynard. Vide the word Donbawend (Dem^Tend), p. 236.
2 This reminds one of a ceremony like that of Horn performed by the Hindus in India on some occasions of

great national difficulty
.3 This is somethinK like the present observations of the fall of snow on the Himalayas, from which observa-

tions about the coming weather are made
4 I give i=y translation from the " Dictionnaire Qiographique de la Perse", par B de Meynard, p 237
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T would ask whether the mines round Demftvend, referred to under the name

Razi, have not any connection with the name Arezur ? I think this name

razzi is a remnant of an old form of Areztira. Irrespective of that similarity

of names or identification we have sufficient data to say that Mount Demavend

was volcanic and that Mount ArezAr, one of its peaks, referred to in the Parsee

books as the seat of the gate of hell, was also volcanic.

Ardai virafs description of Comparing the description of hell as given by Ardai
Hell pointing to a volcano

yjj,^f^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^jj^ ^^^^ j^ ^^^^^ ^.^ ^^^^ ^^^^

taken from what one sees even now on a volcano.

In the VirAf-nilmeh (chapter 18) we have a description of hell, wherein it is

referred to as a place of heat and cold, dryness and stench, such as are seen

nowhere in the world. It is a place which is deep and stinking. It is like a

terrible chasm. The darkness is so great that you may, as it were, handle it.

The stench is so great, that those who breathe the air there faint, tremble

and fall.

Yaqoufs traditional story of ^^^ ^j^e traditional storv of Feriduu and Zohak,
Feridun and Zoliak,poiuting to

_

'

_

J
_

'

a volcano the Biourasf(the Baivarasp of the Pazend writings and of

Firdousi) referred to above, helps us to say with greater certainty that Arezilra

was a volcano.

Yaquot thus refers to the traditional story of Zoh^k and Feridun in his

Modjem-el-Bouldan.
" Le roi Feridoun, apr^s

"
s'etre empare de Biourasf, le

tyran, I'attacha avec des chaines d'une grossaur prodigieuse, et I'emprisonna

dans les entrailles de cette montagne, oA il est encore maintenant. Personne,

ajoutent-ils, ne pent en atteindre le sommet ; il s'ea exhale une fumee qui

s'^leve jusqu' aux nues
'

c'est I'haleine de Biourasf; autour de lui sont des

gardiens qui frappent sans cesse I'enclume avec de lourds marteaux,"^

Mr. Taylor Thomson, in his account of the ascent of Mount Demavend,

above referred to, says that he found on the top of the mountain a cave. He

calls it a "
sulphur cave."^ Perhaps, it is in this cave that Baevacasp (Zoh&k)

was enchained according to tradition.

From all these authors, we gather the following facts: Baivarasp or ZohSk,

tyrant of Persia, was fettered in a cave on Mount DemS,vend, a mountain of the

1 Diotionnaire Gfeographique de la Perse, par B. de Meynard. Vide the word Debawend (Demavend), p. 2i55

2 The Journal of the Koyal Geographical Society, Vol VIII (1838), p 110, 1. 21
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Elbourz range. Mount ArezAra was one of the peaks of this mountain. Old

writers and modern travellers have shown that this mountain Demavend was

volcanic. So, Arezftr, a peak of that mountain, was also volcanic. It was in

one of the caves of this mountain that Zohak was possibly fettered. Perhaps it

was in the cave known as "Sulphur Cave," as stated by Mr. T. Thomson.

Tradition says, that people believed that the sulphurous vapour etc., came out

of the mouth of Zohilk. So, we understand, how people connected the volcanic

mountain with Zoh&k, whom they considered to be a monster or a demon.

Later tradition says, that the chain, with which Zoh&k was fettered, used

to be thinned by the flow of saliva, day and night, from ZohSk's mouth, but that,

early every morning, on the crowing of a cock, it used to get thick again. Per-

haps, it is an allusion to the volcanic activity of Mount Arezur of the Dem&vend

range on which he was confined. According to modern volcanologists, the

activity increases or diminishes according to the diflferent seasons and according

to the different parts of the day.

Heaven and Hell both con- Thus, we See, that, according to Parsee books, both,
nected with the Elbourz

^.j^^ jj^H j^jj^j ^j^g Heaven, were on the Elbourz.

From the peak Chekat Dtliti, one went both to heaven and hell. Chekat

Daiti is on Mount Elbourz. So, it is from one part of Elbourz that

one goes both to heaven and hell. To go to heaven, you have to go higher

up; to go to hell, down to the abyss of Arezur. Compare with this statement,

the view of modern travellers. Standing on the summit of Vesuvius, when you

turn towards the crater of the volcano, you see and smell and hear, sights, odour

and sounds which would at once remind you of the traditional accounts of hell.

Turn towards the city of Naples and its beautiful bay, and you at once realize

the truth of the Neapolitan saying which says,
" Vedi Napoli e poi mori/' i. e„

"See Naples and then die," and find that the view is charming and heaven-like.

This was my experience when I visited Vesuvius on 28th July 1H89.

We have the analogy of another mountain in Italy which shows that a

volcano was taken to be hell the seat of the Devil. Val Deavoli is the name of

that part of Sicily where Mount Etna is situated. Among the ancient Greeks

and Romans and also among the early Christians, a volcanic mountain whs

usually connected with hell.

14



MAZDAK, THE IRANIAN SOCIALIST.
I

INTRODUCTION.

Socialism is one of the most important questions of the day in almost all the

states of Europe. As a recent writer^ on Socialism says,
" There are good and

true elements in socialism ...There are also bad and false elements in socialism."

Socialism or communism has been tried on some practical basis several times. To

students of Political Economy, the systems of St. Simon and of Fourier are well

known.2 But the trials of these systems have failed.

The word "
Socialism" is said to be not more than 80 years old. But some of

its tenets—its "bad and false elements"—are very old. The object of this paper is to

give the version of Firdousi and of other oriental writers, on the tenets of Mazdak,
an Iranian socialist, who lived in the early part of the sixth century after Christ.

As said by Gibbon, the people of Iran were " deluded and inflamed by the

fanaticism" of this socialist, "who asserted the community of women, and the equality

of mankind, whilst he appropriated the richest lands and most beautiful females to

the use of his sectaries". ^

Rawlinson, referring to his communistic views, calls him a "
Magian reformer,"

and says that he "
presented the spectacle of an enthusiast who preached a doctrine

of laxity and self-indulgence, not from any base or selfish motive, but simply from

a conviction of its truth,
''^ and asks us to compare his case with that of "Eudoxus ^

the predecessor of Epicurus, as reported by Aristotle" .^ At least, as far as his views

about marriage are concerned, from what we read of him in the oriental authors, we

are not disposed to exempt him from bad motives. Gibbon's views, as given above

seem to portray him in his true colours. Malcolm estimates him in his proper

1 "Socialism" by Robert Flint

2 Fawcett's "Manual of Political Economy" (18G9) pp 102-104

3 Gibbon's "Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire" (1844), Vol 111, p. llc

4 Rawlinson's "Seventh Great Monarchy" (ISIG), pj 343

5 Ibid, note 3 6 /bid, note 3
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character, when he calls him a
"

a religious imposter".i

II

REFERENCES TO MAZDAK IN THE PAHLAVI BOOKS.
Before describing the tenets of Mazdak, as given by Firdousi and other

Mahomedan authors, we shall give here, in brief, the references to him in the

Pahlavi books.

The oldest Pahlavi writing, wherein Mazdak is referred
1 The Pahlavi Veudidad.

to, is the Pahlavi Yendidad.' In the fourth chapter of the

Vendid^d,3 it is enjoined that a poor Zoroastrian, ^ho seeks knowledge (i. e. wants

education), or who seeks a wife (J. e., wishes to marry), or who wants some material

or monetary assistance, may be helped. Then follows instructions about the best time

for seeking knowledge, i.e., for study.* Then follows a passage which advises that the

deserving poor may be helped with things wanted by them.^ Lastly comes the passage

which recommends a married life.^ Therein, it is said, that a married person is better

able than one who is unmarried,'^ to withstand difficulties and afflictions and to fight

against evil-minded persons. In the list of such evil-minded persons, is mentioned

the class of the impious starving heretics {asMmaoghem andshavanem anguharestdtem).

As an instance of such an "
impious starving heretic", the Pahlavi translator and

commentator gives the name of Mazdak. It gives the following words as a com-

ment :
—

Chegtln Mazdahi-Bdmddddn milnash nafshman sir vashtmiint aeshdn

pavan s4g va mary ddd'',^ i. e.,
"

like Mazdak (son) of Bamdad, who, while he

himself ate to satiety, gave up others to hunger and death". This is an allusion

to his imposture, that, by his new creed, he pretended to be an unselfish person,

but, in the end, he made himself rich at the cost of others. We shall see later

on, on the authority of some historians, that such was really thought to be

the case.

1 Malcolm's "History of Persia" (1829), Vol I, p 104

2 Fargard IV, 49 3 Ibid, 44 4 Ibid, 45

5 Ibid, 46 6 Ibid., 47 -id

7 Of "To tell the truth, however, family and property have done more to support mo than I have to sup'

port them, They have compelled me to make exertions that I hardly thought myself capable of; and often,

when on the eve of despairing, they have forced me, like a coward in a corner, to fight like a hero, not for my-

self, but for my wife and little ones"—Tyronne Power 8 Vend. IV, 49.

9 Pahl. Vend. Dastur Darab Peshotan's text, p 64, notes 4 and 5 Dastur Hoshang's Pahl. Vendidad,

p 135, 1. 1. Vide Darmesteter's "
Zend-Avesta," Vol 11, p 62, note 39
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2 The Bahman Yasht : a The Pahlavi Bahman Yasht speaks of a dream of Zoro-
Dream of Zoroaster

^^j.^^.^ wherein he saw a tree which had four branches, one

mixed up {{. e. made up) of gold, one of silver, one of steel, and one of iron.i The

dream, when interpreted, indicated that the tree was the great millenium after the

revelation of the religion by Zoroaster, and that the foui branches were the four

important epochs of that millenium, when four great personages appeared and im-

portant events happened. The third branch of the tree, viz.^ that of steel, (polfi,vtin,

Pers. polad), indicated the reign of the immortal-souled {anoshakrubdn) Khusro, son of

Kavdd (KobM* A. D. 531-578), who suppressed the heresy of Mazdak. The Bahman
Yasht says :

*'

During this time, the accursed Mazdik, son of B^mdiid, who is

opposed to the religion, comes into notice, and as to cause disturbance among those in

the religion of God. And he, the glorified one,' summoned Khiisro, son of Mdhd^d
and Ddd-Auharmazd of JMishaptlr, who were high-priests of Atar6-pfi,takan, and Atar6-

frobag the undeceitful{a^ai6^), Atar6-pad, Ataro-Mitro, and Bakht-^faid to his pre-

sence... ''3
According to the Persian version of this subject, "Khtisr6 sent a message to

the accursed Mazdak, requiring him to reply to the questions of this priestly assembly
on pain of death, to which he assented, and he was asked ten religious questions, but

was unable to answer one; so, the king put him to death immediately".'* As we shall

see later on, Firdousi refers to this priestly assembly mentioned in the Bahman Yasht.

That Khiisr6 (NoshirwAn) held such priestly assemblies for various purposes,

appears from the Epistles^ of Manuscheher.6 NishApiihar, who is often referred to in

the Pahlavi Vendid^d and the NirangistSn as a commentator, was a prominent

member of these priestly assemblies of the glorious king of kings.Noshirw^n, the son

of KobadJ As Dr. West^ says, it is possible that the above-mentioned priest DM*
Auharmazd of Nish^pur, referred to in the Bahman Yasht as taking part in the

priestly assemblies to discuss questions with Mazdak, is the priest Nish&,pur of the

court of Noshirwa.n referred to in the Epistles.
1 Uhap 1. 1. S. B. E., Vol. V., p 192 DarakLti, cheharazg patashyehvunt, ay6k zahabayin, ay6k asminin,

ayok polavtin, ayokasin madam gomikhto yekvimnnat (Dastur Kekobad's Zend-1 Vohuman Yasht. Text p. 1.)

2 Ibid. Chap 1, 5, S. B. E Vol 5,
" Zak-i polavtin, khudaih-i Anoshah-robSn Khosrn-i Kavadan "

•

(Dastur Kekobad Adarbad's Zend-i Vohumau Yasht Text p, 2, 1. 7.)

3 Ihid, Chap I, 6-7 West, S. B. E. Vol V . p. 194 4 West, S. B. E. Vol V, p 194, note 2.

5 Epistle 1., Chap. IV.. 15-17
;
S. B. E., Vol. XVIFI., p. 297,

6 Various references to these priestly assemblies in the Epistles of MSnuscheher and elsewhere, throw a

side-light on the Ecclesiastical hierarchy of ancient Iran, after more than two centuries of ceaseless struggle
with the ever-advancing flood of Muhammadanisn which was destined to submerge them " They say that (a)
the high-priests of principal centres, like Pars and Kirman, had a council to advise them on principal ecclesias-

tical questions, (b) These high-priests even maintained a number of troops, (c) When the head priests became

very old, their affairs were looked after by a committee of four learned priests (^Vide S. B. E., Vol. XVIII.,
Introduction, p. XXVIl).

7
"
Anjumaii-i anosheh-roban Khusro i Malakto Shah-i Kavadan." Epistle I., Chap. IV. ,15. Ervad B. N.

Diiabhar's":}amakibft-iManu5chihar,»p. 24. Fif^e S. B. B., Vol, XVIII., p. 297, notes I and 2, 8 tbid.
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The Bahman Yasht speaks of another dream of the

Another Dream of Zoroaster. ^

prophet, wherein he saw a tree with seven branches.^ In

the interpretation of the dream, it is said of the sixth branch, which is that of steel,

that it
"

is the reign of King Khiisrd, son of Kav^d, when he keeps away from this

religion the accursed Mazdik, son of Bdmdad, who remains opposed to the religion

along with the heterodox". *

The Persian Zarthosht-ntimeh, written by Zarthusht
The Dream of Zoroaster, as ,-»,. • n.r, f.T i t/»t-v - ^»r.\ i • .

given in the Persian Zarthost- xJehram m 647 Yazdagardi (A. D. 127o), also gives the
"*™^

second dream^ of Zoroaster as referred to by the Bahman

Yasht. It says that the sixth branch viz., that of steel, refers to the time of Noshir-
wan in whose reign the evil-minded Mazdak appeared but failed.

The Dream of Zoroaster and The dreams of Zoroaster have been pointed out as resem-

the Dream of Daniel.
bling the vision of Daniel,^ Avho saw that "the four winds

of the heaven strove upon the great sea and four great beasts came up from

the sea ".5 One of the beasts which Daniel saw had "
great iron teeth".6 The four

beasts of the Vision of Daniel were, like the four branches of the dream of Zoroaster,

interpreted to mean "
four kings which shall arise out of the earth ".7

The Dinkard^ refers to NoshirwS,n, as one, smiting apos-

tasy. This apostasy is that of Mazdak. According to Dr.

West, the reference in the Dinkard^ to the arrival of the fiend and his evils in the

ninth century after
'• the coming of the religion

"
seems to be an allusion to the creed

of Mazdak. Similarly, the reference^o to
" some great triumph of the priesthood

over some heresy," may be an allusion to the triumph of Noshirw^n and his party

of priests over Mazdak and his followers. Again, when the Dinkard^i refers to an
'*

organisation of the religion by the glorified Kh<isr6i, son of KSvad," the allusion

is to the assembly of priests summoned by him as referred to in the Pahlavi Bahman

Yasht, aud described by Firdousi.

1 The Bahman Yasht, Chap II, 14.

2 Ibid, 21 . S. B. E. Vol V. West. p. 201. Zak-i pnlantin khudaih-i Khusro-i Kavdtiin Shfth amat gazasteh
Mazdak-i Bamdadan din patyar levatman javit rastakln yekimunet (Dastur Kekobad's Zand-i Vohuman Yasht

p 5, 1. 8).

3 " Le Livre de Zoroa«tre (ZarStusht Nama) de Zartusht-i-Bahram Ben Pajdft
"

publi6 et tradait par
Frederic Rosenberg. Vide for the Persian text pp 68—69 ;

for the French translation, pp 67—68,

4 Daniel, chap VII 5 Ihid, Chap. VII ,2-3 6 Ibid, 7 7 Ibid, 17
8 Dinkard Bk IV, 28

;
8 B E, Vol XXXVII, p 415.

9 BklX, ChapXXXII, 17 ;SBE, VolXXXVlIp257, note 4
10 Dinkard, Bk IX, Chap, LI[[ 3 S. B. E, Vol XXXVII p. 328 note 3.

11 Bk. VII. Chap , VII 26 ; S. B. E. Vol XLVII, p. 89, note 2.
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From the fact of the heretical teachings of Mazdak, apostasy in general has

latterly come to be known at times as Mazdakih.i

III

FIRDOUSI'S VERSION.
Firdousi speaks. of Mazdak as an eloquent, wise, thinking and ambitious person.

He had endeared himself to king Kob^d and had become his Dastur or minister, and

his treasurer.

A Famine, the occasion that ^^ ^^s a famine that led him to, or gave him an oppor-
gaverise to Mazdak's socialism

^^^[^^ ^^ gj^g expression to, socialistic views. A great

famine spread over Ir^n and the poor populace collected at the palace of the king to

ask for relief. Mazdak, who was the king's minister, went to the king and put to

him the following question :
—

"
Suppose a person is bitten by a snake and is on the point of losing his Ufe,

and suppose that another person has an antidote for &nake-))oison but he does not

give it to the snake -bitten man; then what punishment does the person, who re-

fuses to give the antidote, deserve ?
"

King Kob^d replied :
" The man who

possesses the antidote is a murderer {khuni). He must be killed for bringing about

the death of the snake-bitten person."

Mazdak then went to the people who had assembled at the gate of the palace

and said to them, that he had consulted the king, and that he would show them

the way of relief the next morning. The people assembled again the next morning.

On seeing them, Mazdak ran to the court of the king again, and said :
"
Suppose

there is a person who is imprisoned and, not being given any food, dies ; then what

punishment is due to the person who possesses bread but does not give it to the

person imprisoned ?
" The king said,

" He is a murderer of that poor man to

whom he has refused food."

Having heard this, Mazdak took the two replies of the king, as justifying what

he was going to do to relieve the distress of the famine-stricken people. He went

to the people and said,
"
Go, and wherever you see grain, take a part of it for

yourselves.
If they ask for money, plunder them." Thus, he advised ravage and

plunder to the poor famished people. He gave away his granary also to be plundered.

They plundered also the king's granary. When news of thie state of affairs was

i Vide Dinkard Bk. VII Chap. Vll, 21, S. B. E, Vol. XLVII p. 88—CfrMaohiaveiism From" Mchiavei
Aud Pers Karsiva»i oyji**^ from Karsiyaz, the wicked brother of Afrasiab.
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brought to king Kob^d, he sent for Mazdak and asked for an explanation. He said,

that he relied upon the answers given by the king in reply to his question. The grain

was to the famine-stricken people what the antidote was to the snake-bitten man.

He added,
" Oh king ! If you are just, think well, that the grain in the granaries (of

the rich) is of no use if people die of hunger."

The argument of Mazdak seemed plausible to the king
az a s argumen .

^^^ ^^ began to think Over the matter. In the meantime,

a large crowd assembled round Mazdak who propounded to them his socialistic ideas.

He said :

" The rich and the poor are equal. No one should possess more than

he wants
;

it is unlawful [hardm) for him to have it. Women, property and other

things must be equally divided. The poor and the rich are equal. I want to put

these inequalities in proper o"der, so that purity (i.e., justice^ may appear and noble

things may be distinguished from base ones. He who does not become one of this

faith [i.e. this new socialistic teaching) would, like a demon, be cursed by God."

Firdousi then proceeds to say that Mazdak "
treated all the poor, whether old

or young, as one. He took away things from one person and gave them to another.

The Mobads were depressed at this sight. When KobM heard his teachings, he

adopted them and he was pleased with his words The king made him sit on his

right hand, and the army did not know where the Mobad {i.e., the usual adviser of

the king) was. All the poor who gained their bread by their toil went to him. His

teachings flourished in the world and nobody dared to oppose him. The rich turned

away from the path of virtue. They had to give away to the poor what

they had."

. „ ,
. The Mazdakians, i.e., the followers of his teachings, soon

Mazdak and pnnoe Noshirwan ' ' ° '

numbered about 30,000. Once, a large meeting of these

followers was held on an open maiddn, as the king's palace was not large enough to

contain them. The king himself was present at the meeting. Mazdak then

represented to the king, that, as his prince Kesra (Chosroes, i.e., Noshirwan) had not

as yet pined his new faith, he ought to be asked to pass a writing adopting the faith.

He added, that there were five evils which led men away from the path of righteous-

ness. They were (1) jealousy, (2) anger, (8) revenge, (4) penury, and (5) divs

(demons) ;
and a man would follow the path of God, if he would keep away from
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these. Wealth and women were the causes that orenerate these five evils. So

these two, viz., wealth and women, should be common property. Having said

this, Mazdak caught hold of the hand of Noshirwan, who was at the meeting,
with a view to ask him to accept his new teachings. Noshirvvan indignantly
freed his hand from the grasp of Mazdak. KobSd asked his son, why he did not

accept this new faith. Noshirwan said in reply, that if the king would give him

time, he would prove the falsity of Mazdak's teachings. Mazdak asked, what period

of time he (Noshirwan) wanted to be prepared to discuss the question. Noshirwan

asked for a period of five months and he was given that time.

Noshirwan's conference with
Noshirw^n then sent messages to different parts of

the learned of the country. Persia to call together learned persons who could thorough-

ly examine the pros and cons of the question. Among tho'se that came i, there was
one Hormazd* from the city of Kurreh-i-Ardashir, and one Meher Azar^ from the

city of Istakhar. The latter had brought with him 30 other savants. They all con-

sulted together and resolved upon a plan to meet the arguments of Mazdak.

Noshirwan then w ent to the court of his father and said that a day may be appointed

to meet Mazdak. He proposed that, if Mazdak succeeded in proving the validity of

his faith, he (Noshirwan; would accept his creed. If otherwise, Mazdak and his

associates may be given up to Noshirwan to be punished for their false creed.

Razmeher, Kharrad, Farr^hin, Bendui, and Behez§,d stood as witnesses to this

stipulation.
, ,_ .L ^u They all met the next day at the court of the king to

A conference of both the -^

_

-^ °

parties. discuss the question of Mazdak's teachings. One of the

Mobads, who accompanied Noshirwan, opened the debate by putting the following

questions to Mazdak :

1.
" You say that wealth and women must be common property for all.

Then in the case of women, how could it be possible for a father to say, that such and

such person is his son, and for a son to say, that such and such person is his father ?

2. Again, in the case of wealth, if all—the great and the small—are equal,

who will be the servants and who masters ? Who will serve you and who will

serve me ?

1 These are the priestly assemblies referred to in the Pahlavi books. Vide above,

2 He seems to be the Dad Auhar Mazda of the Bahman Yasht : Vide above p. 114.

3 He seems to be the jitaro-Mitro of the Bahman Yasht. Vide above p. 114. When the two parts of th^

compound word are inverted, the name becomes Mitro-iitar, from which comes Meher Azar,
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3. Again, when a man die?, who will inherit his property, the king or the

citizen, both being in your eyes equal ?

4. If all would be masters, who would be the labourers ? If all were to pos-
sess wealth, who would be the wealthy persons (lit treasurers) ?"

The Mobad then added, that such a state of affairs Avould devastate the whole

of Ir&n. No religion in the world had ever pronounced such a doctrine of equality.

King Kobdd withdraws from ^he line of argument, advanced by the party of

Mazdak's heresy Noshirw^n, was not successfully met by Mazdak and

his party. Firdousi says, King Kob^d approved of the line of arguments
advanced by Noshirwftn's party, and, in the end, was convinced that Mazdak's

creed was in the wrong and likely to bring ruin to IrSn. So, he gave up Mazdak and

his 30,000 accomplices into the hands of Noshirw^n, who thereupon put Mazdak

to death. Firdousi further adds, on the authority of a learned man, that Mazdak,

having won the heart of the king by his seemingly plausible argunioiits, had

at one time, tried to put his creed into practice, and on the plea, that women and

wealth were common property for all, had asked the king to entrust to him his

daughter and his throne. This exasperated the king and he turned away from the

creed of Mazdak.

Thus, we learn from the above-mentioned version of Firdousi, that it was

Noshirw^n, who saved Iran from the evils of the false elements of Mazdak's socialism.

As said by Gibbon,
"

It was the first labour of his reign to abolish the dangerous

theory of common or equal possesbions : the lands and women which the sectaries

of Mazdak had usurped, were restored to their lawful owners
;
and the temperate

chastisement of the fanatics or impostors confirmed the domestic rights of society".!

It was for this, among other services, that Noshirwan's name has been com

memorated with the names of other departed worthies of Irjln, in the Afrin-i

Raj pith win. J

IV.

OTHER MAHOMEDAN AUTHORS.
We shall supplement our version from Firdousi with that from some other

known Mahomedan authors like Ma9oudi, Tabari and Mirkhond.

1 Gibbon's " Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire" (1844) Vol III, pp 117-118
"

2 Hama-xor Frohar-i Anaosheh-rawan-i Khusro-i Kavftdan bad (Pazend Texts by Mr. Edalji K. /iutia
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Ma90udi
Ma9oudi's references to Mazdak are brief. He calls him

a Zendik.i He says that Mazdak had close relations for a

long time with Kob^d, that he seduced the people by his innovation and frauds and
that he perished in the reign of Noshirw^n. He had also formulated a revolt

against Kob^d. The result was that Kobdd was dethroned. He regained his

throne after some time. On coming to the throne, Noshirwdn killed Mazdak and

80,000 of his followers.

^^jj^j^
Tabari gives a separate chapterZ on the teachings of

Mazdak. According to this author, Mazdak belonged to

Nishapur in Khorasdn. He pretended to be a prophet, but he was really not so.

He taught the old religion of Persia, with this exception, that he abolished marriage
and ownership in property, saying that

"
the God of the Universe has given these

(women and wealth) equally to all men."^ For community of women, he said :

"All women are common The wife of one person belongs to another and the

wife of that other belongs to the first. Whoever desires her may take her."

This doctrine pleased most young men, the debauched and the common

people, and many adopted it. Kob&d, in the twelfth year of whose reign

Mazdak declared this new creed, sent for him and inquired about it. Kob^d

was licentious and fond of women. So, he was inclined to the teachings of

Mazdak who attached no importance to the sacred tie of marriage. The people,

with the help of the chief Dasfcur, dot!iroii,'d and imprisoned him and

put his brother J&mS,sp on the throne. One of KobSd's sisters went to his prison and

wrapped him in beddings and blankets, and passed the bundle out of the prison,

under the pretence that it belonged to her. She said to the jailor, who wanted to

seduce her, that she was in her monthly illness, and that, as, according to the

Persian custom,* people did not come into contact with the body and clothings of

women during such illness, Kob^d had directed her beddings and clothing to be

removed. Kob&d, who was concealed in the bundle of the beddings, after being thus

released from his imprisonment, fled from Persia. He then returned after some time

1 ^^iA^^}\ I do not understand, why M Barbier de Meynard (Ma^oudi, par Barbier de Meynard
Vol II, p 196) translates here the word as Manichtfen. Though there may be some traits common to thf
Zendiks and to the Manicheens, yet the sects seem to be, to a great extent, different.

2 Part II, Chap XXIX—Tabari par Zoteaberg, Tome II pp. 148-52.

3 aAIj c*-.lj^jl5j J A«l^«J^iAijOjy't^ <^ (MunshiNawalKishore'sText p. 313 11, 2-3.
4 Vide VendjdM XVI for the old Persian custom referring to women in their menses.
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with foreign assistance and i-egained his throne. He then renounced the company
and the teachings of Mazdak, who, later on, was killed by Noshirwan.

.J. Mirkhond, in his Rozatus-safa, says that Mazdak won

over king Kobad to his new creed by a stratagem. He

pretended, that his new faith was revealed to him by God, and imposed upon the

king by showing him a so-called miracle. He got a subterranean communication to

be made with the vault of a fire-temple, and hid an accomplice under the ground

below the vase of the Sacred Fire. Then, he took the king with him to the fire-

temple and offered to converse with the Sacred Fire. The man, who was hid in the

ground under the fire-vase, talked with him freely. The King took this to be a

miracle and was converted to the new creed.^

According to Mirkhond, the following were the teachings of Mazdak: —

1. Wealth and women were common property.
^

2. Intercourse with the next of kin {lit. those prohibited) was good.
3

3. The slaughter of animals and eating their flesh was unlawful. * He per-

mitted the use of eggs as food, while prohibiting meat diet.

4. The putting on of coarse cloth and living a kind of austere life.

The result of these teaohings was, according to Mirkhond, this: "He drew to

his faith the lowest classes of people. They committed rape on women of the hio-h-

est classes. Children could not say who their fathers were and nobody was certain

about the possession of his property." Mazdak, says Mirkhond, had, at one time, the

audacity to demand from his royal disciple, king Kobfld, his queen.
5 The Kino- vvas

prepared to grant the demand, but Noshirw&n saved the honour of his royal mother

by requesting Mazdak with great importunities to withdraw his demmd. The
ministers of the king were so much displeased with Kobad's conduct that they dethroned

and imprisoned him and placed his brother J^mSsp on the throne. KobSd, being

1 Munshi Nawal Kishore's Text, Vol I p 232. Silvestre de Sacy's JliSiaoire sup diyew Aatiquitees de

la Perse, pp 351-356

(Munshi Nawal Kishore's text, Vol I, p 232, L 22)

(Ibid.) ijJt. «/i*«:*—
ji f,jif^

b ^yA^ g4*

5 Gibbon, on the authority of Pocock who refers to an Arab historian for his authority, says, that Kobad
himself offered his queen and sister to Mazdak (Gibbon III, p. 116 n. 4, Chap XLII;
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released from his prison by a stratagem o£ one of his sisters, regained his throne after

some time with foreign assistance, and had, by that time, given up his liking for the

teachings of Mazdak. Ncshirw^n, on coming to the throne, killed Mazdak. Mir-

khondsays, that various different accounts of Mazdak and his party were known

during the time.

^jjjj^^jjj
Albiruni includes Mazdak in the list of his pseudo-

prophets. He attributes bad motives to both Mazdak and

Kobad—to Mazdak for introducing bis new creed, and to Kobad, for encouraging
and adopting it. He says ;

"
Kob^dh, too, believed in him. But some of the Persians maintain that his

adhesion was a compulsory one, since his reign was not safe against the mass of the

followers of Mazhdak. According to others, again, this Mazhdak was a cunning
sort of man, who managed to concoct this system, and to come forward with it

simply because he knew that KobSdh wag charmed by a woman who was the wife of

his cousin
;
and that for this reason Kobfi,dh hastened to adopt it. Mazhdak ordei'ed

him to abstain from sacrificing cattle before the natural term of their life had come.

Kobad said :

' Your enterprise shall not succeed until you make me master of the

mother of AnCishirwdn, that 1 may enjoy her.' Mazhdak did as he wished, and

ordered her to be handed over."i

According to Albiruni, there was another pseudo-prophet named Almukanna,
who declared himself as an incarnation of God, and made obligatory

"
all the laws

and institutes which Mazhdak had established. "^ This was about 200 years after

Mazhdak,

r) I,-
X

The Dabist&n has a special section (section 16)^ treating

of the teachings of Mazdak. According to this work

Mazdak had written a special book on his new creed. It was known as Desnad.

The author of the Dabistdn quotes u number of passages from this book. His

version of the tenets of Mazdakism gives a good deal moie than what we read in

Firdousi, Ma90udi, Tabari, Mirkhond and Albiruni. The addition contains some

elements which are common to Zoroastrianisra, for example, the subject of the so-

called dualism.
' •

1 Albiruni's "Chronology of Ancient Nations," translated by Or. Sachau,p 192. 2 Ibid p. 194.

3 " The Dabistan, or School of Manners," translated by David Shea and Anthony Troyer (1843), Vol

I, ppb72-379
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As to the special tenets of Mazdak, the Dabistan represents Mazdak, as justifying

them on two grounds. The first is that of justice, referred to by Firdousi. The

second is that of the removal of a fertile cause of quarrels prevalent in the world.

Wealth and women are two sources that are a frequent cause of dissensions in this

world. If both of these were possessed equally by men, it was alleged, there would

be no cause of quarrel. We shall give here, in the words of the author of the

Dabistfin, the tenets, and the grounds on which they were supposed to have been

based :

"
It is also stated in the same volume (Desnad): 'Whatever is not according with

the light and agrees with darkness, becomes wrath, destruction, and discord. And
whereas almost all contentions among mankind have been caused by riches and

women, it is therefore necessary to emancipate the female sex and have wealth in

common: he, therefore, made all men partners in riches and women; just as they are

of fire, water and grass.' In the same volume we find :

'
It is a great injustice that

one man's wife should be altogether beautiful, whilst another's is quite the contrary; it

therefore becomes imperative, on the score of justice and true religion, for a good man
to resign his lovely wife for a short time to his neighbour, who has one both evil and

ugly ;
and also take to himself for a short time his neighbour's deformed consort.

" Mazdak has also said : It is altogether reprehensible and improper that one

man should hold a distinguished rank, and another remain poor and destitute of

resources : it is therefore incumbent on the believer to divide his wealth with his

co-religionist ;
and so taught the religion of Zardusht, that he should even send his

wife to visit him, that he may not be deprived of female society. But if his

co-religionist should prove unable to acquire wealth, or show proofs of extravagance,

infatuation, or insanity, he is to be confined to the house, and measures adopted to

provide him with food, clothing, and all things requisite ; whoever assents not to

these arrangements is consequently a follower of Ahriman's, and they get contribu-

tions from him by compulsion.
"i

From what follows in the Dabistan, it appears, that Mazdak's tenets were

preserved and followed long after him, and they prevailed in later Mahomedaa times,

even up to the time when the Dabistfin was written.

Ibid pp 377-78.
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Dabistan's authority of Zar- According to the above-quotcd passage of the Dabistdn,
^^^^^

Mazdak, while preaching his tenets of wealth and women

being common property, pretended to take " the religion of Zardusht" for his

authority. It is like our modern saying of "
the Devil quoting the Scripture." We

do not know, on what authority, the Dabist^n bases its statement, when it makes

Mazdak say
" So taught the religion of Zardusht". But, if the statement is correct,

and if Mazdak rested—however wrongly
—on the authority of the teachings of

Zoroaster, let us see what that writing was. 1 think, it is the passage of the Vendid4d

above referred to (IV, 44). The passage speaks of a hdmo-daena (co-religionist)

going to another co-religionist, and asking for help. According to the Dabistan, i

Mazdak also speaks of a ham-din ui ** , i. e., a co-religionist, sharing his wealth

and wife with another ham-din. Again, in the Pahlavi commentary of a passage^

(Vend. IV, 49) which follows, and the subject of which arises from, this passage,

Mazdak is referred to by name. So, I think that, if, as mentioned by the Dabistan,

Mazdak pointed to any passage in the Avesta, it was this passage of the Vendid&d.

He misrepresented the passage, and twisted its sense to serve his purpose. The

Vendid^d recommended Zoroastrians to help their poor co-religionists, who asked for

money and who desired to marry and to be educated. Mazdak twisted the meaning
and said, that it meant that they were to share their wealth and women with other

co«religionists.

V.

THE SOURCE OF MAZDAKISM.

Mazdak's teachings have been run down by Parsee books, as being foreign to

Zoroastrianism. The question may be asked : Where did they come from. Did

they arise in Ir^n itself, from the fertile but mischievous mind of Mazdak himself, or

were they imported into Ir&n from a foreign country ? They seem to have come to

Ir&n from a foreign country.

The Chinese Mencius and the Mr. Simcox, in his
" Primitive Civilizations"^, thinks,

the iranain Mazdak.
^^^^^ j^^ l^-g teachings, Mazdak was a disciple

of Mencius,*

1 Bombay Lithographed edition of 1262 Hijri, p. 114, 1. 2. 2 \ide above p. 113.

3 " Primitive CivilizationB or Outlines of the History of Ownership in Archaic Communities," by
E. J. Simcox (1894), Vol. II., pp. 128-129.

4 Mencius is the Latinised form of Mang-tsie. He is said to have lived from 371 to 289 B C.

(Encyclopaedia Britaunica, Vol. XVI, p. 3.)
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centuries, several embassies had been sent to China from Persia. In 461 and 466

A. D., two embassies were sent. In 509 A.D,, Kob^d had sent another embassy
to China. Mr. Simcox thinks, that this frequent intercourse between China and

Persia had brought about the introduction of the teachings of Mencius from China

into Persia.

We have seen above, in Firdousi's version of Mazdak's teaching, that he won

king KobM to his socialistic view by some ingenious questions. The method of the

Chinese moralist Mencius also was in the form of questions, or, in what Simcox calls,

"the form of Socratic interrogation".' He is described as having the following

conversation' with king Hway of Seang :
—

v

Mencius.—"
Is there any difference between killing a man with a stick and

with a sword ?"

King Hway.—" There is no difference."

Mencius.—" Is there any difference between killing a man with a sword and

with bad government ?"

King Hway.
—" There is no difference.''

Mencius.—" In your kitchen there is fat meat
;
in your stable there are fat

horses. Your people have the look of hunger, and on the wilds there are those who

have died of famine. Your dogs and swine eat the food of men, and you do not

know to make any restrictive arrangements.
^ There are people dying from famine

on the roads, and you do not know to issue the stores of your granaries for them.

1 Simcox :
" Primitive Civilizatious" Vol. II., p. 33. 2 Ibid.

3 The restrictive arrangements referred to in the Chinese "Boole of Rites'" are thus described by Mr.

Simcox -.

" The Book of Kites contains some striking provisions expressly designed to prevent the State charges

from becoming an oppressive burden on the cultivators. The amount of rice consumed per head of the popula-
tion was estimated at about IJ lbs. per diem in an average year. With a beautiful harvest it might rise to 2 lbs.,

and in a bad year it might fall to 1 lb
;
but it was the duty of the officers in charge of the public granaries to

watch the harvests and the state of the public stores, and when the lower limit of consumption was reached, to

import grain from adjoining provinces, to remove the people to more productive regions, and to warn the

sovereign to reduce the expenses of the State. In times of famine, the king had no great feasts, and all other

optional items of expenditure were curtailed... .The general rate of expenditure ought, it was held, to be

determined upon the average revenue for thirty years,—a period long enough to allow good and bad years to

balance each other. A thriving State was one in which a surplus had been accumulated sufficient to provide for a

series of six bad y«ar«; a State that bad not a
surplus sufficient for three years was doomed to prompt estinction."

(ifcid, p. 36.)



When people die, you say,
*
It is not owing to me

;
it is owing to the year.' In

what does this differ from stabbing a man and killing him, and then saying,
'

It was
not I, it was the weapon' ?"

We thus see, that there is a good deal of similarity between the form and the

substance of Mazdak's interrogatories to the Iranian king Kob^d, and Mencius's

interrogatories to the Chinese king Hway; and it appears probable thiit Mazdak took

his teaching from the Chinese Mencius. Simcox says that "
Chinese radicalism, it

seems, lost some of its sweet reasonableness and temperance in the course of transmis-

sion, and the communistic element in Mazdak's doctrine is a purely Persian
addition."'

Mazdak's So-called asceticism According to Mirkhond, Mazdak also prohibited the use
and Indian,Buddhism. » . ci j u u- i <•.,•

of meat as tood, and, by his example of puttnig on coarse

cloth and by his retired devotion, recommended, as it were, an ascetic life. The Parsee

books and Firdousi do not refer to this part of his teachings. It is Mirkhond alone

who refers to it. According to Alberuni', there was no complete prohibition. The

prohibition was against the slaughter of animals, but when the animals died of natural

death, their flesh Was, though that is not said in so many words, permitted to be

eaten. These teachings also may have come from China, where they had spread with

the Buddhistic faith from India, or, possibly, they were imported direct from the

Buddhism of India. We know, that Buddhism had gone to the very borders, nay, in

somecases, had even crossed the frontiers, of Ir&n.

1 Ibid. p. 129. 2 Albiruni'g Chronology of Ancient Nations, translated by Dr. Saehau (1879), p. 19£,

1-1.. .



HUNAS IN AVESTA AND PAHLAVI.

The writer of the article on the Huns in the Encyclopaedia Brittanica^

says that the authentic history of the Huns in Europe practically begins about

the year a.d. 372, when Balamir or Balambir led a westward movement from

their settlements in the steppes on the north of the Caspian Sea. A side issue

of this movement was the downfall of the Gupta dynasty in India, regarding

which Mr. Vincent Smith' in his History of India says :—
The Golden Age of the Guptas comprised a period of a century and a quarter (a.d. 330-4S5), covered

by three reigns of exceptional length. The death of Kumaragupta I, which can be fixed definiMly
as having occurred early in 455, marks the beginning of the decline and fall of the empire
When Skandagupta (455-480 A.D.) came to the throne, in the spring of 455, he encountered a lea of

troubles. The Pusyamitra danger had been averted, but one more formidable closely followed it

—an irruption of the savage Huns, who had poured down from the steppes of Central Asia through
the north-western passes, and carried devastation over the smiling plains and crowded cities of India.

Skandagupia, who probably was a man of mature years and ripe experience, proved equal to the

need, and inflicted upon the barbarians a defeat so decisive that India was saved for a time.

The Bhitari* stone pillar inscription of Skandagupta takes a note of this

victory over the Huns.''

Then there were fresh inroads between a.d. 465 and 470. Skandagupta

was succeeded on the throne by his son Puragupta (480-485), who was succeeded

by his eon Narsimhagupta Baladitya. In or about 484, there were other

stronger and further inroads of the Huns under their king Toraraana, who had

established himself in Malwa (500 to 510). This Toraraana was succeeded by

Mihiragula or Mihirkula.

The abovementioned Baladitya was the king of Magadha at this time

and Ya;^odharman CVikramaditya) was the ruler of Malwa in Central India.

Bound the names of these two kings, there rages a conflict of opinions among

scholars, as to which of these two Rajas defeated Mihirkula and put an end

1 In this paper, reprinted from the Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume, I have preserved th« transli-

teration of that volume.
2 Ninth Ed., Vol. XII, p. 381.

3 Third Edition (1914), pp. 308 S.
, „ „r ^

4 A village in the Sayyidpur Tahsil of the Ghazipur District in the N. W. Provinces.

5 Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. III. Inscriptions of the Early Gupta Kings and their Succes-

sors by John Faithful Fleet (1888), Inscription No, 13, Plate VII, pp 3»-56.
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to the Huna supremacy in India. Dr. Rudolf HoernW says it was Ya^odharraan.

He rests for his authority on epigraphical, numismatic, and literary evidence,

of which the first is the most important. The inscriptions of Ya^odharman

on his two rana-stambhas or "Columns of Victory in War," commemorate

this victory.^ The second column, which is much mutilated, is, as it

were, a duplicate. Mr. Vincent Smith,' on the other hand, advocates that

it was Bfiladitya who defeated the Huna king. He rests for his authority on

the statement of the Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang* who represents Baladi-

tya as defeating Mihirkula.

This question has been also indirectly touched by Professor K. B.

Pathak' and Babu Maninohan Chakravarti." In the solution of this question,

the Persian history of the Sassanian times has also been appealed to. I do

not wish to enter into the controversy, but simply say that, on weighing the

arguments on both sides, I am inclined to believe that the credit of the

defeat of the Huns belongs to Yaiodharman. The authority of the

Chinese traveller is second-hand and late. His statement that Mihir-

kula, the Huna king, who is the hero of this controversy, lived * some

centuries ago*' should make one pause before taking him as an

authority. By that statement, he carries the date of Baladitya also ' some

centuries ago,' which is against chronological facts. Thus, the autho-

rity of a pilgrim-traveller who speaks in later times, and that on second-hand

hearsay information, and whose statement on the fact of the date of a king is

incorrect, must be set aside, when placed by the side of the contemporary
evidence of the inscriptions of the king who claims the victory. IfYaiodhar-

man had not been the real victor, he would not have dared to get that inscrip-

tion put up. He ran the risk of being taken for a braggart or a boaster by his

contemporaries,
—

princes and peasants alike. The court-poet, while preparing
the inscription verses, may praise the king and even make a god of him if he

liked, but he would not dare, and his royal patron himself would not allow

1 Journal, Royal Asiatic Society, 1909, pp. 88-144.
2 Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions, Nos. 33 and 34. pp. 142-50.
3 History of India. 3rd edition (1914), pp. 318-21.
4 Si-yu-ki, Buddhist Records of the W^estern World, by Samuel Beal, Vol. I (1884), pp. IM-Tl,
.5 Journal. B. B. R. A. Society. Vol. XIX, pp. 35-43.
6 Journtil of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1903. pp. 183-86.

7 Seal's Buddhist Records. Vol. I, p. Ifi9,



him to dare, to attribute to the king, in the inscription, a feat or a deed which
the king did not do. Exaggeration in praise is one thing but a false state-

ment is another thing. The latter would lower the king in the esteem of his

people who knew all the contemporary events.

The above Hun kings, Toramana and Mihirkula, speak of theniselves, on

their coins, as
" Shahi

"
kings. We learn from Firdousi, that the king of the

Haetalite Huns, who helped Firuz,' was spoken o£ as the Shah of Haita).-

He is also spoken of as the Chagani Shahi.^ So, I think, the term
"

ShJihi,''

used by the Hun kings of India, refers to the title which they had assumed,

and that the Huns who settled in India were of the same tribe as those who

invaded Persia.

Though the above historical references and the epigraphical evidence speak

of the inroads of the Huns in the 5th and 6th centuries after Christ, looking

to the history of this great nation of the Huns, who had a running history of

about 2,000 years, it appears that there were inroads of these people in times

much anterior to these later times of the Guptas. According to M, Deguignes,

the history of the Huns is the history
"

of a nation almost ignored which

established at different times powerful monarchies in Asia, Europe and Africa.

The Huns, who, later, bore the name of Turks,' natives of a country situated

in the North of China, between the rivers Irtush and Amur, made themselves,

by degrees, masters of the whole of the great Tartary. Since 200 b c, several

royal families have successively reigned in their vast countries. They had

empires more extensive than that of Rome, some illustrious emperors, some

legislators and conquerors, who have given rise to considerable evolutions."*

The Huns in their long history of about 2,000 years, and in their distant

marches of more than 2,000 miles, one way or another in the East or in the

West, in the North or in the South, were known under a dozen different names

at different times and different places.

1 I have referred to this King Firuz at some length in my paper on the Huns before the B. B. R. A.

Society(J. B. B. R.A. S., Vol. XXIV, pp. 570, et seq) According to the Grand Bundeheah (p. tl5

11. 5-8 of Tehmura* Photo-litho Text), Firouz had entered into an agreement with a Hunftic,

king Khoushnavaz. It says :

" In the reign of Firuz Yazdagard, when six years passed, there was
the calamity of a famine and KhushnavSz, the king of the Haiptalites, killed Pirouz."

8 Mecan's Calcutta edition of the Shah-nameh, Vol. Ill, p. 1589.

3 Ibid.

i I give my own translation from " Histoire Gencrale des Huns, des Turcs, des Moguls, et des autre

Tartares, occidentaux, etc., avant et depuis .Jesus Christ jusqu'a present,
"
par M, Deguignes (175^), Tome i,

Partie I, Preface, p. V.
,

'

,
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The history of Persia, the history which one may perhaps like to call

comparatively tha prehistoric history of Persia, points to the existence of the

Huns centuries before Christ. The Avesta writings dearly show this. These

writings show that the name of the Huns, by which these people are known, is

a very old name of times long anterior to Christ ; and this further confirms the

viekvs of M. Deguignes in the matter.

The Huns are spoken of in the Avesta as the Hunus. We find the follow-

ing reference to them.

I. We read thus in the Aban Yasht—

(53) Tarn Yazata takhmo Tuso rathaestaro baresaesu paiti asp&nam zavare

jaidhyanto hitaeibyo dravatatem tanubyo pouru-spakhstim tbisayantam paiti-

jaitira dusmainyavanam hathranivaitim hamerethenam aurvathanam tbisyan-

tam. (54) Aat him jaidhyat avat aiyaptem dazdi me vanguhi seviste Ardvl-

sura anahite yat bavani aiwi-vanyau aurva Runavo vaeskaya upa
dvarem khsathrosaokem apanotemem kanghaya lerezantya asavanaya

yatha azem nijanani Tuiryanam dakhyunam pancasagnai tatagnaisca satagnai

hazangragnisoM hazangragnai baevaregnaisca baevaregnai ahankhstagnaisca.

(55) Dathat ahmai tat avat ayaptem Ardvisura anahita hadha zaothro barai

aredrai yazeranai jaidhyantai dathris ayaptem.

Translation ;
—

(53) The brave warrior Tusa invoked her (Ardvisura)

riding on horse-back and praying for strength to his horses, strength to [his

own] body, great watchfulness over those who annoyed him, power to strike

his enemies, power to run down his foes, adversaries and annoyers. (54) Then

he asked of her : good beneficient holy Ardviaiira 1 give me this gift, that

I may be the overcomer of the brave Hunus of Vaeiaka^ at the gate of the

lofty [fort of] Khsathrosaoka of the high and holy Kanga,^ [and] that I may
kill the fifties and the hundreds, the hundreds and the thousands, the

thousands and the ten-thousands [and] the ten-thousands and the innumerables

of [the people of] the country of Turan. (55) Holy Ardvisura granted the desire

1 Dr. West is wrong in translating
" Hunavo Vaeskaya

"
as the " Hunus in Vaeska "

and thus taking
Vapska to be the name of a place' (Legends relating to Keresasp, Pahlavi Texts, Part II, 8.B.E. XVIII,

p.S7',n. 4).

t Firdousi places the fortress of Kang fKangdez) at about a month's distance from China. Magoudi (II,

p 131, eh. 2i; also places it (Eenkeder) in China.



of him who carried offerings, gave gifts, made invocations [and] sought the

fulfilment of desires.

II. We further read in the Aban Yasht :

(57) Tam yazenta aurva Hunavo Vaeskaya upa dvarem khsathro-saokem

apanotemem Kanghaya berezantya asavanaya satee aspanam arsnam hazangre

gavana baevare anum&yanaui, (53) Aat hira jaidhyen avat uyaptera dazdi no

vanwuhi seviste Ardvisiira anahite yat bavaraa aiwivanyau takhmem Tuaem

rathaestarem yatha vaem nijanama airyanam dakhyunam pancasagnai aatag-

naisca satagnai hazangragnaisca hazangragnai baevaregnaisca baevaregnai

ahaAkhstagnaisca. (59) Noit aeibyaicit dathat tat avat ayaptem Ardvisura

anahita.

Translation:—{57) The brave Itunus of VaSsaka invoked her (Ardvisura) at

the gate of the lofty [ fort of] Khsathrdsaoka of the high and holy Kanga, with

one hundred horses, one thousand oxen, [ and 1 ten thousand lambs. (58) Then

[ thus invoking ] they asked of her:
"

good beneficient holy Ardvisura ! give

us this gift, that we may be the overcomers of the brave warrior Tusa [ and ]

that we may kill the fifties and the hundreds, the hundreds and the thousands,

the thousands and the ten-thousands, [ and ] the ten-thousands and the

innumerables of [ the people of ] the country of Iran
"

(59) Holy
Ardvisura did not grant this gift to them.

We gather the following facts from the above passages of the Aban Yasht

on the Hanus: (1) Vaeeaka was one of the brave leaders, or rather the family of

"the leaders, of the Hunus. This Vaeeaka of the Avesta seems to be the

same as Visak of the Pahlavi Bundehesh ( chap, xxxi, 16, 17 ),^ one of

the ancestors of the Turanians, an uncle of Afrasiab- and the father of

Piran, the Turanian Nestor. He is the Viseh of Firdousi's Shah-

nameh. (2) An Iranian hero Tusa^ was a great enemy, or rather Tusa's family

and descendants were great enemies, of Vaesaka or of Vaesaka's family and

1 Vide my Bundehesh, p. 169.

2 According to M. Gabriel Bonvalot, travellers are, even now, shown at Samarkand, a place known as
that of the Cemetry of Aprosiab (Afrasiab). The present ruins of Samarkand include the ruins of Afrasiab
and are known as the city of Afrasiab (Through the Heart of Asia, by M. Gabriel Bonvalot, translated, from
the French by Pitman, Vol, II, pp. 7 and 31). For further particulars about him, vide my Dictionary of Avfesta

Proper Names, p. 130. ftde also Tarikh-i-Rashid , by Elias, pp. 286-7.
3 It is this Tus that is said to have been the founder of the city of Tus, the birth-place of the great

Firdousi Tousi.
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descendants. We learn from Firdousi, the special reason why these two families

Were so very hostile. In the war between the Iranian Naodar, the father of

Tusa, and the Turanian Afrasiab, the nephew of Viseh, Barman, a son of

Viseh was killed. Naodar was kijled by Afrasiab in revenge.^ (3) The head-

quarters of this Hun hero Vaesaka and his tribe was, at that time, at a place

called Kanga, somewhere in Central Asia. It is the Kangdez, i.e., the Fortress

of Kang of the Shah-nameh. (4) The time of this war between the Iranian Tus

and the Turanian Hun Vaesaka or Visa, was long anterior to that of king

Vistasp, who, according to later Pahlavi writers, lived, at least, about seven

centuries before Christ. Thus, we sea from the Avesta, that the Eunus or the

Huns appear first in history as Bghting with the Iranians long before the 7th

century before Christ

III. The next reference to the Hunas in the Avesta is in the Meher

Yasht (Yt. X. 113) where we read as follows:—
Tat no jamyat avanghe Miihra Ahura berezanta yat berezem barat

astra vacim aspanamoa srifa khsufsan astrau kahyan jyau nivaithyan tigtaun-

gho astayo tadha Hunavb gouru-zaothranam jata paithyaunti fra-varesa.

Translation :
—May the great Mithra and Ahura come to our help there,

where the weapons of war jingle (lit. raise loud noise), the hoofs of horses rattle,

the daggers cUnk, [and] bows shoot forth sharp arrows. There [by the arrival

of Mithra and Ahura for assistance] the Hunus, the mala fide offerers of sacri-

fices, go about smitten and with dishevelled hair.

The word Hunu in the Avesta also means a son. It is used for bad or

wicked sons. It is the Sanskrit sunu, Eng. son. So, Darmesteter, Kavasji E.

Kanga, Harlez, Spiegel and others take the word here as a common noun

in the sense of
'

sons
'

or
'

descendants.' But, I think, there is here a clear

reference to the battles with the Hunus or Huns.

In the present passage, there is an invocation to Mithra and Ahura for

help in the battle-field, so that, with their help, certain persons may be

smitten. These persons, all the translators take to be the descendants or sons

{hunu) of some evil-minded persons. I would ask : Why are Mithra and Ahura

invoked for smiting the children of the evil-doers and not the evil-doers them-

selves? One cannot admit the justice of such an invocation. So, I submit, that

I Le Livre des Rois, par M. Mohl, Vol. I, p. 423.
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it is clear, that it is the evil-doers themselves, the I/umis, against whom the

invocation is made. We are not in a sure and certain position to determine the

time of this reference to the Huns.

IV. We read as follows in the Jamyad Yasht about a great Iranian hero

Keresasp:
—

41. Yo janat Eunavo jat pathanya nava Hunava^-c& Nivikahe Hunavai-

ca Dastayanois.

Translation :
—Who (Karesaspa) smote the Bunus, the nine highwaymen,

the Bunus of the Nivika, the Bunus of the ])a8taya tribe.

Other translators like Kanga, Darmesteter, Spiegel, have taken the word

Bunu, which occurs thrice in this passage, as a common noun for
'

sons or

descendants.' West^ and Harlez have taken the word in its first place, as a

proper noun for the Bunus, and in the next two places, for common nouns. I

think that it is a proper noun in all the three places and refers to a fight with

the Bunus. Harlez gives the following note over the word Bunus: "Personnages

legendaires inconnu. Les legendes recueillies dans les Shahnameh parlent aussi

de brigands tues par des heros et de brigands au nombre de cinq ou sept."^

Harlez supposes this name to be legendary, but it seems to be a reference

to the Huns. The time of this reference seems to be well-nigh the same as,

or even a little anterior to, that referred to in the Aban Yasht The Haoma
Yasht (Yagna IX, 6-13 ) places Keresasp's time long before Zoroaster. The

Aban Yasht (Yt. V, 37) places his time somewhat before that of Afrasiab, the

nephew of the Vaesaka or Visa above referred to. The Bam Yasht (Yt. XV,
27) also places him before Zoroaster.

Keresasp was a great Iranian hero who is more than once referred to in

the Avesta. Some of his exploits are referred to in the Zamyad Yasht. One of

these exploits was, as said above, that of smiting the Bunus. It seems that

the'e exploits were described at some length in the Sudgar Nask, one of the lost

bookg out of the twenty-one books of the Avesta that are believed to have been

extant at one time. Though almost all the Nasks have been lost, we know

from the ninth book of the Dinkard, what their contents were. Similarly, we find

1 Legends relating to Keresasp, Pahlavi Teits, Part II, S. B. E., Vol. XVIII, p, 370.
2 Le Zend Avesta, p. 546, n. 5.



therein, in brief, the contents of the Sudgar Nask.^ In the. contents of the
fourteenth Fargard Ad-fravakhsyii we find the exploits of Keresasp. Therein,
we find that the above-mentioned exploit with the Huns, referred to in the

Zamyiid Yasht, is described thus—
'' When the Vesko progeny who (were descendants) of Nivik [and] Das-

tanik [were] slain by him."-

Here in the Pahlavi passage, we do not find the word Runu repeated as in the

Zamyad Yasht with the two proper names Nivlka and Dastayana, t. *., the

word for
' son

'

as understood by the different translators, has not been given.
Dr. West has himself added the word '

descendants.' This fact seems to me to

show that the word Uunu in the Zamyad Yasht is used as a proper noun for

the Uunus or Huns in all the three places and not as a common noun in the

sense of
'

sons.'

The Pahlavi legend is also preserved in the Pahlavi RiviTyet accompanying
the Dftdistan-i-Dini.^ Therein, where the particular exploit of Keresasp in con-

nection with the Hunus mentioned in the above passage of the Zamyad Yasht is

referred to, we do not find the name Ilunu but we find that tho persons whom

Keresasp smote are spoken of only as rdgdSir,'^ i. e., highwaymen, which is a

Pahlavi equivalent of the Avesta 'Pathan.'

In the Persian legend of Keresasp, which is the rendering of the above

Pahlavi Revayats, we find the word r^A-rfar which is the same as Pahlavi

These Pahlavi and Persian renderings of the original exploit show that

the Hunus or Huns, with whom Keresasp fought, were by profession, as it were,

highwaymen. The Avesta Zamyad Yasht, gives the number of their leaders

as nine (nava). The Pahlavi Revayat gives na number. But the Persian

Revayat has reduced the number to seven. , , ": .

1 For the Pahlavi Text, ride Dinkard compiled by Mr. D. M. Madon, Vol. II, pp. 802-803. vide Weat'a
Dinkard (S. B. E., XXXVII, Pahlavi Texts, Pt. IV. pp. 197-99), Bk. IX, Ch. XV. wde also West's Legends
relating to Keresasp in the S. B. E., Vol. XVIII (Pahlavi Texts, Pt. II, pp. 370-72). For the Persian render-

ing of the legend, vide the Saddar Bundehesh (Chap. XX, pp 86-92), edited by Ervad Bomanji N. Dhabhar.
For the translation of this Persian legend, vide Ervad Edalji Eersaspji Antia's paper

" The Legend of

Keresasp." in the Spiegel Memorial Volume, edited by me (pp. 93-98).
2 West S. B. E., XXXVII, p. 198, XVin, p. 372. '^>!hivV ,

3 For the text of this vide
" The Pahlavi Rivayet accompanying the Padistan-i-Dinik," edited by Ervad

Bomanji N. Dhabhar (1913), pp. 65 to 74, No. XVII.

4 /tid, p. 69, 1. 7.
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Now, what was the time of thia fight of the Iranians with the Huns referred

to in the Zamyad Yasht :? From the fact that this war or battle was led by
Keresasp, we may properly conclude that it referred to times long anterior to

king Vistasp and Zoroaster, i. «
, long anterior to at least about b.c. 700,

V. The next references to the Huns are in the Farvardin (Yt. xiii, 100)
and Zamyad (Yt. xix, 86) Yashts, where we read thus about king Vistasp
(Gustasp):

—
Yo him statam hitfim haitim uzvazat haca HunaiivyO.

Translation :—Who ( King Vistfisp ) separated it ( i. e., the Zoroastrian

religion referred to in the preceding para), strong, holy-existing from

( the influence of ) the Eunus.

Darmesteter, Spiegel, Harlez and Haug very properly take the word Hunu
in this passage for a proper noun, but Kanga takes it for a common noun.

In the Farvardin and Zamyad Yashts, king Vistasp or Gustasp, the patron
of Zoroaster and of the Zoroastrian religion, is spoken of, a i said above, as

separating the religion of Iran from the influence of the Hunus, In the Gos
Yasht,^ Vistasp prays for overcoming eight foreign kings or chiefs. Among
thera, one is Khyaon^t Arejataspa, who is spoken of in the Pahlavi Aiyadgar-i-
Zariraa ( Memoirs of Zarir) as Arjasp-i-Khyonan Khudai,^ i. e., Arjasp the

king of the Khyaonas. We find a similar prayer in the Asisvang Yasht.*

Vistasp had to fight three wars with this Turanian king Arjasp. Firdousi

refers to these at some length. The wars were due to the appearance of

Zoroaster as a prophet in the court of Vistasp. According to Firdousi,

Zoroaster advised his royal patron to free himself from the yoke and influence-

of this Turanian king. So, taking the above passage of the Farvardin Yasht
in connection with the passage of the Gos Yasht abovre referred to and with

the Pahlavi writing of the Aiyadgar, it seems that Arjasp the Turanian with

whom Vistasp fought, and his tribesmen the Khyaonas, were all Huns.

From the passages of the Yashts, at least of the Farvardin and Zamyad
Yashts, we find that the Hunus or Huns lived in th« time of king Vistasp and

1 Yt. IX, 31, 32.

2 Vide my" Aiviidgrir-i-Zaririn, ShatrOiha-i-Airan and Afdiya va Sahigiya-i-Seistan
"

(1899), p. 5.

3 Yt. XVII, 49-50.
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Zoroaster, which, if not anterior to, was at least not later than, that of the 7th

century before Christ.

These Eunus seem to have belonged to the same group of hostile tribes to

which the Varedhakas and the Khyaonas belonged. King Vistasp, the patron

king of Zoroaster, who is represented as opposing the Hunus,^ is also repre-
sented as opposing the Varedhakas- and the Khyaonas.^

According to Darmesteter, the Varedhakas, referred to in the Avesta as a
hostile tribe like the Runus, may be the later Vertae. Similarly, the Khyaonas
were the Chionitae. They lived somewhere on the western coast of the

Caspian.*

From this rather long examination of the Avesta passages, we find that

the Humis were known in Persia as a wandering and pillaging nation or tribe

before the 7th century of the Christian era.

Among the several passages of the Avesta which we have examined, we
find that there is some difference among scholars about the meaning of the word

Hunu in some passages. But there are some for which there is no difEerence,

especially in the passages referred to in the Aban Yasht which refer to

the war between the Iranians of Tusa and the Hunus of the Turanian Vaesaka.

The early Huns, i. e., the Huns of the times of the Avesta, seem to have

professed well-nigh the same religion as that of the early Iranians. We see this

from the ceremonial form of their prayers, referred to in the Aban Yasht

(Yt. V, 53,58). We see, from the passages of this Yasht given above, that both

the Iranian Tusa and the Hunus of Vaesaka invoke Ardvlsura with the same

ceremonial offering. They both offer 100 horses, 1,000 oxen and 10,000 lambs.

Secondly, we learn from the Pahlavi Aiyadgar-i-Zariran that Arjasp

raised a war against Vistasp because the latter acknowledged the new religion

of Zoroaster. Why should he have done so had they professed difierent reli*

gions f Though hostile and though differing in the details of their

belief, they seem to have followed a common religion, a religion the

main elements of which were the same. Had it not been

1 Farvardin Yasht, 100,
% Gosh Yasht, 31; Asisavang Yasht, 51.

3 Ibid, and Zamyad Yasht, 87.

4 Darmesteter, S. B. E., Vol. XXIII, p. 117, n. 6, Yasht IX, 100, n. 6.
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so, there was no special reason for Arjasp to declare war for the

sake of religion. We read in the Pahlavi Aiyadgar :
"
Arjasp, the king of

the Khyaonas, had the startling news that king Vistagp, had, with his sons,

brothers and family, chiefs and equals, accepted from Oharmazd this holy

religion of the Mazdayasaans. Thereby he was much distressed."' Further on,

we read the following message ol Arjasp to Vistasp :

"
I have heard that

Your Majesty has accepted from Oharmazd the pure Mazdayasnan religion.

If you will not think of it, great harm and unhappiness may result to us from

that (religion). But if it please Your Majesty, and you give up this pure

religion, and be of the same religion with us, then we will pay homage to you
as a king."- These passages show that Arjasp resents Vistasp's forsaking the

common ancestral religion and adopting the new Mazdayasnan one of Zoroaster.

Again, according to the Iranian tradition, recorded in the Pahlavi

Bundehesh, the Iranians and the Turanians at first belonged to the same group.

They had a common ancestor. This fact also shows that they had well-niorh

the same religion. We find from the above passages of the Farvardin (100)

and the Zamyad (86) Yashts that with the helo of king Gustasp, Zoroaster

separated the good elements from thebadones, and, rejesting the latter, purified

the old religion. That was his great work of reform. Firdousi (Calcutta ed. Ill,

p. 1548) represents even the later Huns as praying in fire-temples with b^z and

barsam, the sacred requisites of Zoroastrian worship. According to

Firdousi, king Behramgore sent the qUeen of the Khakan of the Hunnic Turks

to the fire-temple of Azar Goushasp as a state prisoner to serve there.

We also learn from Indian history based on epigcaphical, numismatic, and

literary materials that Mihirakula was a foreign Hun king whom the Indian

king Yaiodharman, or, as said by Mr. Vincent Smith, both Yaiodharman
and Baladitya combined, defeated, tlajatarangini,^ the history of Kaimir

by Kalhana, refers to this Mihirakula at some length. We learn the

following facts from this work about Mihirakula : (1) He founded the

temple of Mihire^vara and the city of Mihirapura. (2) He allowed the Gandhari

Brahmans, a low race, to seize upon the endowments of the more respectable

1 Vide my Aiyadgar-i-Zariran, etc., p. 3.

2 Ibid, p. 5.

3 Bk. I, stanzas 306 et seq., Troyer's French Translation of 1840, Vol. I, pj). 33 et seq. Vide also
Sir Aurel Stein's Text and Translation and Wilson's Essay on the Hindu History of KSimir ia
the Asiatic Researches, Volume V (pp. 1-11), n. 23.
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orders of the Hindu priesthood. (3) These Gandhari Brahmans of Mihirakula-

had the custom of the next-of-kin marriages among; them.^ (4) A number of

flesh-devouring birds followed the array of this king.'

The very name Mihirakula is, as said by Dr. Stein, Iranian, The names of

the temple and city founded by him are Iranian. The marriage custom attri-

buted to him is the matriarchal custom alleged to be tribal with some Persian

people.' The reference to the flesh-eating birds points to the Iranian custom,

of the disposal of the dead. All these facts and references point to an inference

that the religion of this Hun king, Mihirakula, had many elements which

were common to the religion of the early Iranians.

According to the Avesta,* the people of the then known

world were divided into five groups: (I) the Airyas, (2) the Turyas,

(3) the Sarimyas or the people who dwelt in Syria, (4) the Saini, or the Chinese

and (5) the Dahse. Of these five stocks, the first three are traced from the three

sons of king Faridun, the Thraetaona of the Avesta. These three sons were

Salam, Tur and Irach. From Salam descended the stock of the Sarimyas,
from Tur that of the Turanians and from Irach that of the Iranians. Vistasp
came from the stock of Irach and Arjasp from that of Tur.

Vaesaka, the typical Huna or HunJ and Tusa, the typical Iranian, descen-

ded, according to the Pahlavi Bundehesli, from a common ancestor. The

following geneological tree, prepared from the account of the Bundehesh, gives
their descent from Gayomard, supposed to be the first king of the countries,

of which Airyana Vaeja or Iran formed a part:
—

1 The stanza referring t'> this custom is omitted in Dr Stein's Text but is found in Troyer's Text
p. 38. Dr. Stein refers to this omission in the foatnote. As to Mihirkula, Dr. Stein also thinks that
the name is Iranian.

2 Bajatarangini, stanza i> 291.

3 For this custom, see a paper on "Royal Marriages and Matrilineal Descent," br Miss Margaret
Murray (Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Engl ind,July-December 1915).

4 Farvardin Yasht, Yt. XIII, 144.
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IDOL-WORSHIP. DID IT EXIST AMONG THE ANCIENT

ARYANS, AND AMONG THEM, AMONG THE

ANCIENT HINDUS OF THE VEDIC TIMES ?

I

In the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of England,
Introduction.

"'

a ht j ii
there was, of late, a discussion between Prof. A. A Macdonell

and Mr. S. V. Venkateswara, as to whether Idol-worship prevailed in Vedic

times. The former said, that it did not prevail, while the latter said, that it

did. The object of this Paper is to submit a few points for consideration on

the subject from the point of view of other sister Aryan nations.

In his Paper, entitled
" The Development of Early Hindu Iconography"

in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,' Prof. Macdonell says,
" In the

earliest product of Indian literature, the Rigveda, the gods, being largely

personifications of natural phenomena, were only vaguely anthropomorphic.

To the imagination of the poets of the hymns, the gods were outwardly
differentiated mainly by the weapons' they wielded or the animals'* that

drew their cars. They were nut as yet iconographically represented. Ijiterary

evidence indicates that regular images of gods were not made till the latest

Vedic period. They were known in the middle of the second century B.C. to

the grammarian Patanjali and most probably to Panini nearly two centuries

earlier."^

1 J. K. A. S. 1916, 1917, p. 587 and 1918. 2 J.R. A. S. Vol. of 1916, pp. 125-130.

3 As examples of representation by vveapoiia in la.ter times, as illustrated both in literature

and sculpture, we find Vishnu holding a Chakra, i.e., a disc or a wheel in his hand as a symbol, and

ShtV(C holding a trimla or trident.

4 For example, Indra is known by his elephant ; Surya by the seven horses of his chariot; Ganga,

and Yamuna (.lamna) by the crocodile and the tortoise; and Lakhshmi by two elephants with a Lotus

between them on -which she sits. Cf. the representations in the Avesta, where the Sun (Hvare khshacta) is

spoken of as having swift horses (aurvat-aspa. Khurshed Nyaish). Mithra is spoken of as having a chariot

(vasha) with a golden wheel (aeva chakhra zaranagnam. Meher Yasht, Yt. X, 136. Vide also Ibid, 67). In

the Avesta, the chokhra is held to be a symbol of authority or influnce (Yt. XIII, 89).

5 J.U.A.S. for 1916, p. 125. ..,.'..
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II

The evidence
^ think, that the evidence of what we know about three

other* Aryan "na- Other \ ryan people supports Prof. Macdonell's view, that idol-

Avorship did not exist in India in early Vedie times. The

Aryan nations, I wish to speak about, are

1. The Iranians,

2. The Scythians, and

3. The Ancient Germans,

1. THE IR/LNIANS.

Herodotus thus speaks of the ancient IrJlnians :
—"

It is not their practice

to erect statues, or temples, or altars, but they charge those with folly who do

so ; because, as I conjecture, they do not think the gods have human foriiis, as

the Greeks do. They are accustomed to ascend the highest parts of the moun-

tains, and offer sacrifioa to Jupiter, and they call tho whole circle of the

heavens by the name of Jupiter. They sacrifice to the sun and moon, to the

earth, fire, water, and the winds. To these alone they have sacrificed from the

earliest times ; but they have since learnt from the Arabians and Assyrians to

sacrifice to Venus Urania, whom the Assyrians call Venus Mylitta; tne Ara-

bians, A litta, and the Persians, Mitra. The following is the established mode

of sacrifice to the abovementioned deities : they do not erect altars nor kindle

fires when about to sacrifice ; they, do not use libations, or flutes, or filets, or

cakes ; but, when any one wishes to offer sacrifice to any of these deities, he

leads the victim to a clean spot, and invokes the god, usually having his tiara

decked with myrtle. He that sacrifices is not permitted to pray for blessings for

himself alone ; but he is obliged to offer prayers for the prosperity of all the

Persians, and the king, for he is himself includai in the Persians. When he has

cut the victim into small pieces, and boiled the flesh, he strews under it a bed

of tender grass, generally trefoil, and then lays all the flesh upon it : when he

has put everything in order, one of the Magi standing by sings an ode concern-

ing the origin of the gods, which they say is the incantation ; and without one

of the Magi it is not lawful for them to sacrifice. After having waited a short

18
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time, he that has sacrificed carries away the flesh Ond disposes of it as he thinks

fit."i Again, we have the instance of the Persian King Cambyses, entering the

temple of Vulca)\ find deriding the image of that God.^ Xerxes, when he

invaded Greece, threw down the images of gods.^

This long quotation from Herodotus shows, that what was the case with

India, as pointed out by Prof Macdonell, was also the case with Iran. There was

no idol-worship there from very ancient times. Iran was pre-eminently against

idol-worship. In the Hadokht Yasht (Yt. XXII, 13), credit is given to a pious
soul for disregarding idolatry and for resorting to pure Gatha-singing. In the

Vishtdsp Yasht (Yt. XXrV-37), Zoroaster asks his royal disciple, Vishtfisp, to

keep away from idolatry, which was an evil, an infection from \.hriman In the

same Yasht (59), Ahura Mazda advises the rejection of idol-worship and the

acceptance of pure and simple Gatha-singing.

The Avestaword for idolatry in the above passage is >"\)-*' baosu, the Pahlavi

rendering of which in the Hadokht nask is
" bundak dig shaidd-yazakih

"*
i.e.,

" bundak which is devil-worshipping." The Pahlavi rendering of the word in the

Vishtasp Yasht is ujdesht but parastih, ie., idolatry.^

Coming down from the Avesta to the Pahlavi books, we

find idol-worship run down in the Dinkard,*' the Bundehesh,

the Minokherad, the Bahman Yasht, the Viraf-N&meh, the Sha-

troiha-i Airan, the Jamaspi, the Karnaraeh-i Ardeshir Babegftn and

Matan-i Shah VahSrfin Varj^vand. As Prof. Jackson says, all Pahlavi writ-

ings allude to
'' the abomination of idol-worship as wholly abhorrent to the

pure spirit of Zoroastrianism that is in keeping with its ideal conception of the

divine."^ He further on says :

"
I must emphasize that the Persians from the

earliest antiquity had no idols in the sense of representations of the godhead set

1 Herodotus, lik. 1, 131-32. Carey's Translation.

2 Jhld.Bk.m,37. 3 yMBk. VIK, 109.

4 Hftdokht Nask II, 13. K«fc the Book of Ardai Viraf by Daatnr Ho.shang Jamiap, p 287. Le Zend

Avesta, par Darmesteter Vol. II, p. 653.

6 Vide Le Zend Avesta, par Darmesteter IJ, p. 663.

6 Dinkard Bk. VII, Chap. 1, 19, Chap. IV, 72, S- B. E. XLVII, p. Sand p. 67.

7 Vide Prof. Jackson's article, entitled " Allusion* in Pahlavi Literature to the Abomination of

Idol-worship," in the Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy Zarthoshti Madreasa Jubilee Volume, p. 274. Vide also my
notice of the article in the Introduction to that Volume, pp. XL-XLI.
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up as object of worship ; nor does Zoroaster refer to them. If, moreover, Darius

and the other Achasraenian kings caused to be carved above their bas-reliet

effigies in stone a half-figure representing Alira-Mazda as floating in a symbolic
circle and handing to the king a ring as the emblem of sovereignty, it is never-

theless a motive borrowed from Assyrian and Babylonian art and was doubtless

chosen for the special purpose of appeiiling to the non-Persian conquered

nations, who were more anthropomorphic in their ideas. ^ Nor is any

exception formed to the general truth by the fact that there is in Sfisdnian

times a mounted figure of Ormazd (known by his name occurring in the

attached inscription) carved in stone at Naqsh-i-Rustam to represent the deity

in the act of bestowing the crown upon Ardashir. Idolatry played no part in the

history of the religion.
"^

One may perhaps point against the above quotations and references from

Herodotus and the Avesta and Pahlavi books, the supposed case of the Achaa-

menian Iving Artaxerxes Nemon, who is said, by some, to have founded the

statues of Anahita and Mithra. But here, one must remember, that the

rendering of that portion of his inscription, which is pointed out as referring to

this subject, is not certain. Ihe reading of the inscription as given by Dr.

Spiegel is *.—

" Anahata ut^ Mithra vashn^ Auramazdaha apad^nd adara ak'unavam

Auramaz^a. Anahata utd Mithra mSm p^t'uv."^ Spiegel renders this as: "Durch

die Gnadevon Auramazda, habe ich Anuhita und Mithra in diesen Palast gesetzt?

Auramazda, Andhita und Mithra niogen mich schiitzen," i.e.
"
By the favour

of Aura Mazda, I have put Andhita and Mithra in this Palace. May Aura Maz-

da, Andhita and Mithra protect me." Spiegel puts a mark of question after the

word '

gesetzt' i.e.
'

put,' thus showing, that he has some doubts about his inter-

pretation of the sentence.

1 The conventionalized form taken to be thus borrowed from the Babylonians and Assyrians, has been

taken by others to be a representation of the fruvashi or farohar, i.e., the idealized spirit of the King. That

it is 80, is supported by the fact, that the features of both the king and ihcfravasld are similar. Prof. Jackson

differs frow this view.

2 Vide the above Jubilee Volume, p. 274.

o Die Altpersischen Keilinschriften, von Fr. Spiegel, 1881, p. 68-69.
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Tolman^ gives the same reading, and translates :
" Anahata and Mithra

b^' the grace of Auramazda the building I made ; let Auramazda,

Anahata and Mithra protect me."

Weissbacli and Bang's^ rendering also is similar. It does not point clearly

to statues.

Thus, we see, that the inscription does not point to the installation of

the images of An^hita and Mithra. What was really meant by the king
seems to be, that he had patronized and helped some special glorification

of the Yazatas, Anahita and Mithra. Perhaps, he specially founded temples
in honour of these Yazatas. Just as we have fire-temples in India specially

connected with Varahram (Behram), the 20th Yazata, and known as Atash

Behram, so, there may be some special temples connected with the names of

Anahita and Mithra.

Even if it were supposed, that the reference in the inscription is to

statues of Andhita and Mithra, there is not the slightest idea of the foun-

dation of any kind of idol-worship. This appears from the fact, that out of

the many Yazatas only these two are referred to in this connection. Now
these two Yazatas—Mithra and Anahita—were those, whose worship had

prevailed among some foreign nations. The worship of Anahita, known to

the Greeks as Anaitis, who, by some, is compared to Artemis and by others

to Aphrodite or Urania, was known in one form or another among some

Western nations. A part of the portrait of Anahita, as pictured in the Aban

Yasht, is, in many points, similar to that of the Greek Aphrodite (Urania),^

and a part is similar to that of Artemis.^ Again, we knc w that the worship of

Mithra had from an early time prevailed in the West. These two Avorships then

may have created the production of statues. So, it is possible that the Western

method of the worship of the two Yazatas n^ay have reflected itself somewhat in

Persia in the later Achaemenian times. Artaxerxes, following the Westerns, may

1 A Guide to the old Persian Inscriptions, by Herbert Cushiug Tolman, pp. 90 and 158.

2 Die Altpersischen Keilinsohriften, von F. H. Weissbach and W. Bang (1893), pp. 45-47.

:J Vide my hiXH fcl'lol^'ll /.p., Ancient Iranians according to Herodotus and Strabo. p. 18,

4 JLhI.ikVJ.
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have merely produced these statues from an art point of view. That there

Was no worship of the statues as idols, is proved from the vary fast, that

had there been anything of the kind, why should the Iranians have stopped

short with these two Yazatas and not proceeded to do the same with other

Yazatas ? This shows that there may be an attempt only at statue-waking

but not at idol-worship. We find that the Western idea of statues had afiected

Darius who, when in Kgyjit, atone time, thought of ereoting his own statue^

opposite to that of an old Egyptian magnate, but he was dissuaded. The idea

seems to have been created that the person, in whose honour a statue was

erected, was thereby dignified.

In later Persian books, idol-worship is spoken of as But-
Bftt-parastish, a

_

> jr r

later.Persian word parstisb , wherein the word b lit hskS come to mean an ido'. This

Persian word bdt comes from the Avesta Buiti (Vendidad XIX,

1, 2, 43). In the Avesta, Buiti is the name of a div. The Pahlavi form of the

Avesta Buiti is Bat. We read in the Pahlavi Bundehesh :

" But shRed^ zak

munash pnvan Hindukdn paraQtand. Avash vakhsh pavan zak butiha raehm^n

ohegiinbAt-i asp paractet."^ f e.,
" The demon 5?i^ is one who is worshipped

among the Hindus. The increase (of its worship) consists in idols. For example

they worship the idol of a horse." This seems to be a reference to the idol-

worship among the Buddhists. Among the Tibetan Buddhists, there is a horse-

dragon called Long-ma.'^

The dislike of Mahomedans for idols is well-known. They
Dislike tor idols

• j • • .

mnong Mahome- Carried on, as it were, the tradition and the teaching, in this

sors 'of Iranians in matter, of the Zoroastrian countries with which they had come
the Ian o ran.

into close Contact and which they soon occupied. It seems to be

strange, that the Mahomedan religion which had its cradle in Arabia, where

there prevailed some form of idol-worship^ should be iconoclastic. But, this

seems to be the result of the influence—one of many such influences in the

1 Herodotus Bk. II, 110. 2» Chap. XXV^III, 34. 7?rfe my Bundehesh, pjx. 138-39.

3 Vide for his picture, Waddell'? '' Buddhism of Tibet or Lamaism,'' pp. 410-411.

4 According to Ma90adi (Chap. XLIII), at one time, there prevailed idolatry in Arabia. It was the

Jewish religion that lirst began to replace it.
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matter of religion— of Zoroastrianism upon MahomedaniBm. The great
AnusheravA.n (Noshirvan the Just, Chosroes 1) had a stronger hold upon
Southern Arabia. So, he may have furthered the influence ot the Jews and

others against idolatry. The Prophet himself is said to have expressed his

pleasure and pride for the fact, that he was born in the times of a great king
like Noshirwan the Just. So, a close observer as he was, of men round about
him and of their doings, he approved what he thought was good in Zoroastria-

nism and embodied it in his new religion. Dislike of idolatry may be one of

these things, which pre-eminently seems to have appealed to his cultured mind.

He was emphatically against any kind of idolatry, even against any form that

oame nearer to it.

The Mahomedan view^ against the use of idols is said to have been based on

their belief, that in idols or images made by men, life will enter on the day of

Kiamat, /.e., on the judgment-day. But those objects, though revived with

life, will not possess human or spiritual privileges. That being the case, the

life-bearing images and idols will curse their owners. That being the belief, it

is said, that when the wife of the Prophet, on one occasion, produced for prayers
a carpet bearing some pictures on it, the Prophet was much displeased. Again,

that being their belief, the Mahoraedans, at one time, did not like the portraits

of the kings on their coins. Latterly, in cases where there were portraits, the

eyes of the portraits were made eo small as to obscure the face of the

person. The image of the face being thus imperceptible, the portraits on coins

were tolerated to some extent. One can thus understand why certain

Mahomedan kings, when they destroyed Hindu temples, and their idols, they

destroyed the faces. Without faces the idols would be no idols.

2. THE SCYTHIANS.

The Scythians were a chip of an old Aryan stock. As eaid by Prof. Gut-

schmid, their t'eities
" have a'so an Aryan complexion."- They also had their

gods of the heaven,—the Sun and the Sea and their goddesses of earth and

fecundity like the ancient Indians and the Iranians. Prof. Gutechmid says of

1 Vide " Southern India,'' by La(ly Lawley, p. 49.

2 Eucyclopsedia Britannica, 9th ed., Vol. XXI, p. 676.
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them, that
"

in true Iranian fashion, the gods were adored without images

altars, or temples."'

3. THE ANCIENT GERMANS.

According to Caesar,
"
they (the ancient Germans) reckon those alone in the

number of gods which are the objects of their perception, and by whose attri-

butes, they are visibly benefited ; as the Sun, the Moon and Vulcan."^ These

gods of theancient Germans then are the same as the gods of the ancient Hindus,
—

Slirya, Chandra and Agni—and the same as the Yazatas of the ancient Ira-

nians,— Hvar^ Khshaota, Mftongha and ^tar. Tacitus say?, that
"
they (the

Germans) conceive it unworthy of the gcandeur of celestial beings to confine their

deities within wa'ls, or to represent them under a human similitude : woods

and groves are their temples."^ What Tacitus says of the ancient Germans,

is, as it were, a version of what Herodotus says, as quoted above, of the

ancient Iranians. It shows, that there was no idol-worship among the ancient

Germans as tliera was none among the ancient Iranians.

Ill

IDOL-WORSHIP IM INDIA. IS IT INDIGENOUS OR IMPORTED ?

We thus see, that none of the other three ancient Aryan people
—the

Iranians, the Germans and the Scythians
—who were the off-shoots of an old

Aryan stock, had idohworship among them. So, a likely inference is, that there

should be no idol-worship among the ancient Hindus also, an old off-shoot,

whose Rishis sang their songs of Nature in their Hymns of the Vedas.

Arriau on places
Arrian, referring to Megasthenes, says, that there were

of worship in pre- about 1 18 Indian tribes, who were " nomadic like those Scythians
Bnddhistifi times.

'

_

•'

who did not till the soil, but roamed about in their wagons, as

the seasons varied from one part of Soythia to another, neither dwelling in

towns nor worshipping in temples ;
The Indians likewise had neither

1 Ibid. 2 De Bello Gallico VII, as quoted by Dr. Aikin, •the Translator of Tacitus, p, 25,

3 /hid. Germauia of Tacitus,^IX,Jtran8lated by Aikin,
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towns nor temples of tha goda."i This is a picture of the very early .^ryan

iraigrants into India.

idoi-worship ne-
I'here is one important thing which we must bear in mind.

oessitates ti.e buii- Jt ig, that when a people has idol-worship, it must have temples
ding of temples. r t t i

for locating the idols. Now, it seems, that the vary early Aryans
whose picbure we sea in the early hymns of the Kig-Veda, were, to some extent,

a people not settled in a centre. They were people who moved from place to

place and who thus came into contact with Nature. So, they were not in a

position to build temples which are the accompaniments of a long settled life in

one locality.

If there was no idol-worship in very early Vedic times, and if it appeared in

later times, the question arises, Whether it came later on, from outside, or

whether it grew up in India itself ? There are some, who say that it came from

outside. Some say, that, at least a part of the Hindu iconography was the result

of Semitic influence.^ Some say, that it came from Greece. It is believed that

the Greeks of the Gandhara School introduced idol-worship into India.

Before the time of Asoka, there was no idol-worship. The pM, i.e., the

feet of Buddha were first worshipped. Latterly, images of Buddha began to be

made, and the first image made, had, as its model, an image of Apollo, the

Greek sun-god.^* But it seems that idol-worship, though it did not exist in very

old Vedic times, originated in the country itself. Foreign influence may have

affected the forms, etc., of the idols from the point of view of art, but it did not

originatfl idol-worship. In India from very ancient times, there was the tenden-

cy to idealism. Later on, the idealistic conceptions began to be developed into

iconographic works. Art became the co-adjutor of religion. Temples, which were

the best specimens of art, became in themselves educative sources. Music, as an

art, began to educate by sound. Temples, images, paintings, as works of art began

to educate by sight. Idols began to be an expression of ideals.

1 "Ancient India," by VlcCrindle (1877), p. 1.99.

2 J. R. A. S. of 1916, p. 130.

3 The Journal of American Oriental Society, May 1917.
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If idol-worship did not exist in early Vedic times, and if it
IfJ indigenous, . .

among whom did was Hot imported Dut originated at one time in the country

gina'teT""^

°"
itself, among whom and when did it first originate ? Some are of

opinion, that it first originated among the Jains. The Vedic

books speak of sacrifio3s, among which there were also animal sacrifices.^ The
Jains who were opposed to killing animals, replaced this animal sacrifice by the

images of their Ticithankars, so that the abteatioii of their worshippers may be

drawn to them in place of the animal sacrifices. The Brahmins then in rivalry
introduced idols in their rituals. They replaced the idols of the Jain Tir-

thankars, Mahilvira and Parasnath by thoseof their own gods Ram and Krishna.

The Buddhists also had their idols. The Brahmins, in order to preserve the

attachment of the people to their ritual, followed them also and introduced

idol- worship.

IV

Various reasons are ascribed to the orio-in of idol- worship
Origin of idol- • .1 i t \\t l 1 T

worship in Persia, m the worlcl. We saw above, how even idealism may lead to it
Mongolia and Ara-

through art, which Is a co-adjutor of religion. Well-nigh the
same cause is attributed to the oriorin of idol-worship in Persia

and Mongolia by later Persian writers.

It is strange, that though the A. vesta and the Pahlavi literature of ancient

Iran speak against idol-worship, according to a later Persian writer, the author

of the Zeenut-ut-Tavruikh, idol-worship originated in Iran iti remote times,

in the time of King Tehmurasp (the Takhraa-nrupa of the A vesta), as the

result of an extraordinary regard for the dead in the time of an epidemic.
" The

account of its origin appears very natural. A malignant disease had raged
BO long in Persia, that men, distracted at losing many of their dearest

friends an^l relations, desired to preserve the memory of them by busts

1 The Avesta also refers to animal sacrifices. In the Yagna (Ha, XI, Hoin. Yasht 4, S.B.E. XXXI,
p. 245), we read of some such saoritice of an animal, a particular part of whicli was oflfered to Haoma.
The use of milk and clarified butter (goshudo) in the modern ritual has come down from old times as an

improved form of this ancient custom.
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and images which they kept in their houses, as some consolation under their

affliction. These images were transmitted to posterity by whom they were

still more venerated ; and in the course of time the memorials cf tender regard
were elevated into objects of adoration ."^

A similar cause seems to have introduced idol-worship among the Mongols.
Malcolm quotes the Travels of William de Rubruquis, a monk who was sent,

in A.D. 1253, by Louis the Ninth of France (commonly called St. Louis) to

the Court of Mangou Khan, the grandson of Chengiz, The monk was told :

• We frame not these images to represent god : but when any rich man among
VIS or his son, or his wife, or any of his friends dieth, he causeth the image of

the dead person to be made, and to be placed here ; and we, in remembrance of

him, do reverence thereunto out of regard to their memories."^

^ . . ^ .,, PercevaF, the modern historian of the Arabs, says that
Origin of idola-

. .

"^

try among the according to some authorities, the early Arabs were free from

idolatry. According to others it prevailed from early times and

began with the spread of the Arabs from the Kabah. They worshipped at the

Kabah and when they began to disperse, they took with them a stone from the

vicinity of the Kabah as a precious relic (une relique precieuse). They put up
these stones in their hoiises wherever they be and went round it as they went

round the Kabah.

Modern critics, in their expression of displeasure against

against idolatry idol-worship, carry matters very far, and treat as idolatry, what

really is not idolatry. We had an example of this kind recently.

In 1916, during the course of the great war, it was suggested, that crosses or

calvaries may be erected in England on waysides here and there in honour

of those who were killed in the war. The Protestant Alliance thereupon protest-

ed against the suggestion and wrote to the Premier that the suggestion may
not be followed out. They suggested in its stead, that the

"
better way

"
to

1 Malcolm's History of Persia, Vol. I, pp. 9-10. 2 Ibid, p- 10 Note.

3 Essai sur I'Histoire des Arabs I, p, 197.
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show respect to the dead would be to put their names on brass tablets in, or on»

public buildings. The Afhceneum thereupon said tbat there was nothing like

idolatry in this. It said :

*' This strikes us as yet another recrudesoenoe of the

old iconoclastic spirit, and it is curious to notice that, whether in the eighth
or the seventeenth century, whether among Albigenses or English Protestants,

it utters always the same peculiarly strident outcry
—the burden of which is

a horror of idolatry. We doubt whether idolatry
— in the sense of definite

religious worship offered to a graven image as if it were a divinity
—is even

possible to a Western European in the twentieth century. Even if ic were so,

the abuse of a good is not sufficient reason for abolishing its use. The trouble

we have to meet in our day and country is not that people fail to practise

their religion rightly, but that they tend to have no religion at all. To look

for a raon^ent at Christ upon His Cross, remembering as one does so those who
have fallen in battle, striving to emulate His spirit of sacrifice, is at least ta

have a glimpse of thorn sub specie ceternitaiis, as the old phrase has it. Less

than that will hardly satisfy, and we do not think that can be achieved by the

brass tablet in a public building,''
^

Various reasons have been preached against idol-worship.

hefpfu\" to tftli- One of them, as preached by the Old Testament prophets, was, that

terate may be to- Jehovah or God was jealous and intolerant of such false gods.

But this is not a correct reason. To many worshippers, idol is a

symbol. They do not worship the idol as God but they worship God in the

idol. Sir Oliver Lodge, one of the best scientists of this day, in his
" Man and

the Universe," takes this very sensible view and says :

" An idol, to ignorant

and undeveloped people, is a symbol of something which they are really wor-

shipping under a material form and embodiment : the sensuous presentation

assists their infantile efforts towards abstract thought, as material sacraments

help people in a higher stage of religious development. But some of these helps

should be ootgrown. An adult mathematician hardly needs a geometrical figure,

crudely composed of fragments of chalk cr smears of plumbago or ink, to help

1 The Athmeum of August 1916, No 4608, p. 361.
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him to reason ; and if he uses such a diagram he is aware that he is not really

attending to it, but is reasoning about ideal and unreaiisable perfections ; he has

soared above the symbol, and is away among the cementing laws of the universe.

If an image or a tree-trunk or other object helps a savage to meditate on some

divine and intractable conception,
—if it has been so used by thousands of his

ancestors, and has acquired a halo of reverence through antiquity and by the

accumulation of human emotion lavished upon it,— a missionary should think

twice before he ia rude to it, or abuses it, or pulls it down. We do not rebuke a

child for lavishing a wealth of nascent maternal affection on some grotesque

black-Betty of a wooden rag covered doll; We do not despise, we honour, a

regiment content to be decimated so it may save its flag,
—which materially is

almost a nonentity. And so if we send missionaries, we should send competent

men, who will gradually educate, by implanting useful arts, and positive vir-

tues ; and we should tell these messengers, dearly, that negative aftd ioono-

claetio teaching may be very cruel. These things depend upon grade attained."



OLD IRANIAN FORMS OF INVOCATION OF GOD.

Ancient Persian writings began with some forms of invocation to God.

All these forms meant to say that the writing was begun
" with (or in) the

name of God." In the Ahura Mazda Yasht, Zoroaster asked Ahura Mazda as

to what part of the mathra ( ff^ ) gave most courage, victory, etc. Ahura

Mazda replied that it was the recital of his and his Amesha Spentas' names

that gave one courage, victory, etc. On being further asked, as to His particular

names which were most efficacious, Ahura M&zia gives His twenty names, which,

if properly recited, day'and night, may give one help and pleasure (avangha

9^^^ and rafnangha). Ahura Mazda then gives about 54 more names, the

recital of which may help a person in his difficulties. Among these, two are

Ahura (the life-giver) and Mazda (the Omniscient), which two names, joined,

have given us Ahura Mazda, the Avestaic name of God.

All ancient Persian or Parsee writers follow, as it were, this injunction,

and give, in the beginning, the name of God as a form of invocation. All

Parsee prayers in the Avesta language begin with an invocatory formula,
*' Khshnaothra Ahuraho MazdW ie.,

"
for the pbasure of Ahura Mazda "

or
"
may Ahura Mazda be pleased," followed by the recital of an Ashem VohA

formula.

Following this injunction, all Pahlavi books have some kind of invocatory
formulas. I give below a list of such formulas found in various Pahlavi books :

—

(l) I'avan shem-i Dcttdr Aoharmazd, i.e., By the name of the Creator

Oharmazd.

This formula is found in :—

(a) The Bundehesh. Justi's Text (Dec Bundehesh, p. 1).

{b) The Nirangistan. The photo-litho facsimile, by Dastur Darab Peshotan

Sanjana.

?0
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(c) The Minokherad. Ervad Teheinuras's Text published with Intro-

duction from my pen. The rendering of it in the Sanskrit translation is

(d) Aibadg^r-i Zarir^n. Daatur Jamaspji's Pahlavi Texts, p. I.

(2) Pavan shem-i Yazdan, i,e., By the name of God.

This formula is found in :
—

(a) Ardai Viraf-nameh. Dastur Hoshang Jamasp'a Text. Dastup Kaikhosru

Jamaspji's Text.

(b) Afdiya va Sahigiya«i SistSn. Dastur Jamaspji's Text, p. 25. Vide my
Translation, p. 123.

(c) KhusrA-i Kavat^n va Retaki. Dastur Jamaspji's Text, p. 27.

{d) Andarzhil-i-Peshinigfln. Ibid, p. 39.

{e) Chitak Andarz-i-Pory6takeshan. Ibid, p. 41.

(/) Andarz-i-D^nSkjln val Mazdayaondn. Ibid, 51.

ig) Andarz-i-Anusheh-roban AtropSt MarespandSn. Ibid, p. 58.

(h) Sakhun ayochand i Atar Farobag-i-Farkhoz^d^n goft. Ibid, p. 79.

(i) Vajakiha-i-Bakht-afrid va Atarpat-i-Zartushtan.^ Ibid, 81.

(j)
Hanakhtunishn-i Mandum-i-Geti.^ Ibid, p. 82.

(3) Pavan shem'i-Yazddn datak nayok, i.e., By the name of God, the good

Giver, or, the Giver of the good.

This formula is used in :
—

(a) The Din^-i-Mainu Khrat (Minokherad). Dastur Darab P. Sanjana's Text.

ib) Andarz-i-Khosru-i-Kavat'^n. Dastur Jamasji's Pahlavi Text, p. 55.

(4) Pavan shem-i- Yazddn va nydlshn i nayok yehevfmdt, i.e., May this be in

the name cf God and his good praise.

This formula is found in :
—

(l) An Old-Zand- Pahlavi Glossary. Dastur

Hoshang Jamasp and Dr. Martin Haug's Text.

' The Text gives no heading, but I give the names as properly given by Mr. B. T. AnklesE^ria (Introduction,

pp. 30 and 31).
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(5) Pavan shem-i DCitdr-i veh afzuntk, i.e., By the name of God who is the

good Inereaser.

This formula is found in :—Shatroihd-i-Airan. Dastur Jamaspji's Text, p. 18,

Vide my Translation, p. 51.

(6) Pavan shemi Yazddn datak-i nayOk ian-durasfih, i.e., By the name of

God, the Giver of good health.

This formula is found in :—Pandnameh-i Dastur Adarbad MAraspand. Ervad

Sheriarjee's Text and Translation.

(7) Pavan shem-i Yazat Ddtgar, i.e., By the name of the Just God.

This formula is found in :—The Pahlavi Rivdyat accompanying the

D^dist4n-i Dinik. Ervad Bamanji Nasservaaji Dhabhac's Text.

(8) Pa ndm-i Yazdd, i.e-, By the name of God. (This form is the Pazend

rendering of the above mentioned Pahlavi formula Pavan shem-i

Yazddn.)

This formula is found in :
—The Aogemadaech^. The Text reprinted in

Bombay in 1859, from Dr. W. Geiger's Text.

(9^ Pa ndm-i HOrmezd Khadde, i.e , By the name of Hormazd the God.

This formula is found in :—Shikaail-Giimanik Vijar. The Pazand-Sangkrife

Text, by Dastur Hoshang Jamasp and Dr, West.

The Pahlavi formula has assumed in later Persian books the form of Ba

n&m-i YaZHd, •l>'i r^- i.e., By the name of God. This form is often amiJlified

as ly'o.^^^'i'-*^ so^Liij cy, j.Uj j\^.^ By the name of God, the Giver, the Bountiful,

the Meroifal.



THE TAZIKS OF THE NIRANG-I SAROSH YASHT-

Introduction. ^^ *^® P&zend prayer (Nirang) recited after the greater

Sarosh Yasht (Sarosh Yasht Vadi, Yasna LVII) one invokes

the help of Sarosh Yazad upon, among several others, the Tazis ^, who put on

the kusd or the sacred thread (Tazi^u-i basta kustian) .

Ervad Kavasji E. Kanga very properly translated the above words as

(^^c(l "liH'tRi ''HVh'.) (&^\}\ «? an^'Ai^ sy-^^Rdl H^i" i^^e. jA^i ii^H h^\.)'^

" the Arabs who put on the kusti, i.e., those Arabs who have accepted

the Zoroastrian faith." Dr. Spiegel has mistaken the word Ttlzi for T^ji, and

so has translated the above words as " the wearers of crowns, those who have

girded on the Kosti." ^ If we take the word to be Taji as he has taken it,

the word would not mean "
the wearers of crowns." No Persian dictionary

gives the word T^ji in that sense. The proper Persian word in that sense would

be t^j-dar.
*

Spiegel seems to have been misled by some previous Parsee trans-

lations. For example, we have the translation of the late learned Dastur Eduiji

Darabji Sanjana, published in 1187 Yazdazardi (1818 AD.). There, the trans-

lation runs as " aivsi^ (fcl^Hi^ Mis^ii^i) =«iH <v^Hi«icn ^^'ii tlili ^ ^^cfl'ti «nimi^ ^/'

i.e., the tajdars (i.e., the kings) and the people of the Zoroastrian religion who put

on the kusti "^ As all the Zoroastrians at the time when the nirang was written

were expected to put on the kusti, the grouping of the names by the learned

Dastur does not seem to be proper-

1 The same word, written in Pahlavi characters, may be read as Tazi or Tazik.

! Khordeh Avesta, 8th Edition, 1916, p. 297. ^ Khordah-Avesta, Fragment LXIV, p. 190.

« Vide the Persian Dictionary of Steingass.

' Vide the second edition of the translation published by Behedin Dadabhoy Sorabji in 1875, p. 297.

Fide also third edition by 5\6^'t ^l^H^VSii ^ri^^SS 1232 Yazd., p. 315.
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I possess a manuscript b^ok of Avesta with translation written in

Gujarati characters in Sainvat 180O (A..C. 1743).^ la this manuscript, f.

136, the word is written as niTj'4''i Tajshdn and the translation of the

word is omitted. The translation of the wording after the omitted

word runs as
"

<v;^8li^ui'{l €[^ m^ ^M-li <ni'--l'tRi." Perhaps the writer knew

that the word referred to the Arabs, but, he may have thought to himself :

" How could the Arabs, who destroyed the country and religion of Iran, be

remembered together with the true believers .'

'' Not being able to give a satisfac-

tory answer to himself, ho omitted to explain the word.

This Nirang is contained in the Pazend Texts published by the late Ervad

EJalji Karsaspji Antia (p. 163). There, Ervad Antia also has followed the in-

correct reading of the word as tajehdn instead of as tdzidn.

But the late Ervad Framji Vlinocherji Dastur Jamaspji, B.A., has given the

correct reading in the Avesta characters in his Khordeh Aveata^ as "
Tazidn-i

basta kushtiSn." Thus, wo see that the Taziks of the nirang of Sarosh Yasht

are Arabs.

' It consists of 302 folios, each page cODtaiaiag l:i liues. The first page says that it is ^ilH^clKl

Hl^ni'd Itcll"!". It bears the following colophon at the end : ^ ^cll'-H ClVlH «IHIHV«31 JAHI d. •«ll.

SiUSi i-Mii 'Ml'ltt ^i^^^lH'fl *l^(l'Hl^l'{l Ml?l \l^. ^. "Sctin ^ ^Ifcl =ii^ »i«4Hl 41 ^l Ji^

V\l ^l=»Hl Ht'J- ^£3 ^Ul^^' H^fl'^^'iS.

The writer Maneck seems to be the son of Faramji Aderji Talati, who was one of the signatories of a letter

dated Roz 21, Mah 9, year Samvat 1797 (A.C. 1741), written by the laymen of Naosari to those of Bulsar, asking
them to take care of the sacred fire of the Atash Behram removed from Naosari to Bulsar, and to see that the

ritual of feeding it(5\lSl^'(l) was not performed without the moti khnh (^lA '^^) (Parseo Prakash I, p. 856).

The colophon further seems to say that formerly there was an Agiary, i,e„ a fire-temple of the second

grade, near the Atash Behram. We know that at present the Agiary is at the distance of a quarter of

mile from the site of the Atash Beheram. There is another colophon on folio 139.

t For 'His or aHdi, H^
i.e., to or with of. Hl(l i^ 'i^fl.

» ^«^6 aHH^ctl I^S SHH^rtHl 6^^ {\<i\) p. 316.
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Who were the Taziks. The question is : Who were the Taziks, the Arabs, who
are spoken of as

'

basta kustian,' i.e;, those who had put on

the kusti or the sacred thread, the symbol of Zoroastrianism ? Do Parsee books

lead Us to see that there were Arabs who were Zoroastrians? Does any book of

history show that any of the Arabs had at any time taken to Mazdayasnism or

Zoroastrianism ? The object of this paper is to answer these questions in the

affirmative, and to show that in pre-Zoroastrian times there were Mazdayasnized

Arabs, «.«., Arabs who had, to some extent, followed the Mazdayasnan faith

which prevailed at the time, and one of the principal elements of which was Fire-

reverence. In Zoroastrian or post-Zoroastrian times there were Arabs who had

taken to Zoroastrian faith. According to the Iranian Genesis, the Pahlavi

Bundehesh (Chap. XV), which describes the Evolution of Mankind, the Taziks

were so called, because they descended from a pair named T^z and TS,zik, whose

progeny went to the desert of the Taziks (dasht-i-Tazik^n), i.e., the Desert of the

Arabs, or the Arabian desert. The Iranians came down from the progeny of

Hoshang and his wife Gujak. These two, TSz and Hoshang, the progenitors of

the Arabs and the Iranians, were brothers, both being the sons of Frav&k

the son of Siamak {Ibid. Ch. XXXI, 1 and 6). Thus, without imparting too

much importance to the details, we may say, that according to the old Iranian

tradition, both the Arabs and Persians, the Semites and the Iranian Aryans, had

a common stem, somewhere in Western Asia. The following table, based on the

Bundehesh (Chap. XXXI) and the Dinkard (Bk. VII, Chap. I, 34), shows us the

descent of the Semitic and Iranian stems generally, and of Faridun and P^t-

khosrub in particular.

f-«-
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r
Tehmurasp

Qayomard (1)

I

Mashya

Siyimak

Fravak

Hoshang
I

yanghat

Vivanghan
1

I

Jamshed

I

Vanfregheshn
the Aspyan or Athwijan

Ramaktora Aspiyftn

1

Gefartora ,,

I

SapidtorS. „
I

SihaktorS

Burtora „

I

Soktor& „
•I

Purtora „

Faridun „

Taz (the ancestor of the

Tazikiusor Arabs)

Virafshang (or Airyefshva of Pinkard

i
Bk. VII, ch. I, 34)

Patkhcsrub

(Tazikaa Malakft)

A long line of tho kings of

Yemen known by tlie

name of PatkhoBnib
or Sarb (or Sarbaa)

Zainigav

Klirntasp

I

Dahak (Zohak)

According to the Arab historian MaCoudi, soma Arabs derived their genea-

logy from Kaht&n, and others, especially those of the tribe of Nizdn, considering

themselves above the Kahtanides of Yemen, invoked their relationship with

the Persians (Ma9oudi par B. de Meynard, 11, p. 142). This Arab view then sup-

ports the Iranian tradition of the Bundehesh.

As to the religion of the ancient Arabs, according to Firdousi, they wor-

shipped a stone arch {mehrdb sang, Mohl's Text, p. 36). This shows, that just as

the Christian Cross existed before Christ, and just as the Zoroastrian Fire-

reverence and kusti, the symbol of its followers, existed before Zoroaster, so the

Mahomedan custom of turning to the arch in worship existed long before

Mahomed. But, according to Magoudi (Vol. I, 131), at one time Zoroastrian

' p. 228 of the Text, Tae Bundahshn, edited by the late Ervad Tehmuras Dinsliaji Anklesaria (1908).
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Fire-worship had, side by side with the above worship, entered Arabia, at least in

a particular part or tribe of Yemen. All the people were on the point of follow-

ing it, but one Khalid bin Sih^n banished it from the country. A miracle was

expected from that event but was averted. With a baton in his hand, he threw

himself over the fire burning in a brazier. The fire was extinguished and he

was burnt.

In this story, we see the first trace or glimpse of Mazdaism as prevalent

at one time in the dasht-i Tfi,zikan, i.e., the Desert of the Arabs. This faith con-

tinued in one part or another of the country, more or less, at one time or

another, and it is these Taziks, these Arabs, who followed the Mazdaya^nan faith,

who are remembered as TaziSn-i fcastah-kustifi,n [i.e., the Arabs who put on the

kusti or the sacred thread) in the nirang recited after the Sarosh Yasht.

AzidahA,ka or Zoh&k, whose rule over Persia is spoken of as a foreign rule

from Bawri or Babylon, is spoken of in Persian books as a T^zik or an Arab.

So, he was an Arab of the old Arab faith, who had not accepted the Mazdaya§-
nan faith of Fire-reverence. But, there lived at the time another Arab of the

other class, i.e., a follower of the Mazdayagnan faith. He was one Pat-khosrA,

who is spoken of as the king of the Arabs (Tazik^n Malkd). This P^t-khusrii

or P^t-khusrub or Pat-Sarub, which is his name in the Pahlavi books, is the

Sarv of Firdousi, according to whom he was the Arab king of Yemen. ^ The

there eons of king Faredun of Iran— Selam, Tur and Erach — were married

to the three daughters of this Arab king. There seems to have been a long line

of the kings of this name, and I think, that this Srub or Surb or Sarv of the

Iranian books is the same as the Sabda of Arab authors, from which name a

line or tribe of the Arabs is known as the Sabaeans.

This Arab king Pfi,t-kho3ru, or P^t-khusrub or PSt-Sarub, is referred to in

several Pahlavi books. He is referred to in the Pahlavi Vendidad^ as a very

wealthy (tobanik^n, Pers. tav^ngar) person. Darmesteter, on the authority of

Hamza Isfahani, says, that the Arabs of Yemen were supposed to be very rich

(sont legendaires par leur riohesses^).

' The dropping of P&l the first part of the name and then of khu gives us the name Sarv.
'>

Chap. XX. ^ Zend-Avesta II, p. 277, n. 4.
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According to Tabari ^, India had a share in making Yemen rich. It seems

that there was a brisk trade between India and Arabia. Tabari particularly

refers to an Arab king Raisoh who came to India and carried niches to Yemen.

The matrimonial relationship of Faredun's sons with the Arab king Pat Srub

is referred to in the Dinkard where he is spoken of as the king of the Arabs

(TazikSn raalka) and as a relative of T^z (T^z patvand).^

There is another reference to him in the Dinkard which is more important

for our purpose. It is in the commencement of the seventh book in the chapter,

which Dr. We&t ^ numbers as Chap. I, but Dastur Darab * as Introductory. The

chapter treats of the glory (vakhsh, elsewhere spoken of as gadman, Avesta

kharenangh, kava^m khareno, Pers. khur) of the ancient Iranian world. It is,

as it were, a modified and amplified form of the Avesta Zamyfid Yasht (Yt. XIX)
which, as said by Darmesteter, would serve as a short history of the Iranian

monarchy, an abridged Sh&h N^meh. The Kay&nian Glory (kava^m kharSno of

the Avesta or the vakhsh of the Dinkard) is represented as running in succession

from one great monarch or great man to another. The list of the Zamy^d
Yasht varies a little from that of the Dinkard. For example, the ZamyM
Yasht begins with Hoahang but the Dinkard names Grayomard, Mashya

Mashyai, Si&mak and Vaggard before Hoshang. Among such differences, one is

that of the addition of the name of P^t-khurub by the Dinkard. But what

strikes us as a little strange, is, that the name occurs after that of Kaikobad,

whereas, he being a contemporary of Faredun, his name ought to have been men-

tioned higher up. But that question should not concern us here, because the

patronymic name may have caused some confusion.

Now, the importance of this reference is in the matter of what is stated

here about P^tkhusrub's religion. I will give the passage here as translated

by Dr. West .—

"
84. And it {i.e., the Glory) came to Pata-khosr6b6, son of Airefshvi,

' Tabari par Zotenberg I, p. 289.

i Bk. VIII, Ch. XII, 9. Dastur Darab's Dinkard, Vol. XV, p. 26, I. 7.

» S. B. E., Vol. XLVII, p. 12, Chap. 1, 34.

« Dinkard, Vol. XIII, p. 13 of the Text of the Introduction of Bk. VII ; p. 14 of the Eng. Tranilation,

p. 18 of Guj. Translation. Vide the Dinkard published under the supervision of Mr. D. M. Madon, Vol. II, p. 597..
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son of TSz, who (was) king of the Arab?, through the mindfulness ^ of the

archangel Ashavahishto, and his enquiry
^ about it frcm its own tribe— for the

demon of greediness (^z6) with one similarly destined,^ had rushed for the

'
Ay&tagib. Dastur Darab reads the word as dshtih in one place (Eng. Translation, p. 14) and fishtagih in

another (Pahl. Transliteration of the Text p. 13, and translate it as friendly comniiinion or 'friendship.'

I am inclined to take it as a form of Yashtgih, i.e., worship, invocation.

2 Pazdinitan. Dr. West, while translating the word as '

inquiry,
' does not give his reading or

derivation. Dastur Darab reads it as '

pazdinidan
' and translates it as "

inspiration." He does not say, how

he derives that meaning. Had it been "
pigh-dinidan," his translation would do. 1 translate the word as '"

pur-

suing." In the Vendidad (XV, 5) we have a -word pazdayiiti. There the sentence runs thus : Thritum ceetaCsham

shkyothnanCim yoi verezinli mashyaka y6 gadhwSm yam aputhrSm janaiti va vayeiti vS, khraosayeiti vS,

pazdayfiiti va.

This sentence is in reply to the question in the cominenoement of the chapter as to which are the evil

deeds which make a man pesho-tanva, i.e., which make him guilty of a tandfur gundh, which is a sin that cannot

be atoned. The reply is, that there are five deeds which are of this worst kind. vig. :

1. Maligning a righteous man..

2. (living bad food to the watchdogs which protect the streets and the cattle.

3. Striking, driving away, frightening and pursuing a bitch that is with child.

4. Cohabiting with a woman in her menses.

5. Cohabiting with a woman who is in an advanced state of pregnancy.

Isow the above sentence refers to the third evil deed in the list. Therein, the word pazdayciti is variously

translated : Ervad Kavasji Kanga translates it as " Kicks "
(c-iidMI^) In his Avesta Dictionary (p. 313), he gives

the word under the word pasdd as " to stamp on the ground," deriving it from pad=padha foot and d/,d to put

(.VI win Shh aH![lill)- The word occurs as third person plural pazdayanta in the Ashishavangh Yasht

(Yt. X VII, 65). There, Kanga translates it in the sense of "
running alter, pursuing. >ii c-iPll." He does not

say, how he derives that meaning, but, it seems, that here, he does not follow his above derivation but takes it as

paf and dd. Just as we have avi da
81|^-^|

to attack, so pag-da means to pursue.
"

Now this Avesta word pazdaygiti is given in the Pahlavi Vendidad as pazdingt which Dastur Hoshanwji
translates as "

stamps op the ground" (Vide his Vendidad Glossary, p. 188). He does not derive the word but
he seems to follow Ervad Kavasji Kanga.

Prof. Darmesteter, following the Pahlavi rendering (aighash yadman min Skhar shikfivit : Vide Dastui- Jamas-

pji's Pahlavi Vendidad, Transliteration, p. 108) has translated the words as "
clapping of hands," but in his

footnote (S. B. E. IV, 1st ed., p. I73, n. 2) has said " or with stamping in the ground," and has referred to the
31st chapter of the Sad-dar nasr (vide Ervad Baraanji N- Dhabhar's Text, p. 25, 1. 10) where, speaking of the

regard and care for the dogs, it is enjoined, that one should not walk carelessly where a dog is asleep
so as to disturb it (na shftyad ke pae sakht bar zamln nehand ke u bidtvr shavad).

Now, whatever the meaning of the Avesta word, of which the Pahlavi rendering is pazdintd, I take tne
word in the Pahlavi Dinkard to be this word, and not as Dr. West and Dastur Darab have taken it. I take it

in the sense of pursuing or attacking.

» Hamdn bakhto seems to be the reading of Dr. West. Dastur Darab reads it as Amaul-batag and saya

that " it may be a Pahlavicised form of some such Arabic proper name as
^^ '*•' ^J^ Arauel-ul-batil." I am
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destructioTi of him who (was) very gent'e to that tcibe^—(as he had) a full incli-

nation for the ascendancy of the portion whose guidance to the lofty priestly

master (was) owing to the archangel Ashavahishto, just as the fish image of th-xt

(other) portion (was) for falling into the river ; and it is declared that he came

to the ceremonial of Zaratusht."

The passage of the Dinkard is rather difficult and both the translators,

Dastur Darab and Dr. West, differ a good deal in their translations. But the pith

of the passage is in the last sentence, viz.., v%l yazishna i zartuha^Jit matan paitdk

i.e., his coming to the worship of Zoroaster is well-known, or as Dr. West puts it,

"he (Pat-Khusrob) came to the ceremonial of Zaratusht," ^ or as Dastur Darab

puts it,
''

its (the tribe's, ie,, Patkhusrub's tribe's) coming to the ceremonials of

Zirathushtra."^ 1 give below my transliteration and translation of the passage :
—

Mat val Pfitkhosriib i Airyafshva i Taz i Tftzikan Malk^. Pavan Asha-

vahishta Anohospand yashtgih avash pazdinidan patash min nafshman ram az

ehaedS. levatman Amaabdtak pavan mar63hinidan i zak i narm narm val zak ram

d6barest ikvimunat. Pavan ialdih faruraSnih i b^har i val rai i biiland min Asha-

vahishta Arahdspand nimayashna chSgun zak bahar i m^htk kalp pavau rud

nafrunastan va val yazhashna i Zartuhasht matan paSt^k.
Translation:—iThat Glory) came to Pfitkhosrub, the son of Airyafshva, son of

Taz, who was the king cf the T^ziks. He ( FatkhosrAb), by (virtue of) the

worship of Asha-;ahisht (Ardibehesht) Araesh^spand, by slow degrees ran after

{ie , brought about) the destcuotioa of (his) tribe by pursuing (or fighting with)

Amunb&tak * the ambitious demon of his own tribe. He was nobly (l^Uih)

inclined toward the belief of that high leader, Ashavahisht Ameshaspand in

the same way as he was for throwing into the river the belief (of the worship) of

fish-figures. His coming to the worship of Zoroaster is made known.

inclined to agree with Dastur Darab that it is a proper name, though not that, or that of the kind which he

suggests. As said above, I have taken the word pazdinidan ia the sense of "attacking or fighting," so, here, the

mention of the name of an enemy is probable .

1 Dr, West gives a footnote and says that the sentence indicates " that the Arab subjects of the king

had revolted, because he favoured those of the primitive faith, who, no doubt, gained further favour by putting

down the rebellion." (S- B. E-, Vol. 47. p. 13, n. 1). Here, it is not merely the question of favouring the

primitive faiih, i.e., the old Paoiryo-tkaeshi Mazdaya(,uan faith, but the question of PHt khusrub himself

being a Mazdaya^nan and worshipper of fire as is indicated by the passage.
2 S. B. E, Vol, XVLlI.p. 13. 3

Dinkard, Vol. XlII, Bk. VII, p. U.
* I follow Dastur Darab in reading this word.
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Now, as said above, though translators may differ as to the literal

translation of this difficult passage, what it tends to show is this : Pat-Khusrob

had parted with his ancestral Arab faith and turned to Mazda ism, the faith of

IrSn. We saw above, on the authority of Magoudi, that, in very early times, some

of the Arabs of Yemen followed the Iranian Fire-worship and that it was one

Khalid who abolished it. So, here, Patkhurob's *' mindfulness
"
or

"
fiiendliness

with" or
"
worship of" Ashavahishta (Ardibehesht) Ameshsflpand, who presides

on fire (Ardibehesht atash &tash sardagan jast : Patet Adarbad, s. 8) is a clear

reference to his and to his Arab followers' religion, that they followed the old

primitive Mazdaya^nan religion wherein reverence to fire played an important

part, and that they were opposed to the worship of fish and saoh other fetishes.

The last part of the above passage, viz., that it is declared that he came to

the ceremonial of Zarathusht (Val. yazashna i zartuhasht matan paet&k) is very

significant. It clearly points to PAtkhosru and his followers being Mazdayac-
nans.

As the time of Pat-khosru was far anterior to that of Zoroaster, the reference

to Zoroaster is an anachronism. But what the later writer of the Dinkard may
have taken to mean, is that Pat-khusrub took to the Iranian way of paying
reverence to fire which was prevalent among the ancient Mazdayagn&ns, the way
which led to the final reform of Zoroaster wherein also the reverence to fire

continued.

The Pahlavi Shatrciha-i Airan ^
says, that Faridun conquered that part

of Arabia which is known as the Dasht-i Tdzikan, i.e , the Desert of Arabia, and

presented it as a marriagegift to Psit-khusro, the Arab kingof Yemen. According
to the M&digan i-Bin4 Farvadin yum KhtirdSd, the above referred to marriage of

the three sons of Faredun with the three daughters of the king of Vemen
took place on the Khordadsal day.

The Taziks, who nowadays form a special group, one of the two principal

ethnical groups of Persia, are the descendants of these Persian! zed or Zoroastri-

anized Arabs. Dr. Lusohan^ speaks of them as *' the descendants of the old Per-

' Vide my translation of the AiyadgSr-i Zarirftn, Shatroihii Airau va Afdih va Sahigih-Seestan, pp. 87-88,

'' Dr. Felix V. Luschao, in his article entitled " The eatly Inhabitanto of Western Asia '' in the July

to December Number (Vol. XLI, 1911) of the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute.
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sians and Medes." Dr. Bellew says, that in Afghanistan, even now, the Taziks are

known as the Parseiwan. This very name points to their relationship with the

ancient Persians. He says :
" The term Tfizik, it is said, is derived from the

ancient Persian name for the Arab. The ancient Persian writers distinguish

their hereditary enemies on the north and south respectively by the terms Turk

and Tiiz or Taj. And hence it is that the term TSz applied to the Arab only

in Persia ;
and everything connected with him, or proceeding from him, was called

by the Persians TAzi or TAzik, which are the same as TSji or Tajik. In course of

time, it seems these terms became restricted to designate things of Arab origin

in Persia in contradistinction to the pure and native article. Thus an Arab

settling in the country, and not intermarrying with its people, retained his

proper national title through successive generations. But the Arab

intermingling with the people of the country, lost his proper nationality ; and in

the succeeding generations, was called Tajik by the Persians. An impoited
Arab horse or dog, etc, was not called Tazi but Arabi. Their offspring, however

from a Persian mare or bitch, received tie name of T^zi and were no longer

called Arabi. i

History points to a long list of the Mazdayagnan kings of Iran who had

relations at one time or another with one part or another of Arabia and with one

or another tribe of the Arabs. ^ In the case of the reign of Noshirwan (Khusro

Kobadun, Chosroes I), we find clear references to Zoroastrian rule over Yemen.

So, it is quite possible that the Mazdaya9niln faith, and, later on, the Zoroas-

trian faith prevailed there and that the Tfizis referred to in the Nirang-i
Sarosh Yasht were Zoroastrian i zed Arabs.

> " The Kace of Afghanistan, being a Brief Account of the Principal JJations inhabiting that Country,"

by Surgeon-Major H. M. Bellew (1880), p. 110.

2 F*ci« my paper entitled
" The Physical Character of the Arabs : Their Relations with Ancient Per-

sians," read before the Anthropological Society of Bombay on 24th June 1919 (Vol. XI, No. 7, pp. 724-768;.
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